College of Massage Therapists of Ontario
Meeting of the Council
Agenda
Date:
Location:

May 13, 2019
810 - 1867 Yonge Street, Toronto, ON M4S 1Y5
Council Room
9:00 AM – 4:30 PM

Time:
Item
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

Item

Item Lead

Call to Order
Declaration of Conflicts of Interest
Approval of the Agenda of May 13, 2019
4. In-Camera Session
4.1 2018 Registrar & CEO Performance Evaluation
February Council Meeting Evaluation
Consent Agenda
6.1 Minutes of February 12, 2019
6.2 Actions Arising from the February 12, 2019 Minutes
6.3 2019 – Q1 Committee Reports
6.4 2018 Annual Committee Reports
Quarterly Reporting
7.1 2019 – Q1/Q2 Executive Committee Report
7.2 2019 – Q1 Financial Report
7.3 2019 – Q1/Q2 Registrar’s and Administration Report
7.4 2019 Q1 Workplan Report
7.4.1 QA Program Update (Presentation)
7.4.2 Standards of Practice
Items for Decision
8.1 Presentation of the Draft 2018 Audited Financial
Statements (B. MacKenzie confirmed for 11:00 AM)
8.2 Appointment of Auditor for 2019
8.3 Annual Review of Registration Renewal Fees
8.4 Proposed Amendments to By-Law No. 7
8.5 Approval of the 2019 Governance Handbook
Items for Information
9.1 2019 Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan
9.2 Council Member Reports from CLEAR Toronto
Symposium (Verbal)
9.3 MTRF Reports
New Business
Adjournment

Tucker
Tucker
Tucker

Approx.
Time
2 min
5 min

Tucker
Tucker
Tucker

60 min
10 min
5 min

Acheson
Acheson
Flitton
Flitton
Flint/McCoy
McCoy

20 min
20 min
10 min
15 min
45 min
20 min

Acheson/
MacKenzie
Tucker
Tucker
Tucker
White

60 min

Vining
Attendees

5 min
20 min

Flitton

5 min

10 min
45 min
15 min
30 min

2 min

Council Meeting
Evaluation Report
February 12, 2019

Overall
• Positive feedback – good discussion and participation

• Financial literacy and Governance training were well received and prepared Council
for a better focus on financial management
• Council sees the strategic plan/strategic goals as a priority and is looking forward to
more discussion, particularly related to work underway to develop measures

Council Meeting Evaluation May 14-15, 2018
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The information package was received with sufficient time to allow me to prepare
for the meeting

• Some members could have used more time – others felt there was sufficient time
• Members expressed appreciation for all of the work that went into the materials

• Last minute additions were generally seen as necessary/unavoidable given the issues involved –
but there were some updates within hours of the meeting that made it appear that the material
was not ready/not planned properly ahead of time

3

The materials were relevant to the agenda.

• Members felt the material was relevant and helpful in terms of making decisions
– and that staff do a good job in this area.
• Some material that was not included in the package meant it was was harder to
follow that part of the meeting

4

The materials were sufficient to assist me in forming an opinion on decisions
before Council

• For some of the staff presentations Council did not have material ahead of time

5

Agenda items were appropriate for Council discussion and consistent with
Council roles and responsibilities

• The survey results included a comment about whether the workplan was
actually manageable for staff

6

Time was used effectively, and discussions were focused

• Where agenda items went long, it was seen necessary and appropriate
• Noted as “one of the best managed meetings to date”, thanks to the President
and Deputy Registrar

7

Council avoided getting into administrative/management details.

• NIFO - noses in, fingers out was seen as a great reminder of the level that Council is
meant to engage in as governors

8

There was a positive climate of trust and respect

• Overall, good and improving
• While it’s important to see ourselves as one Council, we need to be mindful of different
perspectives, including those of both public and professional members
• Anticipated changes with respect to financial oversight/the role of Executive Committee to report
to Council on these matters will strengthen trust

9

I was encouraged to discuss and share my opinion openly

• No comments

10

Disagreements were handled openly, honestly, and directly

• No issues or concerns

11

Where appropriate, next steps and action items were clearly identified.

• No comments

12

Members appeared prepared for the meeting

• Overall, a positive evaluation
• This is an area where there can always be continuous improvement

13

I was satisfied with my opportunity to contribute to discussions and debate

• Members appreciated the skill and efforts of the President to ensure that people
had opportunities to engage and that there was a common understanding at
each step

14

I was satisfied with the manner in which other members contributed to
discussions and debate

• Great participation by all during the meeting

15

The President/Chair was effective in allowing all sides to be heard while bringing
matters to decision

• No comments (see slides 6 and 13 for other comments re President)

16

How effectively are we operationalizing Council's Continuous
Improvement priorities for 2019?
•
•
•

Learning and Development, including enhanced financial literacy
More focus on the Strategic Plan and Strategic Goals
Members consistently and proactively participating in discussion and asking
questions?

• The Financial literacy and Governance training were good and should position Council
for improved focus in future meetings.
• Looking forward to more focus during 2019 meetings on strategic goals, including
reminding ourselves what they are, then how we measure them and where are we
now.
• More information and discussion in future about how we will be measuring strategic
progress in future will be very useful.
• Participation and engagement were very good – important to be reminding ourselves
for each meeting.
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Council Meeting Minutes
Date:

February 12, 2019

Location:

CMTO Council Room

Present:

L. Tucker, RMT, President
J. Acheson, Public Member, Vice President
S. Biber, RMT*
J. Da Ponte, RMT
A. Flint, Public Member
L. Hargreaves, RMT
N. Jeftic, RMT
H. Miszuk, Public Member
D. Oehring, RMT
K. Sosnowski, RMT
L. White, Public Member
M. Ghandikota, Public Member
I. Vining, RMT
K. Westfall-Connor, RMT

Regrets:

D. Mattina, Public Member

Administration: E. Waters, Deputy Registrar
A. Brennand, Director, Policy and Communications
V. Browne, Director, Registration Services
N. Garnette, Director, Professional Conduct
K. Molnar, Director, Corporate Services
V. McCoy, Director, Professional Practice
S. Ho, Finance Manager
Recorders:

E. Waters, Deputy Registrar
V. Browne, Director, Registration Services

* Arrived 9:25 am

1.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 9:08 AM.
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L. Tucker, President, welcomed the Council members and
observers to the Council meeting. She congratulated M.
Ghandikota on being awarded the Sovereign’s Medal for
Volunteers.
2.

Declaration of Conflicts of Interest
There were no conflicts of interest declared.

3.

Approval of the Agenda of February 12, 2019
2019 - February 12 – MOTION 1: M. Ghandikota/J. Acheson
THAT the Agenda of February 12, 2019 be approved as
presented.
CARRIED

4.

November Council Meeting Evaluation
There were no issues raised which required discussion arising
from the November meeting evaluation.

5.

Election of the 2018 Executive Committee
L. Tucker turned over the chairing of this portion of the meeting to
the Deputy Registrar, E. Waters.
E. Waters informed Council that the by-laws state that a Council
member should be appointed as a scrutineer for the elections.
However, as that could lead to a perception of bias, she asked that
two staff members be appointed to oversee the counting of
ballots and Council agreed. Council understood that the by-laws
would be amended to update the election process for 2020.
Nominations and Election of President
E. Waters called for nominations for the position of President. The
following nomination was made:
Nominee
L. Tucker

Moved/Seconded
L. White/H. Miszuk

L. Tucker accepted the nomination.
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2019 February 12 – MOTION 2: L. White/A. Flint
THAT the nominations for the position of President be
closed.
CARRIED
L. Tucker was acclaimed President.
Nominations and Election of Vice-President
Nominees
J. Acheson
L. White

Moved/Seconded
H. Miszuk/J. Da Ponte
K. Westfall-Connor/A. Flint

J. Acheson and L. White accepted the nomination.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 3: K. Westfall-Connor/L. Hargreaves
THAT the nominations for the position of Vice-President be
closed.
CARRIED
The nominees were provided with an opportunity to address
Council. E. Waters appointed A. Brennand and V. Browne to
facilitate the election. Following Council’s vote by a closed ballot,
J. Acheson was declared Vice-President.
Nominations and Election for the Position of First Executive Officer
Nominees
K. Westfall-Connor
J. Da Ponte
L. White

Moved/Seconded
J. Da Ponte/L. White
K. Sosnowski/H. Miszuk
N. Jeftic/H. Miszuk

K. Westfall-Connor, J. Da Ponte and L. White accepted the
nomination.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 4: M. Ghandikota/K. Sosnowski
THAT the nominations for the position of First Executive
Officer be closed.
CARRIED
The nominees were provided with an opportunity to address
Council. Following Council’s vote by a closed ballot, K. WestfallConnor was declared First Executive Officer.
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Nominations and Election for the Position of Second Executive
Officer
Nominees
J. Da Ponte
L. White

Moved/Seconded
K. Westfall-Connor/J. Acheson
A. Flint/L. Hargreaves

Both nominees accepted the nomination.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 5: H. Miszuk/K. Sosnowski
THAT the nominations for the position of Second Executive
Officer be closed.
CARRIED
Following Council’s vote by closed ballot, J. Da Ponte was declared
the Second Executive Officer.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 6: A. Flint/K. Sosnowski
THAT the ballots of 2019 Executive Committee elections be
destroyed.
CARRIED
E. Waters turned the meeting over to the newly elected President,
L. Tucker, to Chair the remainder of the meeting.
Council was advised that, taking into consideration Council
Members’ committee preferences, the Executive Committee
would propose a draft 2019 Committee Composition for
circulation to Council for approval.
Action: Update the by-laws re: Election of Executive Committee

Staff

Action: Executive to propose the 2019 Committee Composition to
Council for approval.

Executive
Committee
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6.

Consent Agenda
2019 - February 12 – MOTION 7: A. Flint/K. Westfall-Connor
THAT the Q4 Quality Assurance Report be pulled out from
the Consent Agenda for discussion.
CARRIED
A. Flint provided an overview of the accomplishments of the QA
program and outlined the plans for 2019 with respect to peer
assessment.
2019 February 12 –MOTION 8: J. Da Ponte/A. Flint
THAT the Consent agenda be approved as presented.
CARRIED

3 7.

Quarterly Reporting
7.1 Quarterly Registrar’s and Administration Report
There were no questions on the report. E. Waters reported that
the Open Houses were a success and appreciated by registrants.
2019 February 12 –MOTION 9: K. Westfall-Connor/M.
Ghandikota
THAT Council approve the Quarterly Registrar’s and
Administration Report as presented.
CARRIED
7.2 2018 – Q4 Workplan Report
E. Waters presented the 2018 – Q4 Workplan Report.
2019 February 12 –MOTION 10: L. Hargreaves/H. Miszuk
THAT Council approve the 2018 – Q4 Workplan Report as
presented.
CARRIED
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7.2.1 CMTO 2018 Operational Dashboard
2019 February 12 – MOTION 11: M. Ghandikota/A. Flint
THAT Council approve the CMTO 2018 Operational
Dashboard as presented.
CARRIED
7.3 2018 – Q4 Financial Report
J. Acheson introduced the 2018 Financial report. She explained
that there will be some changes to the financial reporting and
that forecasts will include changes to College initiatives and the
regulatory environment over the course of the year. They will link
more directly to strategic initiatives and provide additional
information on variances greater than $50,000 and 10%. S. Ho
presented the report and advised Council that the 2018 Financial
report may be adjusted once the auditor completes its financial
audit.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 12: M. Ghandikota/D. Oehring
THAT Council approve the unaudited 2018 Statement of
Operations and Statement of Financial Position.
CARRIED
4 8.

Items for Decision
8.1 Policy re: Massage Therapy Graduates/Students Practising
Without Being Registered
As significant time has elapsed since the position statement was
last reviewed and there have been changes to the practice
environment in that time, the Registration Committee brought
forward an updated policy for Council’s consideration. It was
understood that CMTO is moving away from ‘position
statements’ as guidance for registrants
2019 February 12 – MOTION 13: L. Hargreaves/J. Da Ponte
THAT Council rescind the Position Statement for Massage
Therapy Graduates/Students Practising Prior to Registration
and approve the Massage Therapy Graduates/Students
Practising Without Being Registered policy.
CARRIED
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Action: Place the policy on the CMTO’s Website.

Staff

8.2 Policy re: Inappropriate Touch of a Client by a Candidate
during the OSCE
The current policy tasks a panel of examination Subject Matter
Experts (SMEs) to review documentation submitted by those
present in the examination room and/or on the examination day
who may have witnessed the incident. However, as the final
decision in the matter rests with the Office of the Registrar, the
Registration Committee recommended that this step be
eliminated in the process. This would not preclude the Office of
the Registrar seeking additional information from one or more
SMEs as part of the review process.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 14: L. Hargreaves/H. Miszuk
THAT Council approve the amended Inappropriate Touch of
a Standardized Client by a Candidate during the Objectively
Structured Clinical Evaluation (OSCE) Examination policy
dated January 25, 2019.
CARRIED
Action: Incorporate the revised policy into the Candidate’s
Handbook

Staff

8.3 First Aid and CPR
As part of the 2018 Workplan, Council approved a project to
develop requirements regarding ongoing registrant First Aid and
CPR certification. At its September 10, 2018 meeting, Council
agreed to revisit the project charter with an emphasis on
Regulatory Modernization Principles; to obtain feedback from
registrants regarding whether they have maintained First Aid and
CPR certification and if they have had occasion to use it.
The Quality Assurance Committee is recommending a revised
deliverable to research the importance of mandating applicants
and registrants to obtain and maintain current First Aid and CPR
certification to ensure client safety.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 15: M. Ghandikota/A. Flint
THAT Council approve the proposed changes to the 2019
project charter respecting First Aid and CPR certification
CARRIED
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8.4 Proposed Amendments to By-Law No. 8 – The Register
Over the last two years, the Regulated Health Professions Act,
(RHPA) has been amended to expand and clarify what must be
contained on the Public Register. At its September 2018 meeting,
Council approved the circulation of proposed amendments to Bylaw No. 8 – The Register to ensure that it was consistent with the
updated RHPA.
There were 975 responses to the survey, 956 of these were from
registrants. 88% were in favour of the proposed amendments.
Comments on the proposed amendments were made by 18
respondents. Some of these comments related to the collection
on information on offences and licensed professions.
A question arose on how registrants want to be identified. It was
agreed that this issue be forwarded to the Executive Committee
for further consideration.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 16: H. Miszuk/K. Sosnowski
THAT, effective April 1, 2019, the proposed amendments to
By-law No. 8, The Register and Registrant Information, be
adopted.
CARRIED
Action: Implement the proposed amendments to By-law No. 8 –
The Register.
Review issue of how registrants want to be identified.

Staff
Executive
Committee

8.5 Proposed Amendments to By-Law No. 5 – Committees of the
College
In response to a request from the Quality Assurance Committee
(QAC), the Executive Committee recommended increasing the
number of non-Council members on the QAC to address the large
number of peer assessments expected to be reviewed by the
Committee in 2019. It was agreed that it would be more efficient
to use QAC Panels, similar to ICRC.
In addition, the Ad Hoc Committee on Governance recommended
that the President should be an “ex officio” member of all
committees. It was further agreed to remove the second “at
least” in the ICRC composition as it was redundant.
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2019 February 12 – MOTION 17: A. Flint/L. Hargreaves
THAT, effective immediately, the proposed amendments to
Schedule A to By-law No. 5, Committees of the College be
adopted as amended.
CARRIED
Staff
Action: Amend By-law No. 5, effective immediately
8.6 Proposed Amendments to By-Law No. 7 – Fees
As the College sometimes encounters difficulties in obtaining
outstanding fees from registrants, the Executive Committee
recommended that By-law No. 7 – Fees be amended so that these
outstanding fees and costs would be added to the Registrant’s
annual certificate of registration fee.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 18: M. Ghandikota/K. WestfallConnor
THAT, the proposed amendments to By-laws No. 7 – Fees
be approved for circulation to stakeholders for comment.
CARRIED Staff
Action: Circulate the proposed amendment to stakeholders.
8.7 Proposed Amendments to By-law No. 2 – Election of
Members to Council
In reviewing the Governance Handbook, the Ad Hoc Committee
noted some errors and some sections that needed further
clarification in the current by-law.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 19: K. Westfall-Connor/L.
Hargreaves
THAT, effective immediately, the proposed amendments to
By-law No. 2, Election of Council Members be adopted.
CARRIED
Action: Amend By-law No. 2, effective immediately.

Staff
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8.8 Financial Materiality
As the College continues to refine its strategic and financial
reporting, the Executive Committee recommended that
materiality be based on total expenses. Therefore, for purposes
of explaining variances to Executive Committee and Council,
variances greater than $50,000 and 10% will be utilized.
2019 February 12 – MOTION 20: L. Hargreaves/D. Oehring
THAT Council set materiality at $50,000 and 10%. Variances
greater than this threshold will be presented at Executive
Committee and Council.
CARRIED
8.9 External Rolling Audits
Under Council direction, the College of Massage Therapists of
Ontario (CMTO) carried out a Management and Organizational
Risk Assessment from 2013 to 2014.
In 2017, Council approved five policies that would be subject to
an external rolling audit: Compensation / Salary Management
Process; Procurement Policy; Investment Policy; Reserve Fund
Policy; and Surplus Policy.
As a result of departmental reviews, each department is currently
developing and updating its internal policies. Corporate Services
is developing a full suite of financial policies.
Therefore, the Executive Committee recommended that Council
revoke the five noted policies from an external annual rolling
audit. The Executive Committee will continue to work with
management to define a process for both Management and
Council to maintain the appropriate level of oversight for staff
compliance with internal departmental and administrative
policies
2019 February 12 – MOTION 21: M. Ghandikota/L. Hargreaves
THAT Council revoke the external rolling audit for the
following policies: Compensation / Salary Management
Process; Procurement Policy; Investment Policy; Reserve
Fund Policy; and Surplus Policy.
CARRIED
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9.

Items for Information
9.1 2019 Communications Plan
A. Brennand provided Council with an overview of the 2018
communications initiatives and metrics. She further outlined the
communication objectives for 2019 which would include
engagement and consultation with stakeholders and a
celebration of the 100th anniversary of Massage Therapy
regulation in Ontario.
9.2 Officer of the Fairness Commission Report
Providing French Language Registration Practices to Applicants
The ‘Providing French Language Registration Practices to
Applicants’ report from the Office of the Fairness Commissioner
(OFC) summarizes the results of a survey conducted by the OFC of
Ontario’s regulated professions and compulsory trades regarding
the availability of French language services at registration. Based
on the survey questions, CMTO has achieved 88.2% compliance.
Staff will review CMTO’s website and ensure areas of key
importance clearly state that services are available in French
upon request.
Action: Staff will review website to ensure areas of key
importance clearly state that services are available in French
upon request

Staff

9.3 Quality Assurance Program Update
V. McCoy, Director, Professional Practice, provided an overview
of the revised Quality Assurance Program.

10.

New Business
There was no new business.
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11.

Adjournment
2019 February 12 – MOTION 22: K. Westfall-Connor/K.
Sosnowski
THAT the February 12, 2019 Council meeting be
adjourned.
CARRIED
The meeting was adjourned at 1:55 PM.

__________________
L. Tucker, RMT
President

______________________
C. Flitton
Registrar & CEO
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ACTIONS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES OF MEETING

Council Meeting February 12, 2019
Agenda
Item
5.

Description

Status

Election of 2019 Executive Committee
Action: Update the by-laws re: Election of Executive
Committee.

8.

Action: Executive to propose the 2019 Committee
Composition to Council for approval.
8.1 Policy re: Massage Therapy Graduates/Students Practising
Without Being Registered

Completed

Action: Place the policy on CMTO’s website.

Completed

8.2 Policy re: Inappropriate Touch of a Client by a Candidate
during the OSCE
Action: Incorporate the revised policy into the Candidate’s
Handbook.

Completed

8.4 Proposed Amendments to By-Law No. 8 – The Register
Action: Implement the proposed amendments to By-law No. 8 Completed
– The Register.
Action: Review issue of how registrants want to be identified.

Pending

8.5 Proposed Amendments to By-Law No. 5 – Committees of
the College
Action: Amend By-law No. 5, effective immediately

Completed

8.6 Proposed Amendments to By-Law No. 7 – Fees
Action: Circulate the proposed amendment to stakeholders.

Completed
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8.7 Proposed Amendments to By-law No. 2 – Election of
Members to Council
Action: Amend By-law No. 2, effective immediately.
9.

Completed

9.2 Officer of the Fairness Commission Report
Providing French Language Registration Practices to
Applicants
Action: Staff will review website to ensure areas of key
importance clearly state that services are available in French
upon request

In progress
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REGISTRATION COMMITTEE REPORT
2019 Q1 (January - March)
Committee Members: (Until February 2019)
Murthy Ghandikota, Public Member (Chair)
Jocelyn Acheson, Public Member
Anna Cantalini, RMT (non-Council Member)
Dawn Oehring, RMT
Karen Sosnowski, RMT
Committee Members: (As of March 2019)
Dawn Oehring, RMT (Chair)
Anna Cantalini, RMT (non-Council Member)
Deb Matina (Public Member)
Hedy Miszuk (Public Member)
Ian Vining, RMT
Committee Mandate:
The Registration Committee is responsible for developing policies and processes
related to registration that are transparent, objective, impartial and fair. The
Committee reviews applications that have been referred by the Registrar on a case-by
case basis to ensure that all applicants meet the requirements set out by the
regulation. The Committee also provides oversight to the Certification Examinations
developed and administered by the College.

SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
1. MEETING DATES
The Registration Committee held two in person meetings in the first quarter, on
February 4th and March 18th.

Registration Committee Report
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2. ITEMS FOR DECISION
2.1 Draft Policy – Inappropriate touch of a Client by a Candidate during the OSCE
Council had approved this policy on September 18, 2018. The College’s experience using
this protocol for the first time led to some recommendations for updating the policy to
make it more effective.
The Registration Committee recommended that Council approve the amended
Inappropriate Touch of a Client by a Candidate during the Objectively Structured Clinical
Evaluation (OSCE) Examination policy dated January 25, 2019.

2.2 Application for Registration – Conduct Concerns
The Committee reviewed the concerns documented during the applicant’s OSCE
examination relating to his understanding of professional boundaries, appropriate
management of the power differential in the therapist/client relationship and his ability
to display an appropriately professional attitude in his Massage Therapy practice.
The Committee considered the application and all information submitted by the
applicant and directed the Registrar to issue a certificate of registration.

2.3 Request for Exemption of Refresher Course Requirements
The Committee reviewed the registrant’s request for an exemption from the
requirement to complete the Standards and Regulations e-Workshop, and to complete
reduced hours of tutoring.
After reviewing the submission, the Committee determined that to reinstate to a General
Certificate the registrant would be required to successfully complete the full Refresher
Course.

3. ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
3.1 Examination Update
The Committee was informed that effective January 1, 2019, Schroeder Measurement
Technologies (SMT), the company providing psychometric support to the Certification
Examinations, became a subsidiary of Prometric. Prometric is a very large organization

Registration Committee Report
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with more than 20 years of experience providing test development and test delivery
services and they have a network of 8,000 test centers in more than 160 countries.
3.2 2019 Registration Renewal
The committee was provided a summary of the 2019 registration renewal process.
3.3 HPARB Hearing
The Committee was informed that HPARB had conducted a hearing regarding an order
of the Registration Committee directing the Registrar to refuse to issue a certificate of
registration to an applicant. The HPARB decision would be shared with the Committee
when available.
3.4 Office of the Fairness Commissioner-Providing French Language Registration
Practices to Applicants
The Committee was informed that the Office of the Fairness Commissioner (OFC) had
conducted a survey with the 40 regulators of professions and compulsory trades in
February 2018 to better understand if and how regulators were providing French
language registration services to applicants for registration. The survey results showed
that CMTO was providing 88% French language registration practices. The 12% gap is
related to CMTO’s MTECA process.
3.5 Fair Registration Practices Report 2018
The Committee reviewed the Fair Registration Practices Report 2018.
4. ITEMS SENT TO COUNCIL FOR DECISION
The Committee sent the draft policy: Inappropriate touch of a Client by a Candidate
during the OSCE to Council for consideration at their meeting of February 12, 2019.
5. OTHER MATTERS
The Committee received orientation at their meeting on March 18, 2019 during which
they reviewed the terms of reference of the Registration Committee and reviewed and
confirmed CMTO’s Registration and Certification Examination Policies.

Registration Committee Report
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CLIENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
2019 – Q1 (January – March)
Committee Members:

Ian Vining, RMT (Chair)
Tammy Contois, RMT, Non-Council Member
Andrew Flint, Public Member
Hedy Miszuk, Public Member

Committee Mandate:
The Committee has responsibility for all programs and measures that are designed to
prevent or deal with sexual abuse of clients by Massage Therapists. This responsibility
has been extended to address aspects of relations between registrants and their
clients.

SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
1. MEETING DATES
The Committee met once in the first quarter on March 27, 2019.
2. ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
2.1 Election of Chair
Ian Vining, RMT was elected Chair of the Client Relations Committee.

Client Relations Report
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2.2 Committee Orientation
Julie Maciura, Managing Partner, Steinecke Maciura LeBlanc Law, attended the Committee meeting to
provide a comprehensive orientation for Committee members.
2.3 Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan
The Committee received and discussed the Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan Evaluation from 2018, and
based on that evaluation, approved an updated Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan for 2019.
2.4 New Applicants for Funding for Therapy and Counselling
The Committee approved one (1) application for funding for therapy and counselling.

Client Relations Report
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INQUIRIES, COMPLAINTS AND REPORTS COMMITTEE REPORT
2019 – Q1 (January - March)
Committee Members:
Karen Sosnowski, RMT, Committee Chair until March 20, 2019 (Chair of Panel A)
Lesley Hargreaves, RMT, Committee Chair as of March 20, 2019 (Chair of Panel C)
Jocelyn Acheson, Public Council Member (Chair of Panel B)
Debra Mattina, Public Council Member
Murthy Ghandikota, Public Council Member
Hedy Miszuk, Public Council Member (until February 12, 2019)
Jennifer DaPonte, RMT, Professional Council Member (until February 12, 2019)
Suja Biber, RMT, Professional Council Member (as of February 12, 2019)
Clinton Jack, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member (until February 12, 2019)
Shannon Marshall, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member (as of February 12, 2019)
Martez Schembri-Diskey, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member
Theo Parusis, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member
Laura DiMarco, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member (until February 12, 2019)
Kyla Levesque, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member (as of February 12, 2019)
Eric Wu, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member (as of February 12, 2019)
Sean Adderley, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member (as of February 12, 2019)
Ashley Van Zelst, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member (as of February 12, 2019)
Rosanna Rebeccani, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member (as of February 12, 2019)
Sandra Cina, RMT, Professional Non-Council Member (as of February 12, 2019)

Committee Mandate:
The Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC) investigates complaints,
inquiries, and reported concerns regarding registrants and determines a course of
action in accordance with legislation, including referral to the Discipline Committee for
allegations of professional misconduct or incompetence. The Committee also has the
authority to conduct inquiries for incapacity issues and can refer incapacity concerns
to the Fitness to Practise Committee.

Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee Report
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SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
1. MEETING DATES
The Committee was divided into two Panels until February 12, 1019 and then three panels
thereafter to accommodate the number of ongoing matters, as well as avoid any potential
conflicts of interest and accommodate the selection of Panel members (should the need arise
for a discipline hearing).
Collectively, the Panels met four (4) times for in-person meetings on January 10, January 22,
February 5 and February 7. One of the Panels also conducted a teleconference meeting on
March 25, as well as an email meeting on January 15.
2. ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
The Committee approved and implemented an ICRC Procedures Manual and related policies on
January 11, 2019.
The Charts below summarize the cases considered by the Committee during the Quarter:
New Cases and Nature of Concerns
Complaints
Nature of Concerns

34

2 - Breach of Standards
4 - Inappropriate Billing Practices
17 - Sexual Abuse
4 - Treatment Causing Injury
7 - Unprofessional Conduct
0 - Practising While Suspended
0 - Non-Compliance
0 - Practising Outside of Scope

Cases Completed by the ICRC and Outcomes
Complaints
Outcomes

28

4 - Referral to Discipline
1 - SCERP and Oral Caution
0 - Oral Caution

Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee Report

Registrar
Report
Investigations
20

Registrar
Reports
Investigations
14

Nature of Concerns

5 - Breach of Standards
5 - Inappropriate Billing Practices
4 - Sexual Abuse
0 - Treatment Causing Injury
5 - Unprofessional Conduct
0 - Practising While Suspended
1 - Non-Compliance
0 - Practising Outside of Scope

Outcomes

4 - Referral to Discipline
1 - SCERP and Oral Caution
0 - Oral Caution
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2 - SCERP
1 - Undertaking
2 - Advice/ Recommendation
18 - No Further Action

Current Incapacity Cases and Outcomes
New Cases
Active Cases
3
12

1 - SCERP
1 - Undertaking
2 - Advice/ Recommendation
5 - No Further Action

Closed Cases
0

Outcome
N/A

Complaint Cases before Health Professions Appeal and Review Board (HPARB)
New Cases
Active Cases
Closed Cases
10
(9 cases involve the same
complainant/appellant)
Current Active Cases
Complaints
150

Registrar Report
Investigations
99

11

3

Incapacity
Inquiries
12

Total Number of Cases
261

3. ITEMS SENT TO COUNCIL FOR DECISION
There were no items sent to Council for decision.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE COMMITTEE REPORT
2019 Q1 (January - March)
Committee Members:

Andrew Flint, Public Member (Chair)
Lloyd White, Public Member
Nancy Engstrom, RMT
Nevenko Jeftic, RMT
Christin Mandalentsis, RMT, non-Council Member

Committee Mandate:
The Quality Assurance Committee has responsibility for implementing a quality
assurance program in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Regulated Health
Professions Act.
SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
1. MEETING DATES
The Quality Assurance (QA) Committee met once in Q1; February 5, 2019.
2. ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
2.1 The Quality Assurance Committee was provided with an overview of the meeting with David
Cane, from Catalyst Consulting Inc, regarding program structure and implementation.
2.2 The Quality Assurance Committee discussed an updated project charter and overview of the
First Aid and CPR Certification project and agreed to expand the project scope to include a
review of requirements for both applicants and registrants to determine whether mandating
current First Aid and CPR for both groups ensures client safety.
2.3 The Quality Assurance Committee considered and determined outcomes for the following cases:
• Post Peer Assessment Review: 2
• Specified Continuing Education or Remediation Program follow-up (incomplete, request for
extension, complete, etc.): 2
• Reconsideration of previous QAC Decision Cases: 2

Quality Assurance Committee
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3. ITEMS SENT TO COUNCIL FOR DECISION
3.1 Proposed changes to the 2019 project charter respecting First Aid and CPR certification to
determine whether mandating applicants and registrants to obtain and maintain current
certification ensures client safety.

Quality Assurance Committee
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DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE REPORT TO COUNCIL
2019 – Q1 (January - March)
Committee Members: Jennifer Da Ponte, RMT, Chair (as of February 12, 2019)
Kim Westfall-Connor, RMT, Chair (until February 12, 2019)
Jocelyn Acheson, Public Member
Suja Biber, RMT (as of February 12, 2019)
Kyle Bonnyman, RMT, Non-Council
Anna Cantalini, RMT, Non-Council
Andrew Flint, Public Member
Bobbie Flint, RMT, Non-Council (as of February 12, 2019)
Murthy V.S. Ghandikota, Public Member
Susan Glass, RMT, Non-Council (until February 12, 2019)
Lesley Hargreaves, RMT
Nevenko Jeftic, RMT
Deb Mattina, Public Member
Hedy Miszuk, Public Member
Dawn Oehring, RMT
Rachael Parkes, RMT, Non-Council (as of February 12, 2019)
Karen Sosnowski, RMT
Lisa Tucker, RMT
Ian Vining, RMT (as of February 12, 2019)
Lloyd White, Public Member

Committee Mandate:
The Discipline Committee is responsible for conducting hearings related to allegations
of registrants’ professional misconduct or incompetence. As part of this process, the
Committee may make decisions to revoke or suspend a registrant’s Certificate of
Registration or impose other terms and conditions, where appropriate.

Discipline Committee Report
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SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
1. MEETING DATES
The members of the Discipline Committee received orientation and training on March 8, 2019.
The Committee held its first business meeting of the year on March 28, 2019.
2. ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
Table 2.1.1
Hearings Data
Total hearings
completed in the quarter
Total motions*
heard in the quarter
Prehearings completed in the quarter

8
2
3

Table 2.1.2
Type of Hearing

Fully contested
Contested liability only
Contested penalty only
Fully uncontested
Uncontested penalty only

Number of
Hearings
Completed in
Quarter
1
1
1
4
1

Eight (8) hearings were completed in this quarter, marking a slight increase in hearing volume
as compared to that in the previous two quarters, in 2018. The number of pre-hearing
conferences dropped significantly in this quarter, with three (3) pre-hearings completed, as
compared to seven (7) in the previous quarter.
* Of the two motions heard in the quarter, the first was a motion for a complete withdrawal of allegations of
professional misconduct and the second was a motion for indefinite adjournment.
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2.2 Decision Release Data
The Committee released seven (7) discipline decisions and five (5) motion decisions.
1. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Sharma, 2019 ONCMTO 1
2. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Zhao, 2019 ONCMTO 2
3. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Xu, 2019 ONCMTO 3
4. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Tchepourov, 2019 ONCMTO 4
5. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Ryan, 2019 ONCMTO 5
6. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Registrant G, 2019 ONCMTO 6
7. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Schoelly, 2019 ONCMTO 7
8. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Ma, 2019 ONCMTO 8
9. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Matthes, 2019 ONCMTO 9
10. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Pierre, 2019 ONCMTO 10
11. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Newstead, 2019 ONCMTO 11
12. Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v Khaliqi, 2019 ONCMTO 12
Summaries of the decisions are available on the College’s website and full-text versions of the
decisions are published on CanLII.
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2.3 Quarterly Summary of Discipline Committee Activities
The table below provides information on activities related to pre-hearing conferences,
discipline hearings (liability1 and/or penalty2 phases), motion proceedings and release dates of
written reasons for decisions.

1.
2.
3.

Registrant

Date of Activity
in the Quarter

Type of Activity

Status

YL
Registrant N
MC
BZ

January 14-15
January 18
January 23
January 28

Contested hearing: liability
Motion to withdraw allegations
Pre-hearing conference
Uncontested hearing: penalty

Decision pending
Written reasons pending
Hearing scheduled
Complete

HZ

February 19
January 31

JS

February 4

Written reasons released
Uncontested hearing:
liability and penalty
Contested hearing: penalty

RS

March 22
February 5

Written reasons released
Uncontested hearing:
liability and penalty

JX
CL
KWC

February 11
February 19
February 21
February 26-27

JP

March 5

RT
RR
FP

March 5
March 5
March 7

Written reasons released
Written reasons released
Pre-hearing conference
Contested hearing:
liability and penalty
Uncontested hearing:
liability and penalty
Written reasons released
Written reasons released
Motion for indefinite
adjournment

4.
5.

Written reasons pending
Complete

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
March 29

Complete

Complete
Hearing scheduled
Written reasons pending
Written reasons pending
Penalty hearing pending
Complete
Indefinitely adjourned

Written reasons released

1

The liability phase of a discipline hearing involves a panel of the Discipline Committee deciding whether the allegations of
professional misconduct or incompetence have been proven. If the panel decides that the College has proven the allegations, it
makes a finding of professional misconduct or incompetence.
2

If there are findings of professional misconduct or incompetence, the hearing proceeds to the penalty phase where the panel
may make one or a combination of the following orders: suspend or revoke a registrant’s certificate of registration; impose
specific terms, conditions and limitations; and/or require the registrant to appear before the panel for a reprimand.
In appropriate cases, and where there is a finding of professional misconduct or incompetence, the panel may order the
registrant to pay all or part of the College’s legal costs and expenses. While costs are not part of the penalty, the parties make
submissions on costs at the penalty phase of the hearing.
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YZ

March 7

Uncontested hearing:
liability and penalty

JG
Registrant G

March 26
March 18
March 20

RM
BN
ZK

March 28
March 29
March 29

Written reasons released
Pre-hearing conference
Written reasons released
on motion to adjourn
Written reasons released
Written reasons released
Written reasons released

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Complete

Hearings dates pending
Hearing scheduled
Indefinitely adjourned
Indefinitely adjourned
Indefinitely adjourned

3. ITEMS SENT TO COUNCIL FOR DECISION
None.
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FITNESS TO PRACTISE COMMITTEE REPORT TO COUNCIL
2019 – Q1 (January - March)
Committee Members: Kim Westfall-Connor, RMT, Chair (as of March 28, 2019)
Lesley Hargreaves, RMT, Chair (until March 28, 2019)
Jocelyn Acheson, Public Member
Suja Biber, RMT (as of February 12, 2019)
Jennifer Da Ponte, RMT
Andrew Flint, Public Member
Murthy Ghandikota, Public Member
Nevenko Jeftic, RMT
Deb Mattina, Public Member
Hedy Miszuk, Public Member
Dawn Oehring, RMT
Karen Sosnowski, RMT
Lisa Tucker, RMT
Ian Vining, RMT (as of February 12, 2019)
Lloyd White, Public Member

Committee Mandate:
The Fitness to Practise Committee is responsible for conducting hearings to determine
the capacity or “fitness” of a registrant to practise the profession, in cases where
information has come before the Committee that reveals that the registrant may be
incapacitated. As part of this process, the Committee may make decisions to revoke or
suspend a registrant’s Certificate of Registration or impose other terms and conditions,
where appropriate.
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SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
1. MEETING DATES
The Fitness to Practise Committee held its first business meeting of the year on March 28, 2019.
2. ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
2.1 Decision Release Data
There were no decisions issued by the Fitness to Practise Committee.
2.2 Quarterly Summary of Fitness to Practise Activities
There were no incapacity hearings or other proceedings before the Fitness to Practise
Committee.
3. ITEMS SENT TO COUNCIL FOR DECISION
None.
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AD HOC COMMITTEE ON GOVERNANCE
2019 Q1 (January - March)
Committee Members:

Lloyd White, Public Member (Chair)
Jennifer Da Ponte, RMT
Lesley Hargreaves, RMT
Hedy Miszuk, Public Member
Lisa Tucker, RMT
Karen Sosnowski, RMT
Kim Westfall-Connor, RMT

Committee Mandate:
To conduct a review of the Governance Manual to ensure an updated and internally
consistent set of governance policies.

SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
1.

MEETING DATES
The Committee met once in the first quarter on January 31, 2019.

2.

ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
The Committee reviewed the proposed Governance Handbook and approved, in principle,
updated or new versions of the following douments:
• Deputations to Council
• Council Attendance at Conferences
• Code of Conduct
• Council Member Disqualification
• Anti-Harrassment Policy

Governance Committee
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•
•
•
•
3.

Council Mentoring Policy
Confidentiality
Conflict of Interest
Media Communications

ITEMS SENT TO COUNCIL FOR DECISION
•
•
•

Proposed Amendments to By-Law No. 8 – The Register and Registrant Information for
approval (February 12, 2019)
Proposed Amendments to By-Law No. 2 – Election of Members to Council (February 12,
2019)
2019 Governance Handbook for approval (May 13, 2019)

Governance Committee
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2018 Annual Committee Reports

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
2018
Committee Members:

Lisa Tucker, RMT, President, Chair
Kim Westfall-Connor, RMT, Vice-President
Jocelyn Acheson, Public Member, Executive Officer
Lloyd White, Public Member, Executive Officer

Committee Mandate:
The Executive Committee assumes leadership, in collaboration with Council,
Committees and the Registrar, in financial monitoring, strategic planning, governance
and supervisory responsibilities. The Executive Committee monitors administration of
CMTO and relies on the Registrar and other staff to implement its decisions.

SUMMARY OF 2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
In 2018, the Executive Committee met seven times and continued its monitoring and oversight
role for strategic, governance and financial planning initiatives for CMTO.
As part of its financial oversight, the Executive Committee reviewed the results of the 2017
Financial Audit with the CMTO’s auditor prior to its presentation to Council, met with CMTO’s
investment advisor to review the annual performance of the College’s investment portfolio and
approved the draft 2019 budget to go to Council. The Committee also conducted the Registrar’s
2017 Performance Appraisal and reported the results to Council.
The Executive Committee considered 30 applicants for CMTO’s non-council Committee
positions, and based on their expertise and knowledge, selected eight registrants for the
positions. The Committee also conditionally approved a funding proposal in the amount of
$40,000 on the topic of mechanical vibration/mechanical massage in cerebral palsy as the
successful grant recipient for the 2017 Massage Therapy Research Fund Competition.
Based on the feedback from stakeholders, the Committee recommended to Council that the
proposed increase in the certification examination fees should be staggered over a three-year
period. The Executive Committee also recommended an increase to the annual registration fees
for 2019 which would allow CMTO to respond to the evolving needs of the regulatory
environment.

The Committee retained a consultant to assist in conducting a refresh and update to CMTO’s
Strategic Plan which was presented to Council for approval. The Committee also approved a
Practice Resource Development Process which Council approved at its November meeting. The
framework will provide registrants with a simplified view of what they are responsible for (by
topic), align with expectations articulated by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, result
in outcomes-focused, concise Standards of Practice that are developed through a risk and
regulatory modernization lens and provide resources and advice along with the Standards of
Practice.
In the fall of 2018, the Committee approved a draft Practice Resource: Cannabis, which was
circulated to registrants for information.
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AD HOC COMMITTEE ON GOVERNANCE REPORT
2018
Committee Members:

Lloyd White, Public Member, Chair
Jennifer Da Ponte, RMT
Lesley Hargreaves, RMT
Hedy Miszuk, Public Member
Lisa Tucker, RMT
Karen Sosnowski, RMT
Kim Westfall-Connor, RMT

Committee Mandate:
The Ad Hoc Committee on Governance was established to review the College’s
Governance processes, which includes a review of the relevant by-laws and updating
the Governance Handbook.

SUMMARY OF 2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
The Ad Hoc Committee on Governance was formed to review the College of Massage
Therapists of Ontario’s governance processes. The Committee met twice over the course of
2018, to discuss the following governance items:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Council/Committees meeting evaluation process;
Mentoring process;
Strategic planning process;
CMTO’s Crisis Communications process;
CMTO Council Member Position Description; and
CMTO Council Member Core Competencies;

The Committee brought proposed amendments to By-Law No. 8 – The Register to ensure that it
was consistent with recent changes to the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, and to
provide clarity on what will be posted on the Public Register.
The Committee also discussed regulatory reform and how it may impact the CMTO’s election
process if the Council moves towards a competency-based model.
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CLIENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
2018
Committee Members:

Lloyd White, Public Member, Chair
Laura DiMarco, RMT, Non-Council Member
Nancy Engstrom, RMT
Hedy Miszuk, Public Member

Committee Mandate:
The Client Relations Committee is composed of at least one elected Council
member; two appointed Council members; and one non-Council member. The
Committee has responsibility for all programs and measures that are designed to
prevent or deal with sexual abuse of clients by registrants. This responsibility has
been extended to address aspects of relations between registrants and their
clients.

SUMMARY OF 2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
The Committee met five times in 2018.
The Committee focused its efforts on public-facing initiatives, updating and approving a new
Funding for Therapy and Counselling Policy, and approving new requests for funding for
therapy and counselling in 2018.
Committee members evaluated the results of the College’s 2017 Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan,
and reviewed and approved an updated Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan for 2018. Once
approved, the 2018 Plan was reviewed by Council and posted publicly on CMTO’s website.
The Client Relations Committee also recommended that Council consider a new Policy that
would broaden the College’s ability to provide funding for therapy and counselling to clients
who report sexual abuse by Massage Therapists. Council subsequently considered and
approved the Policy. CMTO’s Funding for Therapy and Counselling Policy anticipated and
included changes made by regulation by the Province of Ontario in 2018. 20 applicants were
approved for CMTO’s funding for therapy and counselling program in 2018, which is a
considerable increase from 2017, when two were received and approved.
Regarding new public awareness initiatives, the Client Relations Committee discussed and
reviewed several public awareness initiatives that are planned for 2018/19 including:
3

•
•
•
•
•

Updating CMTO’s website with a new information page for the public;
A video to inform the public about professional boundaries in the therapist-client
relationship;
Articles written for the public that will provide information on what to expect when
visiting an RMT;
Promoting the annual Look Before You Book campaign; and
A new informational resource (PDF poster) to be provided to RMTs for clients.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE COMMITTEE REPORT
2018
Committee Members:

Andrew Flint, Public Member, Chair
Nancy Engstrom, RMT
Nevenko Jeftic, RMT
Christin Mandalentsis, RMT, Non-Council Member
Lloyd White, Public Member

Committee Mandate:
The Quality Assurance Committee has responsibility for overseeing the development
and implementation of a Quality Assurance Program in accordance with regulations
within the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA).

SUMMARY OF 2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
Throughout 2018, 13 Quality Assurance Committee meetings were held to consider a number
of initiatives.
With the support of the Committee, the development of a competency-based Quality
Assurance Program continued to unfold as steps were taken to collect feedback from
registrants through focus groups and online surveys.
The anticipated launch of new program components in 2019 prompted a decision in July 2018,
to discontinue the requirement for registrants to complete the Self-Assessment Tool (SAT) and
submit Continuing Education Units (CEUs).
Peer assessments were conducted across the province to assess registrant compliance with the
Standards of Practice. Identified deficiencies were addressed using a streamlined approach
designed to provide meaningful outcomes, enhance client care, and support registrant success.
In an effort to ensure registrant perspectives are considered prior to implementation of new
projects, a Standards and Policies Advisory Working Group was created to provide clinical
expertise on implementation of new Standards and Policies, and profession-specific advice. The
5

group met on five separate occasions during 2018 to review proposed content and offer
recommendations for consideration by the Committee and Council.
Building on the successes of 2018, the Committee will continue to develop and introduce
resources and programming aimed at ensuring registrants across Ontario are adequately
supported to deliver quality client care.
Number of
Cases

Required to
submit
additional
information

No Further
Action
(NFA)

Specified
Continuing
Education or
Remediation
Program
(SCERP)

Terms,
Conditions
or
Limitations
(TCL)

Referral to
Inquiries,
Complaints
and
Reports
Committee
(ICRC)

Post Peer
Assessment

108

8

24

60

16

7

Incapacity
Inquiries

2

0

0

0

0

2

Total

110

8

24

60

16

9
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REGISTRATION COMMITTEE REPORT
2018
Committee Members:

Murthy Ghandikota, Public Member, Chair
Jocelyn Acheson, Public Member
Anna Cantalini, RMT, Non-Council Member
Dawn Oehring, RMT
Karen Sosnowski, RMT

Committee Mandate:
The Registration Committee is responsible for developing policies and processes
related to registration that are transparent, objective, impartial and fair. The
Committee reviews applications that have been referred by the Registrar on a case-bycase basis to ensure that all applicants meet the requirements set out by the
regulation.

SUMMARY OF 2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
The Registration Committee held four meetings in 2018; of these, one meeting was in-person
and three were by teleconference.
During the year, the Committee reviewed:
• Registration Photo ID Card process.
• Administrative policies:
o Issuing a New Registration Number; and
o Refresher Course Tutors Under Investigation.
• Inappropriate Touch of a Client by a Candidate during the Objectively Structured Clinical
Evaluation (OSCE) Policy.
• Massage Therapy Graduates/Students Practising Without Being Registered Policy.
• Office of the Fairness Commissioner Reports.
• Vulnerable Sector Check Process.
• Updates to the Refresher Competencies Assessment Tool (RCAT).
• Certification Examination cut scores and cut score process.
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Statistics for the year:
A total of 896 applicants became registered in 2018.
Two applications for registration were referred by the Office of the Registrar to the Registration
Committee for a review and decision, and one application that was referred to the Registration
Committee in 2017 received a decision in 2018. In addition, two requests for exemption to the
requirement to provide of a minimum of 500 hours of direct client care in the previous three
years were considered by the Committee.

Matters for Decision
Concern about the applicant’s past/present conduct.
Request to be exempted from the requirement to
to provide of a minimum of 500 hours of direct client
care in the previous three years.

3
2

Decision Summary
Directing the Registrar to refuse to issue a Certificate Registration.
Directing the Registrar to Issue a Certificate of Registration.
Exemption from the requirement to provide a minimum of 500 hours of direct
client care in the previous three years.

2
1
2

Requests for Review of Registration Committee Decisions to the Health Professions Appeal
and Review Board (HPARB)
Applicants have the right to appeal the decision of the Registration Committee within 30 days.
The review process is handled by the HPARB, which is composed of members of the public
appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council on the Minister of Health and Long-Term
Care’s recommendation. More information about HPARB is available at www.hparb.on.ca.

Applicant Requests for
HPARB Review
2

HPARB Decisions

Reviews to be held in 2019

1
(Registration Committee
decision confirmed)

1
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INQUIRIES, COMPLAINTS AND REPORTS COMMITTEE REPORT
2018
Committee Members:

Karen Sosnowski, RMT, Chair
Jocelyn Acheson, Public Member
Jennifer Da Ponte, RMT
Laura DiMarco, RMT, Non-Council Member
Murthy Ghandikota, Public Member
Lesley Hargreaves, RMT
Clinton Jack, RMT, Non-Council Member
Shannon Marshall, RMT
Debra Mattina, Public Member
Hedy Miszuk, Public Member
Martez Schembri-Diskey, RMT, Non-Council Member
Theo Parusis, RMT, Non-Council Member

Committee Mandate:
The Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC) investigates complaints and
reports about registrants’ conduct, care and capacity, in accordance with the
legislation. Following an investigation, the ICRC may refer allegations of professional
misconduct and/or incompetence to the College’s Discipline Committee. The ICRC also
has the power to make other dispositions following an investigation, including:
requiring a registrant to complete a Specified Continuing Education or Remediation
Program; requiring a registrant to appear before a panel of the ICRC to be cautioned in
person; or to take no further action. The ICRC may also make inquiries into a
registrant’s capacity to practise, and following such an inquiry, it may refer
information regarding the registrant’s capacity to the College’s Fitness to Practise
Committee.

SUMMARY OF 2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
The Committee reviews three types of cases:
Formal Complaints: The complaint process is a formal process set out in legislation. Complaints
may be submitted by any member of the public.
Registrar’s Report Investigations: Registrar’s Report Investigations commence as a result of
concerns that are not submitted as a formal complaint. Based on the information, the Registrar
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determines that there are reasonable and probable grounds to believe that a registrant may
have committed professional misconduct, or the registrant may be incompetent, and initiates
an investigation.
Incapacity Concerns: The incapacity process deals with registrants who may have an illness that
has the potential to interfere with their practise. This process commences as a result of
concerns that are brought to the attention of the Registrar or another panel of the ICRC which
leads them to believe a registrant may be incapacitated. After preliminary inquiries are made, a
panel of the ICRC may inquire into the capacity of the registrant, which may include requiring
the registrant to undergo a health examination.
In 2018, the Committee’s work was completed by two Panels (A and B), each comprised of six
Committee members. The Panels met collectively 20 times for in-person meetings, two times
via teleconference, and five times electronically. The Committee made 70 complaints
dispositions, 73 Registrar’s Report Investigations dispositions, and four Incapacity Inquiries
dispositions for a total of 147 dispositions in 2018, a sharp increase over the 94 dispositions
made by the ICRC in 2017.
The number of new cases included 94 complaints, 66 Registrar’s Report Investigations and eight
incapacity matters, for a total of 168 new cases in 2018, which represents a substantial upward
trend from 2017 (137) and 2016 (93).
Four complaints were before the Health Professions Appeal and Review Board (HPARB) in 2018;
four are outstanding.
The charts below represent a summary of the work completed by the Committee in 2018.
New Cases
Type
Complaints Received
Registrar’s Report Investigations
Incapacity Inquiries
Total Number of New Cases

Sources of Information

Public (e.g., clients, police, media)
Other RMT
Other Health Professionals
Insurance Companies
Employers
Self

2016
55
38
0
93

2017
67
66
4
137

Number received
in 2017
86
4
7
18
8
2

2018
94
66
8
168

Number
received in
2018
87
7
15
27
30
2
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Dispositions: Complaints, Registrar’s Reports and Incapacity Concerns (2018)
Type of Disposition
No Further Action
Frivolous and vexatious
Specified Continuing Education or
Remediation Program (SCERP)
Referral to Discipline
Caution-Oral
Recommendation and/or Advice
Referral to Incapacity Proceedings
Specified Continuing Education or
Remediation Program (SCERP) with an
Oral Caution
Undertaking/Agreement – No Further
Action
Undertaking – Monitoring
Undertaking/Agreement with an Oral
Caution
Undertaking/Agreement – Resign & Never
Reapply
Withdrawal of Complaint
TOTAL

Number of Dispositions (2018)
39
0
19
24
1
17
0
20

5
1
0
17
4
147

Requests for Review of Complaint Matters to the Health Professions Appeal and Review
Board (HPARB)
Complainants and registrants have the right to appeal the decision of the ICRC within 30 days
unless the decision is to refer the matter for incapacity proceedings or to the Discipline
Committee.
The review process is handled by the HPARB, which is composed of members of the public
appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council on the Minister of Health and Long-Term
Care’s recommendation. More information about HPARB is available at www.hparb.on.ca.
Requests for Review of Complaints to the HPARB
Total number of cases before HPARB in 2017
3
Total number of cases before HPARB in 2018

Details of Disposition
1 closed (decision confirmed)
Details of Disposition

4

4 reviews outstanding
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Number of New Complaints, Registrar’s Report Investigations and Incapacity Concerns by
Type (2018):
Nature of Concern
Sexual abuse
Unprofessional conduct
Treatment causing injury
Inappropriate billing practices
Failing to maintain records
Practising outside scope of practice
Quality Assurance Program non-compliance
Practising while suspended
Breach of standards
ICRC/Discipline non-compliance
Incapacity

# of cases
54
37
12
37
9
1
2
3
4
1
8
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FITNESS TO PRACTISE COMMITTEE REPORT
2018
Committee Members:

Lesley Hargreaves, RMT, Chair
Jocelyn Acheson, Public Member
Jennifer Da Ponte, RMT
Nancy Engstrom, RMT
Andrew Flint, Public Member
Murthy Ghandikota, Public Member
Nevenko Jeftic, RMT
Shannon Marshall, RMT
Debra Mattina, Public Member
Hedy Miszuk, Public Member
Dawn Oehring, RMT
Karen Sosnowski, RMT
Lisa Tucker, RMT
Kim Westfall-Connor, RMT
Lloyd White, Public Member

Committee Mandate:
The Fitness to Practise Committee is responsible for conducting hearings to determine the capacity or
“fitness” of a registrant to practise the profession, in cases where information has come before the
Committee that reveals that the registrant may be incapacitated. As part of this process, the Committee
may make decisions to suspend or revoke a registrant’s Certificate of Registration, or impose other
terms and conditions, where appropriate.

SUMMARY OF 2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
There were no incapacity hearings or other proceedings before the Fitness to Practise
Committee in 2018. The Committee did not receive any referrals in 2018 and there were no
matters carried over from 2017.
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DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE REPORT
2018
Committee Members:

Kim Westfall-Connor, RMT, Chair
Jocelyn Acheson, Public Member
Kyle Bonnyman, RMT, Non-Council Member
Anna Cantalini, RMT, Non-Council Member
Jennifer Da Ponte, RMT
Nancy Engstrom, RMT
Andrew Flint, Public Member
Murthy Ghandikota, Public Member
Susan Glass, RMT, Non-Council Member
Lesley Hargreaves, RMT
Nevenko Jeftic, RMT
Christin Mandalentsis, RMT, Non-Council Member
Shannon Marshall, RMT
Debra Mattina, Public Member
Hedy Miszuk, Public Member
Dawn Oehring, RMT
Karen Sosnowski, RMT
Lisa Tucker, RMT
Lloyd White, Public Member

Committee Mandate:
The Discipline Committee is responsible for conducting hearings related to allegations
of registrants’ professional misconduct or incompetence. As part of this process, the
Committee may make decisions about revoking or suspending a registrant’s Certificate
of Registration or imposing other terms and conditions, where appropriate.
SUMMARY OF 2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
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The Discipline Committee had a total of 76 cases
before it in 2018. Of these cases, 52 cases were
carried forward from 2017 and 24 new referrals
were made in 2018.
The Committee held 44 hearings and released 36
discipline decisions in 2018.
Of the 44 hearings, five involved indefinite
adjournments because registrants entered into
agreement to resign and never reapply. If the
registrants breach their agreements, the College
has the ability to resume discipline proceedings
against them.

A summary of the types of discipline proceedings
that took place in 2018 is contained in the table
below.

Types of Discipline Committee Proceedings

11

Uncontested hearings

23

Contested hearings

17

Indefinite adjournments

5

As noted, there were 36 matters that had
discipline decisions released in 2018. For a
summary of each discipline hearing1 and
accompanying decision, please refer to the links
below.
Registrant W (2018)
Ewa Tekien (2017)
Oleg Volochay (2018)
Jose Alberto Tena Schoelly (2018)
Daocheng Li (2018)
Guifen Hou (2018)
Robert Boghossian (2018)
Ashley Evans (2018)
Mingya Kennedy (2018)
Victor Mendoza (2018)
Julia Elliott (2018)
Michael Mah (2018)
Xiao Di Min (2018)
Qiong Tang (2018)
Saltanat Rahimi (2018)
Suvijek Janthavong (2018)
Artur Plachcinski (2018)
Collin Dolny (2018)
Hongxu Zhang (2018)
Bin Zhao (2016-2017)
Xue Li (2018)
Ron Devos (2018)
Daryosh Goldar (2018)
Luong Thieu (2018)
Arsen Korol (2018)
Stefan Stefanov (2018)
Stefan Stefanov (2018)
Sarah McIlquham (2018)
Zaisheng Ling (2018)
Zaisheng Ling (2018)
Zaisheng Ling (2018)
Dikran Masrob (2018)
Massimo Park (2018)
Fazena Ally (2018)
Hong Wang (2018)
Bo Lu (2018)

The year in which the hearing was held is provided in brackets.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
2019 Q1 – 2019 Q2
Committee Members:

Lisa Tucker, RMT, – President
Jocelyn Acheson – Vice President
Jennifer Da Ponte, RMT, – Executive Officer
Kim Westfall-Connor, RMT, – Executive Officer

Committee Mandate:
The Executive Committee assumes leadership, in collaboration with the Council, the
Committees and the Registrar, in its financial monitoring, strategic planning,
governance and supervisory responsibilities. The Committee monitors administration
of the College and relies on the Registrar and other staff to implement its decisions.

SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
1. MEETING DATES
The Executive Committee Committee held the following meetings since the February 12, 2019
Council meeting on:
Feb 21, 2019
Feb 25, 2019
Mar 12, 2019
April 4, 2019
April 24 and 26, 2019
The Executive Committee made the following Decisions/Recommendations:
Feb 21, 2019
1. Committee Composition
The Committee made the decision to circulate the proposed 2019 Committee
Composition to Council for approval.
1
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Feb 25, 2019
1. Council Member re-appointment
The Committee directed the Registrar to write a letter in conjunction with the request
for re-appointment of J. Acheson.
Mar 12, 2019
1. Appointment of Council Member to the Registration Committee
The Committee appointed Hedy Miszuk to the Registration Committee and informed
Council of the appointment.
April 4, 2019
1. 2018 MTRF Research Competition Award
The Executive Committee directed the release of requested funding in relation to a
research proposal from Dr. Lucie Pelland, of Queen’s University, in relation to the 2018
MTRF research competition. The name of the proposal is,” Myofascial massage in cerebral
palsy: Objective measurement of outcomes to advance knowledge and practice”.
April 24 and 26, 2019
The Executive Committee met over two days.
1. 2018 Post -Audit Communication and 2018 Draft Audited Financial Statements
The Committee met with Blair MacKenzie and Usman Paracha of Hilborn LLP to receive
an overview of the audit process, framework and auditor’s responsibility for the audit.
Management’s cooperation with the Audit was noted. Hilborn communicated its
opinion that that as a result of conducting the audit, CMTO’s financial statements
present fairly, in all material aspects, the position of the College as at December 31,
2018, in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit
organizations. The audited financial statements will be presented to Council at its May
2019 meeting for approval.
2. Registrar/CEO’s Performance Appraisal
The Executive Committee met with Sam Goodwin of Goodwin Consulting to discuss the
outcome of the annual performance appraisal process. The outcome will be
communicated to Council on May 13, 2019.
2
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3. Registrar/CEO Performance Appraisal Policy
The Committee reviewed amendments to the Registrar’s performance Appraisal Policy
which will be included in the Proposed 2019 Governance Handbook which is being
presented to Council on May 13, 2019.
4. MTRF Funding Decision - Tricia Scribbans
The Executive Committee approved funding ($32,093.90) for Dr. Trisha Scribban’s
application to the 2018 MTRF Competition, “Myofascial Release (MFR) of the Pectoral
Fascia: Effects on Shoulder Posture, Upper Limb Reaching Strategies and Performance”.
5. Review of Council Agenda Items
As part of their regular business, the Committee approved the agendas for the May 13,
2019 Council Meeting and June 10, 2019 Professional Development Day along with
briefing notes related to the quarterly Financial report and the Registrar’s and
Administration report.
6. Other Business
The Committee dealt with issues related to reimbursement of retroactive expenses,
discounted registration fees and a request to utilize a locum during a suspension.
2. ITEMS SENT TO COUNCIL FOR DECISION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Draft Audited Financial Statements
Proposed 2020 Registration Fee Increase
Appointment of Auditor for 2018
Proposed Amendments to By-law No. 7 – Fees

Respectfully submitted by:
Lisa Tucker, RMT
President
College of Massage Therapists of Ontario
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Skip tin Content

MEMO TO COUNCIL
Date: May 1, 2019
From: Executive Committee
Re:

2019 - Q1 Financial Report

Background:
Each Quarter, Council are provided with updates, noting trends, financial activity and challenges.
The unaudited 2019-Q1 financial statements presented include:
Appendix A: Statement of Operations
A summary of revenues and expenses for the quarter ended March 31, 2019 and compared to
the 2019-Q1 budget. Overall, there is a surplus of $384,205 in 2019-Q1; a decrease of $20,591
compared to Q1’s budgeted surplus of $404,796. As previously approved by Council, variances
greater than $50,000 and 10% are explained in the attached.
Appendix B: Statement of Financial Position
The financial position as at 2019-Q1 compared to 2018-Q1 unaudited Statement of Financial
Position. Variances greater than $50,000 and 10% are explained in the attached.
Recommendation:
The Executive Committee has reviewed and assessed the unaudited 2019-Q1 Statement of
Operations and Statement of Financial Position. The Executive Committee recommends that
Council approve these statements and requests that Management continue to monitor financial
performance and activity.
Draft Motion:

THAT Council approve the unaudited 2019-Q1 Statement of Operations and
Statement of Financial Position.

1
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Appendix A: Statement of Operations
2019-Q1 Actuals (Unaudited)

Year Ended December 31
Revenues
Registration fees
Examination fees
Investment income

Expenses
Council and committees
Complaints and discipline
Examinations
Quality assurance
Communications
Salaries and benefits
Consulting fees
Professional fees
Rent and operating costs
Office and general
Contributions to national initiatives
Contribution to massage therapy research
Amortization - capital assets
Amortization - intangible assets

Excess of revenues over expenses

Q1
Actuals

Q1
Budget

Variance $
+ Fav, - Unfav

Variance %
+ Fav, - Unfav

$
$
$
$

2,785,151
(700)
49,750
2,834,202

$
$
$
$

2,821,848
138,000
37,500
2,997,348

$
$
$
$

(36,696)
(138,700)
12,250
(163,146)

-1%
-101%
33%
-5%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

101,340
588,006
195,503
75,643
21,387
850,569
106,815
61,758
138,590
165,831
88,638
41,664
14,253
2,449,997

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

102,110
494,125
82,812
36,000
13,750
1,124,709
203,551
88,499
150,442
162,023
89,807
37,005
7,718
2,592,552

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

770
(93,881)
(112,691)
(39,643)
(7,637)
274,140
96,736
26,741
11,852
(3,808)
1,168
(4,659)
(6,535)
142,554

1%
-19%
-136%
-110%
-56%
24%
48%
30%
8%
-2%
1%
0%
-13%
-85%
5%

404,796 $

(20,591)

-5%

$

384,205 $

Notes

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
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Appendix A: Statement of Operations
Notes: Variances to Budget

Note

Financial Statement Line Item

Variance
$

Variance
%

(1)

Examination fees

($138,700)

-101%

Relates to exams starting later in Q2; full year examination revenue is
favourable to budget.

(2)

Complaints and discipline

($93,881)

-19%

Increasing number of complaints offset by less referrals to discipline and
hearings delayed to later in the year.

(3)

Examinations

($112,691)

-136%

Relates to timing of OSCE training advanced to Q1 from Q2. Full year
expenses anticipated to land close to budget.

(4)

Salaries and benefits

$274,140

24%

Timing of onboarding. Full year savings anticipated.

(5)

Consulting fees

$96,736

48%

Delay in strategic initiatives to later in the year and 2020. Full year savings
anticipated.

Explanations

Variances: + Favorable, (Unfavorable)
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Appendix B: Statement of Financial Position
2019-Q1 Actuals (Unaudited)
March 31, 2019
Unaudited

March 31, 2018
Unaudited

Variance $

Variance %

Notes

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash
Investments
Prepaid Expense
Total Current Assets

$
$
$
$

Fixed Assets
Office Equipment and Leasehold Improvements - Net
Intangible assets - Computer software - Net
Total Capital Assets

$
$
$

TOTAL ASSETS

8,811,561
7,611,884
138,729
16,562,175

$
$
$
$

6,920,101
7,031,994
7,245
13,959,340

$
$
$
$

1,891,461
579,891
131,484
2,602,835

27%
8%
NM
19%

(1)

766,139 $
52,082 $
818,221 $

562,657 $
157,057 $
719,713 $

203,483
(104,975)
98,508

36%
-67%
14%

(3)
(4)

$

17,380,396 $

14,679,053 $

2,701,343

18%

Current Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred fees: registration and exams
Total Current Liabilities

$
$
$

2,234,815 $
8,756,086 $
10,990,901 $

2,688,367 $
6,348,615 $
9,036,983 $

(453,552)
2,407,471
1,953,918

-17%
38%
22%

Deferred lease inducements

$

93,791 $

120,912 $

(27,120)

-22%

TOTAL LIABILITIES

$

11,084,692 $

9,157,894 $

1,926,798

21%

Equity Invested in capital assets
Internal restriction - Complaints & Discipline
Internal restriction - National Initiatives
Internal restriction - Massage Therapy Research
Unrestricted
Total Net Assets

$
$
$
$
$
$

644,113
1,500,000
1,176,000
250,000
2,725,591
6,295,704

$
$
$
$
$
$

(53,284)
832,477
(4,647)
774,545

-8%
0%
242%
0%
0%
14%

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

$

17,380,396 $

14,679,053 $

2,701,344

18%

(2)

LIABILITIES
(5)
(6)

NET ASSETS
$
$
$
$
$
$

697,397
1,500,000
343,523
250,000
2,730,238
5,521,158

(7)
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Appendix B: Statement of Financial Position
Variances to 2018-Q1
Note

Financial Statement Line Item

Variance
$

Variance
%

(1)

Cash

$1,891,461

27%

Higher registration and examination fees collected compared to prior
year.

(2)

Prepaid Expense

$131,484

NM

Primarily driven by accounting adjustments.

(3)

Office Equipment and Leasehold
Improvements - Net

$203,483

36%

Higher capital purchases as a result of new staff and on-going business
requirements.

(4)

Intangible assets - Computer software
- Net

($104,975)

-67%

Relates to amortization (specifically computer database)

(5)

Accounts payable and accrued
liabilities

($453,552)

-17%

Change in accrual methodology in addition to more matters being
resolved during the investigation phase.

(6)

Deferred fees: registration and exams

$2,407,471

38%

Higher fees being deferred (similar to Note (1)).

(7)

Internal restriction - National
Initiatives

$832,477

242%

Increase in commitment to CMTCA from 1 to 3 years.

Explanation

Variances: + Increase, (Decrease)
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To:

Council

Date: April 29, 2019
From: C. Flitton, Registrar & CEO
Re:

2019 – Q1/Q2 Quarterly Registrar’s and Administration Report

1.

Registrar’s Activities

The following provides an overview of the Registrar’s activities since the last report, specifically
January 16, 2019 – April 15, 2019.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 21 and 22, 2019 – New Council Member Orientation
January 23, 2019 - Regular meeting with CMTO General Counsel
January 23, 2019 – Participated in teleconference with consultant and CMTO
management on the QA program development
January 24, 2019 – Attended Executive Committee meeting
January 30, 2019 – Attended QA program development meeting with management and
consultants
February 13, 2019 – Attended Council Professional Development Session
February 19, 2019 – Attended FHRCO Board Meeting
February 25, 2019 – Attended Part 1, RHPA training for all staff, presented by CMTO’s
general counsel
February 28, 2018 – Attended panel discussion on systemic racism with V. Browne,
hosted by the Office of the Fairness Commissioner of Ontario.
March 6, 2019 – Attended planning meeting with consultant on 2019 Workplan data
projects
March 11, 2019 – Attended Part 2 of RHPA training for staff
March 13, 2019 - Regular meeting with CMTO General Counsel
March 25, 2019 – Attended a portion of QA program development meeting with
management and consultant
March 28, 2019 – Attended regulator stakeholder meeting at CMTCA AGM.
1
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•
•
•
2.

April 2, 2019 – Participated in accreditation requirements conference call with Valerie
Browne and representatives of the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities and
the Ministry of Health
April 4, 2019 - Attended presentation by QA program development consultant at the
annual QA Committee orientation
April 10 and 11, 2019 – Facilitated non-council orientation for 11 new non-council
members
Upcoming Meetings

•
•
•
•
•
3.

April 15, 2019 – CMTCA Regulators Teleconference
April 15, 2019 - FOMTRAC teleconference
April 24, 2019 – Executive Committee Meeting
April 25, 2019 – FHRCO Board of Director’s Meeting
May 12, 2019 – Council Meeting
Administration Activities/Information between January 16, 2019 – April 14, 2019

•
•
•

4.

January 27, 2019 – Members the CMTO Senior Management team and Staff hosted an
Open House session at the RMTAO AGM. Approximately 100 RMTs were in attendance.
Feb 19, 2019 – The Director, Policy and Communications met with Canadian Life and
Health Insurance Association to discuss issues of mutual interest.
Code of Ethics Project Update - CMTO engaged registrants (and the public) with a survey
to receive early input on what should contained in the updated CMTO Code of Ethics.
Approximately 2500 participated in the engagement exercise. A draft document is now
being prepared (using the survey results). This draft will be considered by the Executive
Committee and then consulted upon in summer 2019. An amended version (containing
consultation feedback) will be presented to Council for consideration in fall 2019.
Ongoing Activities

•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring of media including social media.
Receipt of emails and calls
Updating the CMTO website, including posting current job openings
Regular and additional project and activity related meetings of the Senior Management
Team.
Meetings with various consultants to move projects in the annual workplan forward.
Interviewing applicants to move organizational review project forward
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Overarching
Strategic /Operational
Objective

Project/Initiative Description

Workplan Continuity

Lead Executive

Outcomes

Deliverables

Completion Date

Q1 Report

CORE BUSINESS
Continuous Quality
Improvement

Moved from
Developmental

Director, CS

CMTO's organizational risk as
identified and agreed upon by
both management and council, is
reduced or managed.

1. Organizational Risk Register that identifies the key management data
1. Risk Register: 2019 and information that Council requires to govern and oversee the affairs of Q1
the College and that Management requires to make effective operational 2. KPIs: 2019 - Q2
decisions and to monitor, measure, and report on performance, including
a strategy to ensure that these data and information are available and
utilized consistently.
2. Updated organizational KPIs, metrics, reports and dashboards to
monitor and report on progress toward operational objectives.

At the September Council meeting an
update of the Management and
Organizational Risk Register since its
inception in 2014 will be presented to
Council. Consultant is working with
senior staff, data analyst and IT
Applications Manager to update
organizational KPIs and metrics, with
subsequent definition of dashboards to
monitor and report on progress toward
operational objectives.

Regulatory Modernization Regulatory Risk Assessment

Moved from
Developmental

Registrar/Deputy
Registrar

Identify, assess and prioritize
risks to MT clients and the public
interest; Reflect an
understanding the nature of
those risks and their underlying
causes.

CMTO will undertake a regulatory risk assessment that identifies the
range of health outcome and professional risks to clients and the public
interest, including an assessment of likelihood and impact, to inform
CMTO’s programs and services. During the risk assessment, CMTO will
engage broadly and transparently with RMT clients, MT educational
programs, the RMT community, other regulated health professions and
the Government of Ontario.

1. Draft RR Assessment:
2019 - Q3
2. Final RR Assessment:
2019 - Q4

No Activity in Q1

Regulatory Modernization Data Management Strategy

New

Director, Policy and
Communications
and Director,
Corporate Services

CMTO will identify organizational Phase 3 of project: Identify the limitations of the data sources that are
data and information required to currently available. Phase 4: Scope out what a new comprehensive data
help inform risk-and outcomemanagement system (and supporting process looks like).
based regulatory decisionmaking.

1. Draft Data Management
Strategy: 2019 - Q3
2. Final Data Management
Strategy: 2019 - Q4

On track. Consultant is working with
senior staff, data analyst and IT
applications manager to review and
update the current data inventory,
including structured and unstructured
sources, identify gaps and challenges,
develop performance metrics, and
align Data Management Strategy with
CMTO's workplan project to enhance IT
infrastructure (row 19).

Implementation of a number of
projects that support CMTO's
compliance with the Protecting
Patients Act .

2019 - Q4

On track. CMTO participated with
FHRCO partners in marketing the
Ontario health regulators website. Bylaw No. 8 - The Register was updated in
February 2019. The Administrative
Framework for the sexual abuse
funding program, the Public Register
and the glossary of terms have been
aligned with the Protecting Patients
Act . The College will continue to
collaborate with FHRCO on common
initiates and with the Ministry on any
additional regulations that may be
proposed.

Transparency

Completion of 2017 Organizational and
Management Risk Activities also referred to as
Continuous Quality Improvement
(“CQI”)/Organizational Risk Management
(“ORM”).

Continued implementation of Protecting Patients Cont'd from Previous Year Deputy Registrar
Act

Update CMTO by-laws, update administrative framework for the sexual
abuse funding program, continue to enhance information on the public
register, including improving accessibility and updating glossary of terms.
Public education project, collaborate with FHRCO on common initiatives,
implement updated regulations as they come into effect.

Overarching
Strategic /Operational
Objective

Project/Initiative Description

Workplan Continuity

Lead Executive

Outcomes

Deliverables

Completion Date

Q1 Report

Quality

Development and Implementation of Redesigned Cont'd from Previous Year Director,
QA Program.
Professional
Practice

CMTO will implement a
redesigned Quality Assurance
Program based on assessment of
the Essential Competencies as
the first step to achieving the
long-term goal of ensuring that
clients of RMTs receive quality
care reflecting the best available
evidence.

Comprehensive communication plan addressing all registrants – beginning 2019 - Q2/Q3
March 2019 (ongoing)
Official launch of new program - May 2, 2019
Quality Assurance orientation sessions throughout the province
(approximately ten (10); optional attendance

See Briefing Note.

Continuous Quality
Improvement

Implementation of Recommendations from the
Sexual Abuse Task Force.

Increased accountability of
CMTO in addressing allegations
of sexual abuse.

Develop and implement policies and/or procedures regarding ICRC and
2019-Q4
Discipline Committee prioritization of sexual abuse cases, the use of
amicus legal counsel, and support persons for complainants during a
Discipline hearing, to ensure an efficient and consistent approach to cases
involving allegations of sexual abuse.

No activity in Q1. However, still slated
to be completed by 2019-Q4.

Transparency

Implement Transparency Initiatives as Outlined in Cont'd from Previous Year Director, Policy &
Communications
the Strategic Plan

CMTO makes more information
publicly available, makes its
decision-making process more
transparent makes its
information easier to
understand.

A number of projects will increase transparency including enhancing
public engagement, a new web page focusing on information
needed/valued by the public.

2019- Q4

On track. CMTO invited the public to
engage on the Code of Ethics refresh
via social media and is working on
content for a new public web page.

Cont'd from Previous Year Director,
Professional
Conduct

Regulatory Modernization Registrant Outreach Strategy - Regulatory
Changes

Cont'd from Previous Year Director, Policy &
Communications

Registrants feel engaged and
Meetings held in 3 Ontario cities
informed about regulatory
changes and CMTO's priorities
and CMTO is seen as a proactive
and modern regulator.

2019 - Q4

On track. Open houses will be held in
Districts 1, 6, and 9 in 2019. Open
house events will still take place from 36 p.m. but will take place earlier in the
year (September) in 2019 as a result of
feedback from registrants in 2018. The
Open House events will provide CMTO
and registrants with an opportunity to
engage with each other, answer
questions, and share information about
regulatory priorities.

Quality

Cont'd from Previous Year Director,
Professional
Practice

To create core Standards of
Practice that are clear and
concise and are in accordance
with CMTO's regulatory
modernization principles.

2 Standards of Practice that are distributed to all registrants that address
moderate to high risks to the public.

2019 - Q4

See Briefing Note.

New

CMTO places an emphasis on
proactive regulation through
improved knowledge translation
of regulatory responsibilities and
professionalism.

An education strategy outlining CMTO's role in providing education and
identifying opportunities for CMTO to work with system partners to
ensure knowledge of regulatory responsibilities is understood by the
profession.

2019 - Q4

No activity in Q1. - Specs developed.

Development and Updating of Standards of
Practice

Regulatory Modernization Education Strategy

Registrar/Deputy
Registrar

Overarching
Strategic /Operational
Objective

Project/Initiative Description

Workplan Continuity

Lead Executive

Continuous Quality
Improvement

Develop requirements regarding ongoing
Registrant First Aid and CPR Certification

Cont'd from Previous Year Director,
but Revised Project
Professional
Charter
Practice

Continuous Quality
Improvement

Amendments to CMTO's Professional Misconduct Cont'd from Previous Year Director,
Regulations
Professional
Conduct

Continuous Quality
Improvement

Review/update Code of Ethics

Continuous Quality
Improvement

Continuous Quality
Improvement

Outcomes

Deliverables

Completion Date

Q1 Report

To determine whether
Provide recommendations to Council based on data collected.
mandatory CPR and First Aid is
necessary to ensure client safety.

2019- Q4

Project Charter revised at the Feb
Council Meeting. Jurisdictional review
commenced in relation to how CPR and
First Aid certification for applicants and
registrants ensures client safety.

Ensuring registrants are held
Complete stakeholder consultation, obtain final approval of changes by
accountable for conduct that
Council and submit proposed changes to Ministry.
poses a higher risk of harm to the
public. Reducing redundancy and
increasing clarity for registrants
regarding their professional
obligations.

2019 - Q3

Council approved all proposed changes
to the Professional Misconduct
Regulation in February 2019.
Stakeholder Consullation slated to
commence May 2019 and Council to
review consultation feedback during
Sepetember 2019 meeting.

Director, Policy and CThe public is protected by a code Refreshed and Updated Code of Ethics, a model for ethical decisionof behavior and conduct that
making, glossary of ethical terms and a companion education program.
RMTs commit to and are guided
by throughout their career.

2019 - Q4 for Steps 1 & 2
2020 - Q4 to complete
remainder of project

On track. CMTO engaged registrants
(and the public) with a survey to
receive early input on what should
contained in the Code of Ethics.
Approximately 2500 participated in the
engagement exercise. A draft
document is now being prepared
(using the survey results). This draft
will be considered by the Executive
Committee and then consulted upon in
summer 2019. An amended version
(containing consultation feedback) will
be presented to Council in fall 2019.

Jurisprudence Course with Evaluative Component Moved from
Developmental

Director,
Professional
Practice

1. To ensure that new registrants Develop the content for a jurisprudence on-line course including
are aware of their legislative
evaluative component(s).
obligations and why they are
important.
2. To ensure registrants have a
resource to enhance their
knowledge of legislation.

2019 - Q4

No activity in Q1.

Outsourcing CMTO's Certification Examinations
(both the MCQ and the OSCE)

Director,
Registration

Reducing risk to CMTO by
A comprehensive RFP process, selection of a third party provider and a
outsourcing the administration comprehensive project plan for the transition of examination
of the Certification Examinations development and administration from CMTO to the third party provider.
to an appropriate third party
which can maintain the MCQ and
OSCE as valid, objective and
reliable assessments of entry-topractice competencies as
identified by the current PCs/PIs.

2019 - Q3

The RFP was issued in Q1 with
proposals to be submitted in April Q2.

New

New

Overarching
Strategic /Operational
Objective

Project/Initiative Description

Workplan Continuity

Lead Executive

Outcomes

Continuous Quality
Improvement

Continued enhancement of IT infrastructure and New
systems.

Continuous Quality
Improvement

To review the Governance Handbook and CMTO's Cont'd from Previous Year Deputy Registrar
By-laws to ensure that policies are clear and
comprehensive, risk is minimized and that there
are no inconsistencies.

Reduced governance risk and
inconsistency.

Continuous Quality
Improvement

Learning Resource Supporting Implementation of Cont'd from Previous Year Director,
Professional
Sexual Abuse Prevention Measures
Practice

Educators, students and
Develop and implement a learning resource available to all registrants,
registrants will have access to a students, and educators.
high quality learning resource
that will instruct and apply the
Standards for Maintaining
Professional Behaviours and
Preventing Sexual Abuse and the
Protecting Patients Act.

Continuous Quality
Organizational Review Project
Improvement and
Regulatory Modernization

DEVELOPMENTAL

Director, Corporate CMTO will identify immediate
Services
and long-term technologyrelated needs to meet its
regulatory mandate.

Deliverables

Cont'd from Previous Year Registrar/Deputy
but incorporating new
Registrar
positions beyond
Organizational Review
Project

The CMTO has the optimal blend
of knowledge, skills and attitudes
to ensure capability and
resources to achieve
departmental quality
improvements, that CMTO's
statutory mandate is met and to
further regulatory
modernization.

Completion Date

Q1 Report

A multi-phased project focused to the IT related systems utilized to
2019-Q2 (Phase I) and 2019- On track. As it relates to Phase I, the
collecting, storing and reporting of data to meet the College's regulatory Q4/2020-Q1 (Phase II)
consultant is working with staff to
mandate. Phase I includes the holistic gathering and assessment of
define an Information Management
business requirements in comparison to current systems to identify gaps,
Strategy for the College. Internal IT
opportunities and a resulting recommendation. Phase II is dependent on
resources started in March 2019 and
outcome of Phase I and may include migration to and/or addition of new
are gathering business requirements,
software tools, enhancements etc. i.e. registration, QA, case
identifying gaps and assessing market
management, integration with SAGE financials etc. Additional project
options in support of the ITS work
planning will define the Phases and Deliverables.
underway. Phase II continues to be
anticipated for Q3 and Q4 with the
start of the implementation of Phase I.

Updated and internally consistent set of governance policies and by-laws. 2019 - Q2 (In November
2018 Council was advised
that handbook would be
presented in early 2019.
2020-Q4

A revised and updated organizational structure. Recruiting will continue
2019 - Q4
past the anticipated completion date for various reasons including the
identification of additional staff positions (included in the 2019 budget)
which go beyond the Mercer project and are based on emerging resource
needs.

The Governance Ad Hoc Committee
met to discuss further updates to the
Handbook. The Handbook is on the
May Council meeting agenda.
No activity in Q1

Onboarding continued.
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MEMO TO COUNCIL
Date: May 3, 2019
From: Andrew Flint, Chair, Quality Assurance Committee
Re:

Development and Implementation of Redesigned Quality Assurance Program – Phase 1 Amendment to 2019 Project Charter (Draft)

Background:
As part of the 2018 Workplan, Council approved a project to address continued development
and implementation of a redesigned Quality Assurance Program that aligns with the 2019-2021
Strategic Plan goal of “Quality – clients of RMTs receive evidence-informed Massage Therapy”.
At the Council meeting held on February 12, 2019, Vicki McCoy, Director, Professional Practice,
presented Council members with an update on the status of the Quality Assurance Program
and outlined steps for implementation of Phase 1 that was expected to launch in May 2019.
During the presentation, an explanation of the Quality Assurance Program was provided which
indicated that the program consists of two parts; (1) Quality Assurance – Developmental and (2)
Quality Assurance - Standards-based, previously referred to as Quality Assurance – Compliance.
Quality Assurance – Developmental is designed to ensure all registrants actively engage in a
career-long process that continually improves performance levels over time. Registrants are
encouraged to ‘be the best they can be’, regardless of the nature of their practice. Program
components are based on 15 Career-Span Competencies that apply to registrants in all practice
settings. The Career-Span Competencies are evolutionary and provide structure for ongoing
registrant development that can be fostered and monitored over time.
Quality Assurance - Standards-based serves to ensure registrant compliance with legislation,
bylaws and Standards of Practice, with the intent to enforce a minimum standard that is
applicable to all registrants. Currently the standards-based portion of the program is managed
1
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by conducting peer assessments throughout the province, a process that has been in place at
CMTO for many years. To support the creation of program components that relate to Quality
Assurance – Standards-based, including the peer assessment, the College plans to embark on
an update of the Standards of Practice in 2019/2020.
Issues
Subsequent to the Council meeting in February 2019, the College learned that there was
confusion about the two parts, (1) Quality Assurance – Developmental and (2) Quality
Assurance – Standards-based.
Concerns were also expressed about the firewall that would prevent the College from accessing
information, entered by the registrant, related to Quality Assurance – Developmental.
As a result, in an attempt to reduce confusion and ensure successful implementation of the
program, a decision was made to revise the timeline for introduction of the Quality Assurance
Program from May 2019 to September 2019 and eliminate the use of the firewall for the
learning plan component.
Analysis
During the development of the Quality Assurance Program – Phase 1, the principles of
regulatory modernization were considered with a view to mitigate risk and implement solutions
that closely address identified issues.
Given the extended scope of the project which is expected to evolve over the next three (3) to
five (5) years, the project charter for 2019 has been revised to provide a high-level overview of
the entire project, and outline deliverables for Phase 1.
Deliverables for Phase 1 include:
• A comprehensive communication plan that provides registrants with ongoing
information at regular intervals using email messages, a dedicated microsite, social
media updates and webinar(s);
• Release of the initial program components to all registrants, with instructions for
completion and online submission through the Learning Management System by
November 30, 2019;
• A survey of registrants for comments and feedback to support further development of
program components for Phase 2 which is expected to be released in 2020.
To accommodate revised timelines, the completion date for Phase 1 has been changed to 2019Q4.

2
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As the program unfolds, and the process evolves, progress will be monitored for unintended
consequences, with responses to change being implemented as required.
Recommendation:
The Quality Assurance Committee recommends that Council approve the amended project
charter for the redesign of the Quality Assurance Program.
Draft Motion:
THAT Council approve the redesigned Quality Assurance Program as outlined in the attached
project charter.
Attachments:
• Appendix A - 2019 Workplan Project Charter – Development and Implementation of
Redesigned Quality Assurance Program – Phase 1 (Draft)

3
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Development and Implementation of Redesigned Quality Assurance Program - Phase 1
Project Charter Element
Project Title:

Project Lead Executive:

Project Background:

Project Purpose:

Strategic Alignment:

Project Outcomes:

Description
Give the project a name which is
reasonably referable to to the
project.
Who is CMTO executive
responsible for leading and
delivering the project.
Provide any essential
background information
necessary to understand why
the project should be/was
initiated.

Data
Development and Implementation of
Redesigned Quality Assurance Program

What is this project aiming to
achieve? What problem will it
solve or improvement will it
result in?
How does this project align with
corporate, organization or
strategic objectives and
priorities?

Develop and implement a Quality Assurance
Program that promotes continuing competence
and continuing quality improvement among
registrants.
The project aligns with the strategic objective of
(1) 'Quality' and (2) Regulatory Modernization.
With full implementation of the redesigned
Quality Assurance Program, it is expected that
registrants will continually enhance their practice
throughout their career, to ensure that clients of
RMTs receive evidence-informed Massage
Therapy. Additionally, with an increased focus on
developmental and standards-based
requirements, registrants will be supported in a
manner that serves to protect the public and
advance the public interest through
proportionate, risk and outcomes-based
regulation.

What are the measureable
business or other outcomes that
the project will achieve; Who
will benefit from this
outcome;How will these
outcomes be measured?

Develop and implement a redesigned Quality
Assurance Program to assess registrant
competence based on 15 Career-Span
Competencies, compliance with the Standards of
Practice, and delivery of quality client care that is
evidence-informed.

Director, Professional Practice

Following ten years of research, and a literature
review that was conducted in 2015, a decision
was made to develop and implement a
redesigned Quality Assurance Program. At the
time, the project was put on hold pending
finalization of the Interjurisdictional Practice
Competencies and Performance Indicators.

Project Deliverables:

What tangible product(s) will be Full implementation of the Quality Assurance
delivered as part of project?
Program is expected to occur in phases over a
period of three (3) to five (5) years. Phase 1
consists of three stages: 1. A comprehensive
communication plan that provides registrants
with ongoing information at regular intervals
using email messages, a dedicated microsite,
social media updates and webinar(s) (May 2019) 2. Release of program components to all
registrants, for completion and online
submission through the Learning Management
System by November 30, 2019 (September 1,
2019) - 3. Survey of registrants for comments
and feedback to support further development of
program components which will inform Phase 2
for release in 2020 (December 2019).

In-Scope:

What features are as part of
this initiative.

Evidence-informed practice and research
methodologies will be embedded into the
redesigned Quality Assurance Program.

Out- of- Scope:

What features are not part of
this initiative.

Not applicable

Assumptions:

Identify assumptions, at the
time of writing the charter, are
considered true, real or certain
for purposes of planning

It is expected that the anticipated staff
complement will be sufficient to develop,
implement and maintain the Quality Assurance
Program, providing registrant compliance with
requirements does not require extensive follow
up.

Constraints:

Identify constraints/factors that
are outside the control of the
project team, that will limit
available options and affect
performance of the project.
Consider time, budget, scope,
quality, availability/skills of
resources, priorities

The introduction of a development-based
approach may require considerable time and
communication before registrants fully grasp the
concepts. Navigation of new online software,
and the importance of entering information
throughout the year, presents a significant shift
in approach when compared to reporting
previous program requirements.

Implications for other
CMTO Departments:

Does this initiative have any
impact on other CMTO
departments? Will other CMTO
departments be expected to do
something as part of developing
and implementing the
initiative? Once completed, will
the initiative require any other
CMTO department to change
some aspect of their
operations?

Development and implementation of a
redesigned Quality Assurance Program
represents a major culture shift for CMTO. As the
program evolves, other departments may be
positively impacted by the introduction of new
learning resources for remediation and re-entry
to the profession. Shifting the focus to CareerSpan Competencies, may serve to evolve
expectations and support consistent
communication initiatives to the profession and
individual registrants. Ongoing support from
Communications and IT will be required
periodically.

Completion Date:

During which quarter will the
project be completed?

2019 - Q4 (Phase 1)
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MEMO TO COUNCIL
Date: May 3, 2019
From: Vicki McCoy, Director, Professional Practice
Re:

Development and Updating of Standards of Practice - Amendment to 2019 Project
Charter

Background:
As part of the 2018 Workplan, Council approved a project to develop and update the Standards
of Practice; an initiative that aligns with the 2019-2021 Strategic Plan goals of Quality – clients
of RMTs receive evidence-informed Massage Therapy and Regulatory Modernization
proportionate, risk – and outcomes-based regulation that protects the public, and clients of
RMTs and advances public interest.
The initial project charter for 2019 focused on the development and update of two (2) existing
Standards of Practice that addressed moderate to high risks to the public. It was expected that
the development process would include a review of existing CMTO documents and guidance, an
environmental scan to identify best practices, structures and topics used by other regulatory
organizations, and the engagement of registrants and other stakeholders to collect feedback.
Following a review by the Quality Assurance Committee, and approval by Council, the
dissemination and implementation of approved Standards of Practice was to be accompanied
by a communication plan that included website postings.
Implications for educational institutions and other CMTO departments were identified which
included changes to Massage Therapy educational programs, the re-mapping of questions and
scoring for certification examinations, redevelopment of Quality Assurance Program tools that
measure compliance (e.g. peer assessment), the revision of documents, policies and
assessment tools, training for Committees and Panel members, and significant communication
to registrants and other stakeholders.
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Issues:
The current Standards of Practice were introduced in 2006. Over the years, the profession has
evolved, which has resulted in the need for all Standards to be updated.
The initial project plan may be difficult to implement given that addressing one or two
Standards of Practice at a time requires a commitment of approximately ten years before all
sixteen (16) existing Standards are revised. Additionally, examinations, peer assessments,
compliance audits and applicable resources would need to be continually updated and revised
prior to implementation of each Standard.
Therefore, CMTO Staff recommends that the College retain a qualified consultant, with
expertise in Standards development. In collaboration with the consultant, a plan would be
developed to identify steps in the process which may include conducting an environmental scan
and online research to identify new trends in best practices, reviewing foundational documents
(e.g. 2019-2021 – Strategic Plan, Competency Profiles, the Quality Assurance Program and the
Code of Ethics), establishing a Standards of Practice Advisory Group comprised of registrants
representing a variety of demographics, and ongoing consultation and engagement with
stakeholders. The Practice Resource Framework would be used as a guide to ensure the new
Standards of Practice are evidence-informed and include key performance indicators.
The revised project charter identifies the need to develop and update all Standards of Practice
at one time, instead of focusing first, on one or two Standards that are considered high risk. A
high-level overview of the full project has been outlined, in addition to deliverables for the
development phase. Completion of the entire project would occur over the next three (3) to
five (5) years, with the development phase commencing in 2019 and lasting approximately 18
to 24 months.
The completion date for commencement of the development phase would be changed to 2019
– Q4.
Analysis:
In identifying how best to proceed, Council may wish to consider the following principles of
regulatory modernization:
1. Identify the problem before the solution
The current scope of the project does not address existing needs of the College. Stated
timeframes for completion (e.g. ten years) do not support development of College
resources.
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2. Quantify and Qualify the Risks
The current Standards of Practice do not clearly articulate or set out practice requirements
and expectations. Guidance related to a particular topic may be found in a number of
Standards or other supporting documentation.
3. Develop and implement solutions that are as close to the problem as possible
Collectively addressing the development and update of all Standards of Practice at one
time, provides opportunity to present information in a standardized format that uses clear
and concise language to outline requirements and articulate minimum expectations for
practice.
4. Use regulation only when necessary
Using the Practice Resource Framework and a risk – and outcomes-based approach,
registrants will be subject to the fewest prescriptive requirements as possible to meet the
Standard and protect the public.
5. Be transparent and accountable
Guidance to support the Practice Resource Framework provides registrants and
stakeholders with transparent information on the legislative context, and CMTO’s approach
to the Standards of Practice.
6. Monitor for unintended consequences
Unintended consequences would be monitored by Staff using guidance that supports the
Practice Resource Framework and a standardized template to present information in a
format that is easily referenced and understood by registrants and stakeholders.
7. Review and respond to change.
A review would be conducted by Staff and Council within 24 months of implementation.
Changes would be implemented as required.
Recommendation:
Draft Motion:
THAT Council approve the proposed changes to the 2019 project charter respecting the
development and updating of Standards of Practice.
Attachments:
• Appendix A - 2019 Workplan Project Charter – Development and Updating of
Standards of Practice – DRAFT
• Appendix B - Regulatory Modernization Principles
• Appendix C - CMTO’s Practice Resource Framework
3
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Development and Updating of Standards of Practice
Project Charter Element
Project Title:

Description

Data
Development and Updating of Standards of Practice

Project Lead Executive:

Who is CMTO executive
responsible for leading and
delivering the project.
Provide any essential
background information
necessary to understand
why the project should
be/was initiated.

Director, Professional Practice

Project Purpose:

What is this project aiming
to achieve? What problem
will it solve or improvement
will it result in?

The purpose of the project is to develop Standards of
Practice for Massage Therapy in Ontario that align with
Regulatory Modernization Principles and support the
delivery of safe, ethical and effective client-centred
care.

Strategic Alignment:

How does this project align
with corporate,
organization or strategic
objectives and priorities?

The project aligns with the strategic objective of (1)
Quality - clients of RMTs receive evidence-informed
Massage Therapy and (2) Regulatory Modernization proportionate, risk - and outcomes-based regulation
that protects the public, and clients of RMTs and
advances the public interest. With full implementation
of the redesigned Quality Assurance Program, it is
expected that registrants will continually enhance their
practice throughout their career.

Project Outcomes:

What are the measureable To create core Standards of Practice that are clear and
business or other outcomes concise and are in accordance with CMTO's regulatory
that the project will
modernization principles.
achieve; Who will benefit
from this outcome;How will
these outcomes be
measured?

Project Background:

Registrant expectations for practice are set out within
the Standards of Practice, policies, position
statements, and guidelines. The current Standards of
Practice were introduced in 2006. Over the years, the
profession has evolved, which has resulted in the need
for all Standards to be updated.

Project Deliverables:

What tangible product(s)
will be delivered as part of
project?

Full implementation of the new Standards of Practice is
expected to occur in phases over a period of
approximately five (5) years. Phase 1 will focus on the
development of Standards, with the support of a
qualified consultant (approximately 18-24 months).
During Phase 2, the new Standards of Practice will be
integrated by Certification Services (e.g. examinations),
Professional Conduct (e.g. Compliance Audits) and
Professional Practice as it relates to the Quality
Assurance Program (e.g. peer assessment).
Additionally, policies and procedures will be reviewed,
revised and updated as applicable (approximately 1824 months). During Phase 3, communication to the
profession will be required in advance of the new
Standards of Practice being released for
implementation (approximately 12-18 months).

In-Scope:

What features are as part
of this initiative.

To effectively support the process, a qualified
consultant, with expertise in Standards development,
would be retained. In collaboration with the
consultant, the process would be clearly defined to
identify steps which would include an environmental
scan, online research to identify new trends in best
practices, a review of foundational documents (e.g.
2019-2021 – Strategic Plan , Competency Profiles, the
Quality Assurance Program and the Code of Ethics ),
the creation of a Standards of Practice Advisory Group,
and ongoing consultation and engagement with the
registrants and other stakeholders.

Out- of- Scope:

What features are not part
of this initiative.
Identify assumptions, at the
time of writing the charter,
are considered true, real or
certain for purposes of
planning

Not applicable.

Assumptions:

For the purposes of planning, assumptions include
engagement and consultation with all stakeholders,
during each phase of the project, will provide
meaningful and helpful feedback that accurately
supports the development of new Standards for the
practice of Massage Therapy in Ontario.

Constraints:

Identify constraints/factors
that are outside the control
of the project team, that
will limit available options
and affect performance of
the project. Consider time,
budget, scope, quality,
availability/skills of
resources, priorities

Constraints that may affect performance of the project
relate to the availability of a qualified consultant to
develop the Standards and a full staff complement in
Professional Practice to support the process.
Additionallly, scheduling requirements to obtain input
from focus groups (e.g. Citizens Advisory Group) may
cause delays.

Implications for other
CMTO Departments:

Does this initiative have any
impact on other CMTO
departments? Will other
CMTO departments be
expected to do something
as part of developing and
implementing the initiative?
Once completed, will the
initiative require any other
CMTO department to
change some aspect of their
operations?

The development and implementation of new
Standards of Practice may impact other departments
including Certification Services, Professional Conduct,
Policy and Communications and Professional Practice
as it relates to the Quality Assurance Program. Initially,
all departments will need to support the initiative
through ensuring departmental updates are completed
within specified timelines. Ongoing communication to
the profession will be important to ensure Standards
are being adhered to.

Completion Date:

During which quarter will
the project be completed?

2019 - Q4

Regulatory Modernization Principles
1. Identify the problem before the solution
The problem is how to improve CMTO’s written, web-based practice guidance in a way
that presents practice requirements (clear minimum expectations for practice) to
registrants and the public, with additional resources and best practices for those who
want more guidance/information.
2. Quantify and Qualify the Risks
Registrant guidance is currently disbursed in regulation, Standards of Practice and other
formats across CMTO’s website. As a result, RMTs may not be able to easily review all
requirements. A more comprehensive approach is needed to protect the public interest.
3. Develop and implement solutions that are as close to the problem as possible
Developing a one-stop gateway to clearly present rules to registrants and the public,
and develop a new template for Standards of Practice that clearly articulates minimum
expectations for practice, is as close to the problem as possible.
4. Use regulation only when necessary
Using the proposed Standards of Practice Template and a risk- and outcomes-based
approach, registrants will be subject to the fewest prescriptive requirements as possible
to meet a Standard and protect the public.
5. Be transparent and accountable
The proposed Framework for Registrant Guidance (Appendix A) provides registrants and
all stakeholders with transparent information on the legislative context, and CMTO’s
approach towards Standards of Practice.
6. Monitor for unintended consequences
Staff will monitor outcomes related to the new Framework for Registrant Guidance and
Standard of Practice Template to identify any unintended consequences.
7. Review and respond to change
Staff and Council can review the Framework for Registrant Guidance and Standard of
Practice Template in 24 months’ time (unless a need arises sooner).
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CMTO’s Practice Resource Development Process

1. Need
Identification

2. Risk
Assessment
and Research

3. Drafting

4. Internal
Review

5. Review by
Standards and
Policies
Working Group

6. Committee
Approval

7.
Consultation*

Optional
Step*: Early
Engagement

8. Feedback
Analysis

9. Council
Approval*

10.
Implementation

11. Assess
Practice
Questions

* If appropriate

The following steps would be undertaken:
1. Need Identification: CMTO determines that a practice resource must be developed or updated. A charter (project plan) is
drafted. The Charter would set out any modifications (streamlining) of the steps described in Appendix A. The relevant
College Committee is identified and the issue would be discussed with that Committee.
2. Risk Assessment and Research: Research is undertaken by staff and experts (as appropriate) including analysis of risks,
legislative context, case law, other colleges’ guidance, impacts on RMTs, external support, etc. A research report will be
1
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drafted using CMTO’s regulatory modernization principles (see Appendix B, Regulatory Modernization Principles as approved
by Council in May 2016).
Optional Step – Engagement: In tandem with the research, a decision will be made as to whether an engagement process is
needed and appropriate. If engagement is required, CMTO may do any or all of the following: engage with client groups,
professional associations and other experts; communicate to registrants (e.g. through TouchPoint) that this issue is going to
be reviewed by the College; invite early feedback from clients and registrants; and/or share early feedback on CMTO’s
website.
3. Drafting: Given the research and engagement input, staff and experts (as appropriate) prepare a draft of the practice
resource document.
4. Internal Review: Senior management, legal counsel, and others review the draft document.
5. Review: The Standards and Policies Advisory Working Group (which is a group of registrants established by CMTO in 2017 to
provide implementation advice and interpretive guidance) reviews and provides input into document from an
implementation perspective.
6. Committee Approval: The relevant Committee (if appropriate) considers/approves the resource and determines whether it
needs to be approved by Council prior to release (Standards of Practice would always go to Council, other guidance would be
based on Committee discretion).
7. Consultation: Council considers draft practice resource (if appropriate) and approves release for public consultation.
Consultation begins. Consultations could take place online, through focus groups, through social media, or other
organizations or means as appropriate. CMTO may do any or all of the following: consult with clients, professional
associations and other experts; communicate to registrants and/or share information on CMTO’s website.
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8. Feedback Analysis: Consultation input is assessed. Based on feedback, CMTO would decide whether and how to move
forward. If moving forward, feedback is incorporated into the practice resource. If feedback warrants, CMTO might set up a
structure to resolve remaining controversial issues. Either way, a summary of feedback is posted.
9. Council Approval: The relevant Committee, then Council (if appropriate) considers the new practice resource. A (future)
implementation date is determined.
10. Implementation: The practice resource is released with a future implementation date. A review cycle is also determined
(when the practice resource will be reviewed next, e.g. in 1, 3 or 5 years).
11. Assess Practice Questions: Once each practice resource is released, incoming questions to the Practice Specialist are
analyzed. Additional supporting communications products may be developed. The supporting documentation will be
prepared for the website and sent out via broadcast, based on the questions that are received.
The proposed process is a rigorous one and may need to be streamlined in the future or if a practice resource must be developed
over a short timeframe.
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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DECEMBER 31, 2018

Independent Auditor's Report
To the Council of the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario
Opinion

Re
v is
ion

We have audited the financial statements of the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (the
"College"), which comprise the statement of financial position as at December 31, 2018, and the
statements of operations, changes in net assets and cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the
financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the College as at December 31, 2018, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for
the year then ended in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.
Basis for Opinion
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We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor's Responsibilities for the Audit
of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the College in accordance with
the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in Canada, and we have
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial
Statements

em
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Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, and for such internal
control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the ability of the College
to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the
going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the College or to cease
operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.

tat

Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the financial reporting process of the
College.
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Auditor's Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor's report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards will always detect a
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial statements.
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Independent Auditor's Report (continued)
Auditor's Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements (continued)
As part of an audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards, we exercise
professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error,
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override
of internal control.



Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the internal control of the College.



Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.



Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to
events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the ability of the College to continue as a
going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention
in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures
are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained
up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the
College to cease to continue as a going concern.



Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

em
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to
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We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in
internal control that we identify during our audit.
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We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant
ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related
safeguards.

Toronto, Ontario
To be determined

Chartered Professional Accountants
Licensed Public Accountants
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Statement of Financial Position
December 31

2018
$

2017
$

9,882,284
533,560
697,999
46,787

8,239,882
1,026,218
7,245

11,160,630

9,273,345

6,379,390
591,095
53,019

6,004,840
547,928
149,470

7,023,504

6,702,238

18,184,134

15,975,583

2,053,966
10,091,318

2,493,463
7,794,757

12,145,284

10,288,220

107,351

120,912

12,252,635

10,409,132

644,114
1,500,000
1,176,000
250,000
2,361,385

697,398
1,500,000
702,750
250,000
2,416,303

5,931,499

5,566,451

18,184,134

15,975,583

ASSETS

Re
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ion

Current assets
Cash
Short-term investments (note 3)
Investments (note 4)
Prepaid expenses

to

Investments (note 4)
Capital assets (note 5)
Intangible assets (note 6)

Su
b je
ct

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities (note 7)
Deferred registration fees

NET ASSETS

em
en
ts

Deferred lease incentives (note 8)
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Invested in capital and intangible assets
Internally restricted for complaints and discipline (note 11)
Internally restricted for national initiatives (note 12)
Internally restricted for massage therapy research (note 13)
Unrestricted

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
Approved on behalf of the Council:
President
Vice-President
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Statement of Operations
Year ended December 31

to

Su
b je
ct

Expenses
Council and committees
Complaints and discipline (note 10)
Examinations
Quality assurance
Communications
Salaries and benefits
Consulting fees
Professional fees
Rent and operating costs (note 8)
Office and general
Contributions to national initiatives (note 12)
Amortization - capital assets
Amortization - intangible assets

2017
$

8,385,328
1,439,550
236,407

7,987,830
1,373,005
170,779

10,061,285

9,531,614

409,057
1,529,515
1,534,947
20,121
176,848
2,953,864
707,616
319,823
589,644
871,400
347,490
118,727
117,185

312,858
2,375,028
1,515,299
144,137
141,335
2,522,723
732,629
408,123
518,379
758,186
356,477
135,312
141,707

9,696,237

10,062,193

Re
v is
ion

Revenues
Registration fees
Examination fees
Investment income (note 9)

2018
$

365,048

(530,579)

em
en
ts

Excess of revenues over expenses (expenses over revenues) for year
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Statement of Changes in Net Assets
Year ended December 31
Internally
Invested in
Internally
Internally restricted for
capital and restricted for restricted for
massage
intangible
complaints
national
therapy
assets and discipline
initiatives
research
$
$
$
$
Balance, beginning of year

697,398

Excess of revenues over expenses (expenses
over revenues) for year
Purchase of capital assets

(235,912)
161,894

Purchase of intangible assets

20,734

Inter-fund transfer (note 12)

-

Balance, end of year

1,500,000

-

948,450

365,048

-

-

(161,894)

-

-

-

-

(20,734)

-

-

820,740

-

(820,740)

-

1,176,000

250,000

2,361,385

c
e
j
b
u
S
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n

644,114

e
tem

5,566,451

-

1,500,000

o
t
t

(347,490)

250,000

2018
Total
$

2,416,303

-

702,750

s
i
v
e
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o
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Unrestricted
$

5,931,499

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Statement of Changes in Net Assets
Year ended December 31
Internally
Invested in
Internally
Internally restricted for
capital and restricted for restricted for
massage
intangible
complaints
national
therapy
assets and discipline
initiatives
research
$
$
$
$
Balance, beginning of year

745,771

Excess of revenues over expenses (expenses
over revenues) for year
Purchase of capital assets

(277,020)
189,857

Purchase of intangible assets

38,790

Inter-fund transfer (note 12)

-

Balance, end of year

1,500,000

697,398

e
tem

-

700,000

-

1,500,000

250,000

2,901,259

2017
Total
$
6,097,030

-

102,918

(530,579)

-

-

(189,857)

-

-

-

(38,790)

-

359,227

-

(359,227)

-

702,750

250,000

c
e
j
b
u
S
s
t
n
-

o
t
t

(356,477)

v
e
R

n
o
i
s
i

Unrestricted
$

2,416,303

5,566,451

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Statement of Cash Flows
Year ended December 31

2017
$

365,048

(530,579)

118,727
117,185

135,313
141,707

(49,323)
(13,561)

(48,778)
(17,273)

538,076

(319,610)

(39,542)
(439,497)
2,296,561

491,429
307,768

2,355,598

479,587

Re
v is
ion

Cash flows from operating activities
Excess of revenues over expenses (expenses over revenues) for
year
Adjustments to determine net cash provided by (used in) operating
activities
Amortization of capital assets
Amortization of intangible assets
Amortization of bond discounts and premiums / interest capitalized
on investments
Amortization of deferred lease incentives

2018
$

to

Change in non-cash working capital items
Increase in prepaid expenses
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Increase in deferred registration fees

Net change in cash
Cash, beginning of year
Cash, end of year

em
en
ts

Su
b je
ct

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of short-term investments
Purchase of investments
Proceeds from sale of short-term investments
Proceeds from sale of investments
Purchase of capital assets
Purchase of intangible assets

(650,483)
(1,353,760)
123,450
1,350,225
(161,894)
(20,734)

(1,151,697)
1,074,764
(189,857)
(38,790)

(713,196)

(305,580)

1,642,402

174,007

8,239,882

8,065,875

9,882,284

8,239,882
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2018
Nature and description of the organization

Re
v is
ion

The College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (the "College") was incorporated as a non-share capital
corporation under the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 ("RHPA"). As the regulator and governing
body of the massage therapy profession in Ontario, the College's major function is to administer the
Massage Therapy Act, 1991 in the public interest.
The College is a not-for-profit organization, as described in Section 149(1)(l) of the Income Tax Act, and
therefore is not subject to income taxes.
Significant accounting policies

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian accounting
standards for not-for-profit organizations and include the following significant accounting policies:

to

(a) Revenue recognition

Su
b je
ct

Registration fees

Registration fees are recognized as revenue in the fiscal year to which they relate. The
registration year of the College coincides with that of the fiscal year of the College, being
January 1 to December 31. Registration fees received in advance of the fiscal year to which
they relate are recorded as deferred registration fees.
Examination fees

em
en
ts

Examination fees are recognized as revenue when the examinations are held.
Investment income

Investment income comprises interest from cash, short-term investments and investments
and realized gains and losses on the sale of investments.

tat

Revenue is recognized on an accrual basis. Interest on investments is recognized over the
terms of the investments using the effective interest method.

Dr
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(b) Short-term investments
Short-term investments consist of banker's acceptances with maturity dates ranging from 91
days to twelve months from date of acquisition.

(c) Investments

Investments consist of Canadian fixed income investments whose term to maturity is greater
than twelve months from date of acquisition. Investments maturing within twelve months
from the year-end date are classified as current.
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
December 31, 2018
Significant accounting policies (continued)
(d) Capital assets

Re
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ion

The costs of capital assets are capitalized upon meeting the criteria for recognition as a
capital asset, otherwise, costs are expensed as incurred. The cost of a capital asset
comprises its purchase price and any directly attributable cost of preparing the asset for its
intended use.
Capital assets are measured at cost less accumulated amortization and accumulated
impairment losses.

Su
b je
ct

Computer equipment
Office equipment
Equipment

to

Amortization is provided for, upon the commencement of the utilization of the assets, using
methods and rates designed to amortize the cost of the capital assets over their estimated
useful lives. The methods and annual amortization rates are as follows:
20% straight-line
20% declining balance
20% declining balance

Amortization of leasehold improvements is recorded on a straight-line basis over the
remaining term of the lease.

em
en
ts

A capital asset is tested for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that its carrying amount may not be recoverable. If any potential impairment is
identified, the amount of the impairment is quantified by comparing the carrying value of the
capital asset to its fair value. Any impairment of the capital asset is recognized in income in
the year in which the impairment occurs.

tat

An impairment loss is not reversed if the fair value of the capital asset subsequently
increases.
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
December 31, 2018
Significant accounting policies (continued)
(e) Intangible assets

Re
v is
ion

The costs of intangible assets are capitalized upon meeting the criteria for recognition as an
intangible asset, with the exception of expenditures on internally generated intangible assets
during the development phase, which are expensed as incurred. The cost of a separately
acquired intangible asset comprises its purchase price and any directly attributable cost of
preparing the asset for its intended use.
Intangible assets are measured at cost less accumulated amortization and accumulated
impairment losses.

Su
b je
ct

Computer software
Computer software - database

to

Amortization is provided for, upon the commencement of the utilization of the assets, on a
straight-line basis at rates designed to amortize the cost of the intangible assets over their
estimated useful lives. The annual amortization rates are as follows:
50%
20%

An intangible asset is tested for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that its carrying amount may not be recoverable. If any potential impairment is
identified, the amount of the impairment is quantified by comparing the carrying value of the
intangible asset to its fair value. Any impairment of the intangible asset is recognized in
income in the year in which the impairment occurs.

Deferred lease incentives

Lease incentives received include reduced rent benefits and tenant inducements received in
cash.

tat

(f)

em
en
ts

An impairment loss is not reversed if the fair value of the intangible asset subsequently
increases.

Lease incentives received in connection with original leases are amortized to income on a
straight-line basis over the terms of the original leases. Lease incentives received in
connection with re-negotiated leases are amortized to income on a straight-line basis over
the period from the expiration date of the respective original lease to the expiration date of
the re-negotiated lease.
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
December 31, 2018
Significant accounting policies (continued)
(g) Financial instruments
(i)

Measurement of financial assets and liabilities

Re
v is
ion

The College initially measures its financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value
adjusted by the amount of transaction costs directly attributable to the instrument.
The College subsequently measures all of its financial assets and financial liabilities at
amortized cost.

to

Amortized cost is the amount at which a financial asset or financial liability is measured
at initial recognition minus principal repayments, plus or minus the cumulative
amortization of any difference between that initial amount and the maturity amount, and
minus any reduction for impairment.

Su
b je
ct

Financial assets measured at amortized cost include cash, short-term investments and
investments.
Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost include accounts payable and accrued
liabilities.
(ii)

Impairment

em
en
ts

At the end of each year, the College assesses whether there are any indications that a
financial asset measured at amortized cost may be impaired. Objective evidence of
impairment includes observable data that comes to the attention of the College,
including but not limited to the following events: significant financial difficulty of the
issuer; a breach of contract, such as a default or delinquency in interest or principal
payments; and bankruptcy or other financial reorganization proceedings.

tat

When there is an indication of impairment, the College determines whether a significant
adverse change has occurred during the year in the expected timing or amount of
future cash flows from the financial asset.
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When the College identifies a significant adverse change in the expected timing or
amount of future cash flows from a financial asset, it reduces the carrying amount of the
financial asset to the greater of the following:
-

the present value of the cash flows expected to be generated by holding the
financial asset discounted using a current market rate of interest appropriate to the
financial asset; and

-

the amount that could be realized by selling the financial asset at the statement of
financial position date.
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
December 31, 2018
1.

Significant accounting policies (continued)
(f)

Financial instruments (continued)
(ii)

Impairment (continued)

Re
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ion

Any impairment of the financial asset is recognized in income in the year in which the
impairment occurs.
When the extent of impairment of a previously written-down financial asset decreases
and the decrease can be related to an event occurring after the impairment was
recognized, the previously recognized impairment loss is reversed to the extent of the
improvement, but not in excess of the impairment loss. The amount of the reversal is
recognized in income in the year the reversal occurs.

to

(h) Management estimates

Su
b je
ct

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Canadian accounting standards
for not-for-profit organizations requires management to make judgments, estimates and
assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and the reported amounts of
assets and liabilities and the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the
financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the current
year. Actual results may differ from these estimates, the impact of which would be recorded
in future years.

Financial instrument risk management

tat

The College is exposed to various risks through its financial instruments. The following analysis
provides a measure of the College's risk exposure and concentrations.
The financial instruments of the College and the nature of the risks to which those instruments
may be subject, are as follows:
Risks
Market risk
Financial instrument
Credit
Liquidity
Currency Interest rate Other price

Dr
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em
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Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to
accounting estimates are recognized in the year in which the estimates are revised and in
any future years affected.

Cash
Short-term investments
Investments
Accounts payable and accrued
liabilities

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
December 31, 2018
Financial instrument risk management (continued)
Credit risk

Re
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The College is exposed to credit risk resulting from the possibility that parties may default on their
financial obligations, or if there is a concentration of transactions carried out with the same party,
or if there is a concentration of financial obligations which have similar economic characteristics
that could be similarly affected by changes in economic conditions, such that the College could
incur a financial loss. The College does not hold directly any collateral as security for financial
obligations of counterparties.

Su
b je
ct

Cash
Short-term investments
Investments

to

The maximum exposure of the College to credit risk is as follows:

2018
$

2017
$

9,882,284
533,560
7,077,389

8,239,882
7,031,058

17,493,233

15,270,940

The College reduces its exposure to the credit risk of cash and short-term investments by
maintaining balances with a Canadian financial institution.

Liquidity risk

em
en
ts

The College manages its exposure to the credit risk of investments through an investment policy
which restricts the types of eligible investments.

Liquidity risk is the risk that the College will not be able to meet a demand for cash or fund its
obligations as they come due.

tat

The College meets its liquidity requirements by preparing and monitoring detailed forecasts of
cash flows from operations and anticipated investing and financing activities and holding assets
that can be readily converted into cash.
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Market risk

Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate
because of changes in market prices. Market risk is comprised of currency risk, interest rate risk
and other price risk.
Currency risk

Currency risk refers to the risk that the fair value of financial instruments or future cash flows
associated with the instruments will fluctuate due to changes in foreign exchange rates.
The College is not exposed to currency risk.
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
December 31, 2018
2.

Financial instrument risk management (continued)
Interest rate risk

Re
v is
ion

Interest rate risk refers to the risk that the fair value of financial instruments or future cash flows
associated with the instruments will fluctuate due to changes in market interest rates.
The College manages the interest rate risk exposure of its fixed income investments by using a
laddered portfolio with varying terms to maturity. The laddered structure of maturities helps to
enhance the average portfolio yield while reducing the sensitivity of the portfolio to the impact of
interest rate fluctuations.
The College does not use derivative financial instruments to manage its exposure to interest rate
risk.

to

Other price risk

Su
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ct

Other price risk refers to the risk that the fair value of financial instruments or future cash flows
associated with the instruments will fluctuate because of changes in market prices (other than
those arising from currency risk or interest rate risk), whether those changes are caused by
factors specific to the individual instrument or its issuer or factors affecting all similar instruments
traded in the market.
The College is not exposed to other price risk.

em
en
ts

Changes in risk

There have been no significant changes in the risk profile of the financial instruments of the
College from that of the prior year.
3.

Short-term investments

Investments

Dr
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tat

Banker's acceptances with effective interest rates ranging from 1.63% to 1.80% and maturity
dates ranging from January 2019 to April 2019.

Current

Long-term

2018
$

2017
$

697,999

1,026,218

6,379,390

6,004,840

7,077,389

7,031,058

Investments with effective interest rates ranging from 1.60% to 7.41% (2017 - 1.60% to 7.41%),
and maturity dates ranging from September 2019 to June 2027 (2017 - March 2018 to
September 2026).
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
December 31, 2018
5.

Capital assets
Cost
$

Intangible assets

Dr
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Computer software
Computer software - database

Computer software
Computer software - database

7.

104,627
199,129
1,159
286,180

1,766,621

1,175,526

591,095

Cost
$

Accumulated
Amortization
$

2017
Net
$

591,928
434,103
31,793
546,903

511,288
245,508
30,344
269,659

80,640
188,595
1,449
277,244

1,604,727

1,056,799

547,928

Accumulated
Cost Amortization
$
$

2018
Net
$

to

em
en
ts

6.

548,293
288,588
30,634
308,011

Su
b je
ct

Computer equipment
Office equipment
Equipment
Leasehold improvements

2018
Net
$

652,920
487,717
31,793
594,191

Re
v is
ion

Computer equipment
Office equipment
Equipment
Leasehold improvements

Accumulated
Amortization
$

524,974
572,620

522,257
522,318

2,717
50,302

1,097,594

1,044,575

53,019

Accumulated
Cost Amortization
$
$

2017
Net
$

511,042
565,818

491,646
435,744

19,396
130,074

1,076,860

927,390

149,470

2018
$

2017
$

419,397
1,634,569

357,263
2,136,200

2,053,966

2,493,463

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

Trade payables and accrued liabilities
Accrued liabilities - complaints and discipline
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
December 31, 2018
8.

Deferred lease incentives
Accumulated
Cost Amortization
$
$
110,699
127,021

78,210
52,159

32,489
74,862

237,720

130,369

107,351

Accumulated
Cost Amortization
$
$

2017
Net
$

Re
v is
ion

Tenant inducements
Reduced rent benefits

110,699
127,021

74,106
42,702

36,593
84,319

237,720

116,808

120,912

Su
b je
ct

to

Tenant inducements
Reduced rent benefits

2018
Net
$

During the year, amortization of lease incentives in the amount of $13,561 (2017 - $17,273) was
credited to rent and operating costs.
Investment income

em
en
ts

9.

Complaints and discipline
Cost recoveries

11.

75,790
6,527
154,090

19,116
151,663

236,407

170,779

Complaints and discipline

Dr
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2017
$

tat

Interest from cash
Interest from short-term investments
Interest from investments

2018
$

2018
$

2017
$

1,636,049
(106,534)

2,411,735
(36,707)

1,529,515

2,375,028

Net assets internally restricted for complaints and discipline
The College makes best efforts to anticipate the costs associated with complaints and discipline
matters based on past experience and current caseload. However, in the event that the College
incurs costs beyond the normal scope of such matters, the Council of the College has internally
restricted net assets to fund expenditures related to these matters.
The internal restriction is subject to the direction of the Council upon the recommendation of the
Executive Committee.
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
December 31, 2018
12.

Net assets internally restricted for national initiatives
The Council of the College has internally restricted net assets to support anticipated national
initiatives.

Re
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During the current year, a contribution in the amount of $347,490 (2017 - $346,477) was made to
Canadian Massage Therapy Council for Accreditation ("CMTCA"). The funds will be used by
CMTCA to develop and deliver an accreditation process to provide a mechanism for quality
assurance and continuous improvement of entry-level massage therapy education programs.
In the prior year, a contribution in the amount of $10,000 was made to Federation of Massage
Therapy Regulatory Authorities of Canada ("FOMTRAC"). The funds are to be used by
FOMTRAC to further joint regulatory initiatives.

to

Effective January 1, 2019, the College entered into a funding agreement with CMTCA to provide
annual fees to CMTCA until December 31, 2021.

Su
b je
ct

During the current year, Council approved a transfer of $820,740 (2017 - $359,227) from
unrestricted net assets to net assets internally restricted for national initiatives.
In total, at December 31, 2018, the College has internally restricted net assets for national
initiatives in the amount of $1,176,000. The internally restricted balance includes $1,146,000 for
the commitment the College has made over the next three fiscal years pursuant to the funding
agreement with CMTCA. In addition, it also includes $30,000 representing the next three fiscal
years of fees to FOMTRAC.

Net assets internally restricted for massage therapy research

tat

The Council of the College has internally restricted net assets to support the Massage Therapy
Research Fund ("MTRF") which awards funding for studies relating to the College’s mandate of
public protection including massage therapy effectiveness, efficacy, and safety, access to and
delivery of massage therapy services, professionalization of massage therapy, massage therapy
competencies and competency assessment and the evaluation of massage therapy practices.
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The internal restriction is subject to the direction of the Council upon the recommendation of the
Executive Committee.

The internal restriction is subject to the direction of the Council upon the recommendation of the
Executive Committee.
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COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS OF ONTARIO
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
December 31, 2018
Commitment
The College is committed to lease its office premises until November 30, 2026. The future annual
lease payments, including an estimate of premises common area expenses, are as follows:

Re
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$
613,627
620,759
628,032
635,452
658,141
665,860
688,855
638,812
5,149,538

tat
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to

2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
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Agenda Item 8.1.1

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL

April 23, 2019

The Council of the
College of Massage Therapists of Ontario
1867 Yonge Street, Suite 810
Toronto, Ontario
M4S 1Y5
re: College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (the “College”)
Dear Members of the Council:
Further to the recent completion of our audit of the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario for
the year ended December 31, 2018 we wish to communicate with you certain matters that may be of
interest to you.
The objective of an audit is to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are
free of material misstatement and it is not designed to identify matters that may be of specific interest
to you. Accordingly an audit would not usually identify all such matters.
The following is a summary of matters we have communicated with you through our
communication of January 24, 2019 and this correspondence:
Communication of January 24, 2019


Auditor’s Independence
- communicated through the Engagement letter issued for the December 31, 2018 year-end



Auditor’s Responsibility Under Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
- communicated through the Engagement letter issued for the December 31, 2018 year-end



Summary of Audit Approach, Materiality and Other Issues

Current Communication


Auditor’s Independence
- we are independent with respect to the College within the meaning of the Chartered
Professional Accountants of Ontario Code of Professional Conduct as of April 23, 2019.



The Auditor’s Responsibility to Consider Fraud
- we did not note any evidence of fraud during the course of the audit



Misstatements - Illegal Acts
- no misstatements of a material nature were identified
- there were no uncorrected misstatements aggregated during the audit
- we did not identify any illegal acts during the course of the audit
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Internal Control
- an increased risk profile exists at the College relative to the lack of segregation of
incompatible duties. Segregation of incompatible duties is a key internal control intended to
minimize the occurrence of errors or fraud. The principle of segregating incompatible duties
is to divide the responsibilities of a key process such that no one individual performs two or
more of the functions related to custody, authorization or approval and recording or
reporting.



Related Party Transactions
- we did not note any related party transactions during the course of the audit



Matters Having a Significant Effect on the Qualitative Aspect of Accounting Principles used in the
College’s Financial Reporting
- we did not note any significant qualitative aspects, including those detailed below that
required communication with Council, during the course of the audit:
- initial selection of and changes in significant accounting policies, including the adoption
of new accounting pronouncements
- effect of significant accounting policies in controversial or emerging areas
- existence of acceptable alternative policies and methods, and the acceptability of the
particular policy or method used by management
- effect on the financial statements of significant unusual transactions
- issues involved, and related judgments made by management, in formulating
particularly sensitive accounting estimates and disclosures (for example, disclosures
related to going concern, subsequent events and contingency issues)
- basis for the auditor's conclusions regarding the reasonableness of the estimates made
by management in the context of the financial statements taken as a whole
- factors affecting asset and liability carrying values, including the College's bases for
determining useful lives assigned to tangible and intangible assets
- timing of transactions that affect the recognition of revenues or avoid recognition of
expenses



Annual Report
- we will review the annual report prior to it being finalized to ensure there are no
inconsistences with the summary audited financial statements



Other Issues
- we did not encounter any serious difficulties while performing the audit, including significant
delays in management providing information required for the audit and an unnecessarily
brief timetable in which to complete the audit
- we did not discuss any major issues with management in connection with our reappointment as the auditor, including, among other matters, discussions regarding the
application of accounting principles and auditing standards, and fees
- we did not note any instances of management consulting with other accountants about
auditing and accounting matters
- we did not note any disagreements with management about matters that individually or in
the aggregate could be significant to the College's financial statements or the auditor's
report, whether or not subsequently resolved
- we did not note any other issues arising from the audit that would be important or relevant to
Council
- a management letter was deemed to not be necessary for the December 31, 2018 year-end
- a representation letter is to be obtained from management upon finalization
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This communication is prepared solely for the information of Council and is not intended for any
other purpose. We accept no responsibility to a third party who uses this communication.
We would be pleased to discuss further any of the matters noted above in more depth or to
make further investigations of areas where you may believe there are problems we may assist you
with.
Yours very truly,

I.B.MacKenzie/up
Chartered Professional Accountants
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MEMO TO COUNCIL
Date: May 1, 2019
From: Executive Committee
Re:

Annual Review of Registration Renewal Fees

Objective:
In accordance with By-law No. 7: Fees for Registration, Examination and Other Activities of the
College, “Council shall annually review the fees and where Council deems appropriate, in any one or
more years, this amount may be subject to an increase of not more than the annual inflation rate
rounded to the nearest dollar”.
Background:
A number of factors contribute to the College’s financial stability. The unrestricted net assets
represent the College’s surpluses accumulated over the years and provides the College with funding
to address an unanticipated event and/or future business requirements. According to the College’s
surplus retention policy, unrestricted net assets should equal at least 3 months of operating expenses
and not more than approximately 6 months. As a result, it becomes an important tool for measuring
financial stability and assists Council to determine whether a fee change is required in 2020.
Methodology:
The College prepared for Executive Committee's discussion, a 3-year plan (2019, 2020 and 2021) with
several factors taken into consideration including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Number of Registrants, Examination Writers, Case Loads, Staff Count
No fee variability of membership and exam fees
Strategic Initiatives and Infrastructure Resourcing
Outsourcing Certification Examinations by 2021

The above assumptions are based on what is known today and will be updated by management for
latest expectations in the Fall. A refreshed 2019 forecast and 2020 budget will be presented to
Executive Committee and Council in 2019-Q4.
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Result:
The Executive Committee has reviewed the 3-year plan and recommends that Council approve the
fees to remain status quo for 2020. Furthermore, the Executive Committee recommends that Council
receive a presentation on May 13th as information in support of the recommendation.
Draft Motion:
THAT, Council approve no fee increase for 2020. The fees will remain unchanged for a General
Certificate of Registration ($785) and an Inactive Certificate of Registration ($200).
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MEMO TO COUNCIL
Date: May 3, 2019
From: Lisa Tucker, Chair, Executive Committee
Re:

Proposed Amendments to By-law No. 7 – Fees – Recovering Costs

Background:
At its February 12, 2019 meeting, Council approved an amendment to By-Law No. 7 – Fees for
Registration, Examinations and Other Activities of the College (By-Law 7) for circulation and
comment under the provisions of the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991.
On March 6, 2019, the College invited registrants to comment on this proposed by-law
amendment. This was done by sending an email announcement and updating the CMTO
website with a link to an online survey that would be open for 60 days (until May 7, 2019).
In the invitation to comment, CMTO explained that sometimes the College encounters
difficulties obtaining outstanding fees from registrants. These fees could include fees relating to
Specified Continuing Education or Remedial Programs (SCERP)s, monitoring, administrative
charges and/or recovering costs awarded as part of a disciplinary proceeding. If the College
cannot recover these fees from the individual registrant who owes them, then the remainder of
the profession will ultimately be obliged to cover the cost of them. The proposed by-law
amendment, as outlined below, would ensure outstanding fees would be added to the annual
Certificate of Registration fee only of the individual registrant who is owing. This reflects the
College’s ongoing effort to recover costs so that the burden would not unfairly be placed on
other registrants.
7. In addition to the amounts set out in section 4 and 5, any outstanding balance owing to
the College in respect of any decision made by a committee and any fees payable under
this bylaw, will be added to and included in the annual fees.
Shortly after this announcement was sent to registrants, the College received several e-mails
and phone calls from registrants who found the wording of the announcement confusing.
Many interpreted the amendment to mean quite the opposite of CMTO’s intention – that
1
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CMTO was in fact suggesting spreading one registrant’s outstanding fees across all
registrants. In response, CMTO circulated a clarifying note on March 7, 2019.
Preliminary Analysis
Due to this confusion, some registrants may have answered the survey incorrectly. To
address this, CMTO adjusted the functions on the online survey platform, allowing registrants
to log back in and change their responses. The College also developed a plan to present both
the original data and to undertake additional analysis to understand which optional openended comments do or do not support the proposed amendment.
As of May 3, 2019, CMTO received a total of 2982 responses to the survey.
Of these, 68.6% of respondents (2053 respondents) indicated that they agree with the
proposed amendment, and 31.2% (929 respondents) indicated that they disagree. If CMTO
assumes that all respondents understood what they were agreeing or disagreeing with, this
statistic would indicate that over two-thirds of respondents agree with the proposed by-law
amendment.
Of the 2053 respondents that selected “agree”, 1507 offered comments. Similarly, of the 929
respondents that selected “disagree,” 728 included comments. To address the confusion
reported by some respondents, College staff went through and reviewed all of the comments
made by respondents. Staff manually re-sorted the comments into “agree” or “disagree”
based on the actual contents of the comments, which allowed them to understand the true
opinions of those respondents who volunteered comments. A third category of “unclear”
emerged, as some comments did not clearly point to total agreement nor disagreement.
Once “re-sorted”, the comments show a stronger skew towards agreement; 80.4% of
respondents’ comments point towards agreement, 11.7% point towards disagreement, and
71.1% seemed unclear or unrelated to the proposed by-law amendment. This might be
interpreted as a more generous or forgiving analysis, as only one comment that was
previously indicated as “agree” was re-sorted as a “disagree”, while 398 comments originally
indicated as “disagree” were re-sorted as “agree”.
Since the third category of “unclear” emerged during the re-sorting and was not made available
to respondents originally (they could only choose to “agree” or “disagree”), CMTO staff
assumed that they are more likely to be comments pointing towards “disagree” than “agree”.
In this analysis, the statistic would be that 80.4% of respondents’ comments point to agreement
and 18.8% point towards disagreement.
Given the analysis that was undertaken, the survey results indicate that between 68.6% to
80.4% of respondents support the proposed amendment, while 11.7% to 31.2% of respondents
do not support the amendment.
2
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Below is a summary of the comments received, organized from comments most to least
frequently received:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concern that it is fair for each person to be responsible for their own fees
Collecting fees from only the individual who owes them is standard business practice,
just like renewing your driver’s licence if you have outstanding parking tickets
Some respondents said “I do not understand it, but if it means our fees will not go up
again, I agree”
Being responsible for your own fees is a matter of professionalism and integrity
Some said “I do not believe this problem exists, I do not believe CMTO has difficulty
recovering fees”
Some considered the amendment as too punitive or not rehabilitative enough, and said
CMTO should support “its members as a professional association”
This amendment would amount to too high of fees for one person, if CMTO does not
allow someone to renew they will not be able to earn enough to ever pay
Some asked CMTO to allow forgiveness of this clause for health issues
Some respondents said they do not trust CMTO to not add additional fees (slippery
slope) and questioned what additional fees may be added in the future
Some registrants said that “CMTO will raise fees no matter the results of this survey”
Renewing professional registration is separate from one's disciplinary situation
Registrants should not have to pay to renew at all
Outstanding fees have nothing to do with public interest
Some said that they agree that disciplinary fees should be included but not
administrative costs
Some registrants questioned whether 'disciplinary fees' may result from no findings
Some registrants disagreed with the word "any" (any outstanding balance owing to the
College)
Registrants questioned whether grouping outstanding fees with registration fees might
result in registrants receiving an inappropriate tax benefit
This amendment might deter registrants from accumulating outstanding fees
Several registrants said they cannot fully agree without knowing the average/estimated
dollar amount of these fees

In response to some of these comments, CMTO would like to note that the proposed
amendment would apply only those disciplinary proceedings where the registrant was found
guilty. In addition, the College has implemented a number of payment plan options for
registrants so that they are not overly burdened financially.
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Draft Motion:
THAT, the proposed amendments to By-laws No. 7 – Fees, attached as “Appendix A”, be
adopted.
Proposed Action:
Following Council’s approval, implement the proposed amendments to By-law No. 7 – Fees.

4
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College of Massage Therapists of Ontario
By-Law No. 7
Fees for Registration, Examinations and Other Activities of the College

Interpretation
1. Singular and Plural / Masculine and Feminine
In these and all by-laws of the College, the singular shall include the plural, the plural shall
include the singular, the masculine shall include the feminine and the feminine shall include
the masculine.
2. Consistency with the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA, 1991) and the
Massage Therapy Act, 1991
All provisions of these and all by-laws of the College shall be interpreted in a manner
consistent with the RHPA, 1991 and the Massage Therapy Act, 1991 and where any
inconsistency is found to exist, the inconsistent provision shall, where practical, be severed
from the by-law.
3. Calculating Time
A reference to the number of days between two events means calendar days and excludes
the day on which the first event happens and includes the day on which the second event
happens.
4. Statutory Holidays
A time limit that would otherwise expire on a statutory holiday or a weekend is extended to
include the next day that is not a statutory holiday or a weekend.

By-Law No. 7 - Fees for Registration, Examinations, and
Other Activities of the College
September 10, 2018
Page 1 of 6
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Definitions
15. In this By-Law, unless otherwise defined or required by the context,
(A) "Act" means the Massage Therapy Act, 1991, and includes the regulations made under
it;
(B) “By-laws" means all by-laws of the College;
(C) "Code" means the Health Professions Procedural Code, which is Schedule 2 of the RHPA;
(D) "College" means the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (CMTO);
(E) "Council" means the governing body of the College that shall manage and administer its
affairs, the members of which are either elected or appointed in accordance with the
Massage Therapy Act, 1991 and the by-laws;
(F) “General" certificate means a certificate of registration of the general class issued by the
Registrar;
(G) “Inactive" certificate means a certificate of registration of the inactive class issued by the
Registrar;
(H) "Registrant" means a person or health profession corporation registered with the
College;
(I) “Registrar” means the Registrar and Chief Executive Officer of the College, or in the case
of the absence or inability of the Registrar, the Deputy Registrar of the College and/or
includes a person appointed as Interim Registrar by the Council;
(J) "RHPA" means the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, including its associated
regulations and the Code.
Any term not defined in this By-Law shall have the meaning provided to it in the RHPA, 1991 or
the Massage Therapy Act, 1991.

By-Law No. 7 - Fees for Registration, Examinations, and
Other Activities of the College
September 10, 2018
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Council Prescribes Fees
23. Council may prescribe, waive or revoke any fee to be paid to the College by a registrant or
any other person.
Registration Fees
34. The fee for an application for the issuance of a certificate of registration of any class is $100.
45. The initial fee to issue a general certificate of registration and the annual fee for a
general certificate of registration shall be:
(A) $785 for 2019 and in subsequent years, Council shall annually review the fees and
where Council deems it appropriate, in any one or more years, this amount may be
subject to an increase of not more than the annual inflation rate rounded to the
nearest dollar; or
(B) For new registrants in their first year of eligibility for registration, a percentage of the
fee payable for the class of certificate for which the applicant is applying that
corresponds to the number of months remaining in the calendar year, calculated
from the date the applicant submitted their completed application form; or
(C) When the applicant is moving from the inactive class to the general class, the fee shall
be the difference between the two fees.
56. The initial fee to issue an inactive certificate to a registrant and the annual fee for an
inactive certificate of registration shall be $200 for 2019 and in subsequent years, Council
shall annually review the fees and where Council deems it appropriate, in any one or more
years, this amount may be subject to an increase of not more than the annual inflation rate
rounded to the nearest dollar.
67. In addition to the amounts set out in section 4 and 5, any outstanding balance owing to
the College in respect of any decision made by a committee and any fees payable under
this bylaw, will be added to and included in the annual fees.
78. Every registrant shall pay an annual fee to the College by December 31, 2018 for the fees
owing for 2019, and by November 1 in each subsequent year for the fees owing for the
following year.
Certificate of Authorization – Professional Corporations
89. (A) The initial fee to issue a Certificate of Authorization – Professional Corporations is
$200.
By-Law No. 7 - Fees for Registration, Examinations, and
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(B) The annual renewal fee for a Certificate of Authorization – Professional Corporations is
$200.
Late Fees
910. Every registrant who fails to pay the annual fee or submit a fully completed renewal form
on or before November 1 shall pay a penalty of $100 for late renewal of registration.
Reinstatement Fees
1011. The fee for reinstatement of a certificate of any class that had been suspended for failure
to pay a fee either prescribed by the Regulations or required by the by-laws is the amount
of the fees and penalties outstanding plus the reinstatement fee of $300.
1112. An applicant requesting a hearing pursuant to the Code of the RHPA, 1991, to
consider reinstatement of his or her certificate of registration shall pay a fee of $600.
Examination Fees
1213. The fee to take the written certification examination of the College initially and
every subsequent time shall be $500 until December 31, 2018.
1314. The fee to take the written certification examination of the College initially and
every subsequent time:
(A) Shall be $575 as of January 1, 2019
(B) Shall be a fee set by the Registrar that is between $575 and $632 as of January 1, 2020
(C) Shall be a fee set by the Registrar that is between $575 and $675 as of January 1, 2021
1415. The fee to take the clinical certification examination of the College initially and every
subsequent time shall be $700 until December 31, 2018.
1516. The fee to take the clinical certification examination of the College initially and
every subsequent time:
(A) Shall be $805 as of January 1, 2019
(B) Shall be a fee set by the Registrar that is between $805 and $885 as of January 1, 2020
(C) Shall be a fee set by the Registrar that is between $805 and $945 as of January 1, 2021
By-Law No. 7 - Fees for Registration, Examinations, and
Other Activities of the College
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Elections
1617. Where a candidate in an election to the Council wishes for a recount of the election
ballots: (A) The candidate shall pay a fee of $100; and,
(B) The fee paid shall be refunded to the candidate if the outcome of the election is
changed in his or her favour as a result of the recount.
Administrative Fees
1718. After the first notice, a registrant shall pay an administrative fee, set out in the
Miscellaneous Fee Schedule, for each subsequent notice sent by the Registrar to a
registrant for failure of the registrant to provide information or a form to the College or a
committee of the College within 30 days of being requested or required to do so. The fee is
due within 30 days of the subsequent notice being sent.
Miscellaneous Fees
1819.

(A) The Registrar may set a fee, and require a person to pay the fee, for anything that
the Registrar or a committee is required or authorized to do by law of the by-laws, for
which no fee has been set by Council.
(B) The Registrar shall maintain a schedule of the fees charged for services provided by
the Registrar and by committees, and shall advise Council of the fee schedule and of
any changes made to it.

Power to Waive a Fee
1920. The Registrar may waive all or a portion of any fee or penalty where s/he considers
it appropriate to do so.
2021. A registrant’s obligation to pay a fee or penalty continues regardless of whether:
(A) The College fails to send a notice with respect to the fee or penalty; or
(B) The registrant fails to receive notice of a fee or penalty.
2122. Any fee or penalty charged or imposed by the College not paid by a registrant shall be
included as part of a registrant’s next renewal fee.
2223. If a registrant fails to pay a penalty or a fee, or a part thereof, set out in the by-laws:
(A) The Registrar shall give the registrant notice if the College intends to suspend the
registrant; and
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(B) The Registrar may suspend the registrant’s certificate of registration or certificate of
authorization for failure to pay the fee or penalty within 30 days after notice is given.
2324. The Miscellaneous Fee Schedule forms part of this By-Law.
Administration
2425. This By-Law shall be administered by the Registrar.
Effective Date
2526. This By-Law comes into force on the day enacted.

Enacted July 7, 2000
Amended September 2004, February 2005, September 2006, May 2007, November 2008, May
2010, May 2015, May 2018 and September 2018.
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MEMO TO COUNCIL
Date: May 2, 2019
From: Lloyd White, Chair, Ad Hoc Committee on Governance
Re:

2019 Governance Handbook

Background:
In 2017, Council appointed an Ad Hoc Committee on Governance, consisting of the Chairs of the
College committees, to conduct a review of the Governance Handbook to ensure an updated ad
internally consistent set of governance policies.
Attached as Item 8.6.1 is the proposed May 2019 Governance Handbook for Council’s
consideration.
As you will note, most polices have been updated. Please note that the policies respecting
Council Position Descriptions and Competencies, Registrar/CEO Appraisal and Evaluation,
Media Communications, have been revised substantially.
New Polices include an Anti-Harrassment Policy, a Deputations at Council Meetings by External
Groups policy, an IT Device Policy, and a Strategic Planning Policy.
Draft Motion:
THAT the 2019 Governance Handbook be adopted as presented.
As the Ad Hoc Committee on Governance has fulfilled its mandate, the Committee should be
dissolved.
Draft Motion:
THAT, effective immediately, the Ad Hoc Committee on Governance be dissolved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Purpose
This Handbook is to be used for the purpose of orienting Council Members to governance at the
College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (College).
All materials in this Handbook are subject to periodic review and approval by the Council of the
College. Newly elected and appointed Council Members are responsible for familiarizing
themselves with the contents of this Handbook.

1.2.1. CMTO’s Vision
CMTO is at the forefront of evolving professional regulation, inspiring trust and confidence.

1.2.2. CMTO’s Mission Statement
The College of Massage Therapists of Ontario is dedicated to excellence in protecting the
public’s interest, guiding its registrants and promoting the highest possible quality of the
practice of Massage Therapy.
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1.3.
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1.4. Governance Chart
- College Board of Directors
- Minimum 4 meetings annually
- 6-9 elected members, 5-8 appointed
- Officers: President, Vice President, Executive Officers,
others as appointed

Council

Executive
Committee

Registration
Committee

- Considers
referrals from
Registrar of
applications that
do not meet
registration
requirements
- Reviews
requests from the
Registrar for
imposition of
terms, conditions
and limitations on
a registration
certificate

Inquiries,
Complaints
and Reports
Committee
- Investigates
complaints
through staff
- Ensures timely
distribution of all
information,
records and
documents as
required
- Appoints Panels
as needed to
consider
complaints
- Refers
allegations of
professional
misconduct to
the Discipline
Committee

Fitness to
Practise
Committee

- 4 members, elected annually
- Acts for Council between
regular meetings
- Meets when necessary
- Must report actions to Council

Discipline
Committee

- Hears matters
concerning the
physical or
mental capacity
of registrants
- Issues decisions
on registrants'
capacity to
practice
- Orders
revocations,
suspensions and
imposition of
terms, conditions
and limitations of
registration
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- Conducts
hearings of
alleged
misconduct or
incompetence
- Appoints Panels
to hear
allegations
- Issues decisions
and orders for
revocations,
suspensions and
imposition of
terms, conditions
and limitations on
Certifcates of
Registration

Quality
Assurance
Committee

Client
Relations
Committee

- Develops,
monitors,
evaluates and
reports on the
Quality Assurance
Program
- Appoints
Assessors to
conduct peer
assessments
- Reviews peer
assessments
submitted by
Peer Assessors
- Reports all
allegations of
professional
misconduct,
incompetence or
incapacity to the
Inquiries,
Complaints and
Reports
Committee
- Imposes terms,
conditions and
limitations on a
registrant's
Certificate of
Registration

- Manages client
relations
program,
including
establishing
measures for
preventing or
dealing with
sexual abuse of
clients
- Develops
guidelines for
interactions
between
registrants and
clients
- Promotes public
knowledge and
understanding of
the College's
sexual abuse
prevention plan
and ensures
regulatory
functions are
accessible to the
public
- Administers the
Funding Program
for clients of
registrants who
have been found
guilty of sexual
abuse
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1.5. A Historic Look at Massage Therapy Care
Massage Therapy has been part of healthcare for centuries. Although there is
no written record for much of the very early period, it is generally accepted
that a form of Massage Therapy was practised by early civilizations in China,
Greece and Italy.
There is also little documentation of the emergence and growth of Massage
Therapy in Canada. In the early 1900s, the first practitioners began to emerge,
and it is believed that many of the early Massage Therapists, known as
“masseurs/ masseuses”, emigrated from Europe, especially Sweden, Finland,
Germany, Hungary, and England. The practice of Massage Therapy in Europe
at that time was widely accepted by the medical profession and was
recognized as an important method of healing.
During the First World War, it became apparent that Canadian medical staff could improve their
treatment of wounded Canadian soldiers in their recovery period. The Army trained groups of
nurses in Massage Therapy and sent them to rehabilitation hospitals in England to provide
Massage Therapy as a daily part of the soldiers’ medical treatment. In 1919, Massage Therapy
become a regulated profession in Ontario.
Over time, Massage Therapy gained popularity as a treatment that reduced
stress or sore muscles. The treatment was often provided on a hard-wooden
table and cost $2.00 for a session.
The Drugless Practitioners Act required Massage Therapists to be trained and registered. The
Board of Regents was established to govern all branches of drugless therapy and all Massage
Therapists were required to pass an examination and prove they had relevant training. The
number of registrants in the 1930s was approximately 250. In 1935, each of the branches of
drugless therapy received their own Board, and the Board of Directors of Masseurs was created
as a separate entity to govern the profession. In 1936, Registered Massage Therapists formed a
network known as “Associated Masseurs” which much later became the present Registered
Massage Therapists’ Association of Ontario.
The number of Massage Therapists has grown steadily over the years. Today, there are some
14,000 Massage Therapists registered with the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario. CMTO
is currently one of 26 regulatory colleges that regulate 28 distinct healthcare professions in the
province.
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Milestones
2019
2019
2018
2016

2014
2013

2013
2012

2010
2009
2005
2003

2002
1994
1991
1946
1936
1935
1925
1919

This year marks the 100th anniversary of Massage Therapy regulation in
Ontario.
Massage Therapy becomes a regulated profession in Prince Edward Island on
March 1, 2019.
Registration at the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (CMTO) reaches
14,567 Massage Therapists.
The four member Colleges of the Federation of Massage Therapy Regulatory
Authorities of Canada (FOMTRAC) release an update to the
Interjurisdictional Practice Competencies and Performance Indicators for
Massage Therapists at Entry-to-Practice (PCs/PIs).
The Canadian Massage Therapy Council for Accreditation (CMTCA) is
established to approve Massage Therapy programs from coast-to-coast.
Registration at CMTO surpasses 12,000. The College introduces new Practice
Competencies and Performance Indicators (PC/PIs) for the Use of
Acupuncture by Massage Therapists in Ontario.
Massage Therapy becomes a regulated profession in New Brunswick.
FOMTRAC adopts the Interjurisdictional Practice Competencies and
Performance Indicators for Massage Therapists at Entry-to-Practice
(PCs/PIs), a benchmark that ensures Canadians receive safe and effective
Massage Therapy care.
The Ontario Massage Therapist Association (OMTA) is renamed to the
Registered Massage Therapists’ Association of Ontario (RMTAO).
CMTO regulates 10,500 Massage Therapists.
Massage Therapy becomes regulated in Newfoundland and Labrador.
The Federation of Massage Therapy Regulatory Authorities of Canada
(FOMTRAC) is established to promote a common national entry-level
education standard in Massage Therapy care.
CMTO oversees 6,000 registrants.
On Jan. 1st, 1994, the Regulated Health Profession Act, 1991, is proclaimed.
CMTO is established to replace the Board of Directors of Masseurs after the
Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 is introduced.
The Canadian College of Massage & Hydrotherapy is established to train
Massage Therapists across Canada.
The Ontario Massage Therapist Association (OMTA) was formed to advocate
on behalf of Massage Therapists.
The province of Ontario expands the professional recognition of Massage
Therapy through the Drugless Practitioners Act (DPA).
The Drugless Practitioners Act (DPA) establishes register of
physiotherapeutic and massage practitioners.
The Drugless Practitioners Act (DPA) is passed in the province of Ontario
(revised in 1925).
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1.6. Legislation1
Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (as amended)
The Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA) sets out the legal and procedural
requirements for all health professions’ colleges. The scope of the RHPA includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Definitions;
Administration of the Act;
Duties and powers of the Minister of Health;
Annual reporting requirements;
Duties, functions and procedures, including qualifications and terms of members of the
Health Professions Regulatory Advisory Council
Rules governing the employees and time limits of the Health Professions Board;
Prohibitions related to controlled or restricted acts, including delegation, exemptions and
exceptions; and
Miscellaneous matters such as, confidentiality, immunity, service by mail, offences and fines
for contravention, responsibilities of employment agencies and employers, Minister’s
powers to require a college to make regulations, the Lieutenant Governor in Council’s
powers to make regulations, and references to health professionals.

Schedule 1: Self-Governing Health Professions
Schedule 2: Health Professions Procedural Code
Schedule 2 of the Procedural Code sets out twelve (12) general objects for the College2:

1

This scope of the RHPA is provided only as an introduction and all Council members are expected to be generally
familiar with the details of this Act as well as the Massage Therapy Act (1991, 1996). Note: the Corporations Act
of Ontario does not apply.
2
Steinecke, A Complete Guide to the RHPA, August, 1996.
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Objects of the College
The College has the following objects:
1. To regulate the practice of the profession and to govern the registrants in accordance with
the health profession Act, this Code and the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 and the
regulations and by-laws.
2. To develop, establish and maintain standards of qualification for persons to be issued
Certificates of Registration.
3. To develop, establish and maintain programs and Standards of Practice to assure the quality
of the practice of the profession.
4. To develop, establish and maintain standards of knowledge and skill and programs to
promote continuing evaluation, competence and improvement among the registrants.
5. To develop, in collaboration and consultation with other colleges, standards of knowledge,
skill and judgment relating to the performance of controlled acts common among health
professions to enhance interprofessional collaboration, while respecting the unique
character of individual health professions and their members.
6. To develop, establish and maintain standards of professional ethics for the registrants.
7. To develop, establish and maintain programs to assist individuals to exercise their rights
under this Code and the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991.
8. To administer the health profession Act, this Code and the Regulated Health Professions Act,
1991 as it relates to the profession and to perform the other duties and exercise the other
powers that are imposed or conferred on the College.
9. To promote and enhance relations between the College and its registrants, other health
profession colleges, key stakeholders, and the public.
10. To promote inter-professional collaboration with other health profession colleges.
11. To develop, establish, and maintain standards and programs to promote the ability of
registrants to respond to changes in practice environments, advances in technology and
other emerging issues.
12. Any other objects relating to human healthcare that the Council considers desirable.
The Procedural Code further imposes the following two duties on the College:
1. To work in consultation with the Minister to ensure, as a matter of public interest, that the
people of Ontario have access to adequate numbers of qualified, skilled and competent
regulated health professionals; and
2. In carrying out its objects, the College has a duty to serve and protect the public interest.
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The scope of the Procedural Code includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Definitions;
Purpose of sexual abuse provisions;
Corporations Act does not apply;
Objects of the College;
Duties and administration of the College;
Council is the College Board of Directors;
Committees of the College;
Appointments to, and composition of, the Committees of the College;
Powers and reporting of the Council and College Committees;
Registration;
Complaints;
Discipline;
Incapacity;
Appeals to court;
Reinstatement;
Registrar’s powers of investigation;
Quality Assurance Committee;
Patient (Client) Relations Program;
Reporting of health professionals;
Funding for therapy and counselling; and

• Miscellaneous matters relating to the provision of services in French, injunctions, evidence
of Registrar, limitation period, service by mail, obtaining certificates by false pretences,
protection for reporters from reprisals, offence, forms, by-laws and regulation making
authority.

Massage Therapy Act, 1991
The Massage Therapy Act (MTA) and its regulations set out the legal and procedural
requirements for the Massage Therapy profession. The MTA and the regulations under it deal
with:
•
•
•

Definitions;
Scope of Practice;
Restricted titles;
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•
•

Offences; and
Regulations
o Examinations;
o Advertising;
o Records;
o Professional misconduct;
o Registration; and
o Quality Assurance.
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2. COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE
2.1. Role and Responsibilities of the Council
2.1.1. Legislative Framework of the Council
The governing body of the College is the Council, which is the College’s Board of Directors. The
powers, responsibilities and duties of Council are described in the Regulated Health Professions
Act, 1991 (RHPA), the Massage Therapy Act (MTA) and the by-laws of the College. The Council
and its members have a collective and individual legal responsibility for ensuring that the
College regulates in accordance with all mandatory statutes and regulations, as well as the bylaws, standards and policies established by the Council. The Council has a specific duty to serve
and protect the public interest in accordance with the objects of the RHPA.
Nine professional Council Members are nominated and elected by the registrants of the
College’s nine geographic electoral districts. These elections take place for eight of the
geographic electoral districts, every three years on a rotation cycle, on January 11. The election
process is administered by the Registrar as described in the RHPA and By-law No. 2 of the
College. The ninth electoral district is a “virtual” district consisting of school faculty (academic)
members who are elected from amongst the registrants who teach Massage Therapy, by
registrants who meet the eligibility requirements for the ninth academic electoral district. This
election also takes place on January 11 every three (3) years. The election process is merely a
method to enable participation on Council from across the province. Elected Council Members
do not “represent” the registrants who elected them. Once they are elected, they serve the
public interest. Five to eight public Council Members are appointed by order of the Lieutenant
Governor in Council. Executive Officers are elected annually by the Council from among its
members at the first Council meeting of the year. Officers include the President, the Vice
President and two Executive Officers.
The Council is entrusted by, and accountable to, the Ontario Minister of Health and Long-Term
Care and has a special reporting relationship with the Health Professions Regulatory Advisory
Council (HPRAC). HPRAC is composed of from five to seven persons who are appointed by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council on recommendation by the Minister. HPRAC’s duties include
advising the Minister on various health regulatory activities and monitoring the Colleges’
effectiveness.
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2.1.2. Legislated Functions3 of the Council
Specific functions of Council as per the RHPA include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Appointing the Registrar;
Appointing the members of the Statutory Committees;
Receiving annual reports from each of the Statutory Committees;
Making by-laws;
Making regulations; and,
Receiving notice of and making submissions on matters being considered by the Health
Professions Regulatory Advisory Council.

2.1.3. Statutory Duties4 of the Council
Specific duties of Council as per by-laws are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Enact, amend, and revoke by-laws.
Amend or adopt regulations subject to the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in
Council.
Develop professional standards, policies and guidelines for the profession.
Create and dissolve Committees other than Statutory Committees, and to prescribe the
mandate, powers and duties of Committees.
Appoint the members and to select Chairs of Committees and to receive quarterly and
annual reports from Committees. Annual Committee reports are to be included in the
Annual Report of the College.

2.1.4. General Role of the Council
The Council has the legislative mandate to protect the public interest.
The public has a right to safety, the right to be informed, the right to choose, the right to be
heard, the right to information, and the right to complain if they are not satisfied with their
care. Council Members serve the public interest and must keep these rights in mind when
making decisions. Working in the public interest means looking at the issues from the

3
4

Steinecke, A Complete Guide to the RHPA, August, 1996.
By-Law No. 4, College of Massage Therapists: November 19, 1999.
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perspective of their impact on the clients of Massage Therapy services, rather than the
perspective of the Massage Therapy profession.
In general, the role of the Council is to oversee all the business and affairs of the College and to
provide strategic leadership to the organization. A primary responsibility is to establish, in
collaboration with the Registrar, the organizational mission, vision, values and strategic
directions. In addition, the Council must define, adopt, and ensure adherence to policies
designed to manage its own affairs.

2.1.5. Collective Responsibilities of the Council
The Council of the College has five primary areas of responsibility, within the context of all
relevant legislation and regulations:

1. To establish the organization’s mission, vision, values, and strategic directions
The Council is responsible for the organization’s future, as expressed in terms of why the
organization is there, where it should be going, how it will get there, and what it has to do to
accomplish its goals. In addition, the Council must establish common values and a process to
evaluate its progress towards achieving its goals.

2. To ensure the financial health of the organization
The Council has responsibility for all financial investments, revenues and expenditures, and is
accountable to the government and the registrants for the management of all funds received
and disbursed. The Executive Committee oversees financial decisions and reports to the
Council.

3. To ensure the organization has appropriate leadership
Council is responsible for appointing, dismissing, giving direction to, and evaluating the
Registrar. The Registrar is responsible for hiring, firing, and managing all other staff.

4. To ensure effective and efficient governance and operational linkages
The Council is responsible for implementing governance structures and processes. The Council
must ensure that it works effectively and that all legal requirements are met.
15
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5. To ensure effective government, public, and registrant relations
The Council, in its role of serving the public interest, must be aware of, and sensitive to, the
changing needs and pressures of all stakeholders, and in particular, the public. Council has a
responsibility to work cooperatively and effectively with the government, the public, the
registrants, and all other stakeholders.

2.1.6. Individual Responsibilities of Council Members
The Council relies on each Council Member to carry out specific individual tasks and obligations
to ensure Council meets its collective responsibilities to the College. In general, all members are
expected to:
•

•
•
•

Understand and support the mission, vision, values, and goals of the organization, and
actively seek information related to the major issues, challenges, and opportunities which
may affect success.
Be aware of the duties and powers of the Council and its members as set forth in the
applicable legislation, by-laws and established policies.
Know the College’s statutory, legal, financial and public obligations, and make sure they are
addressed.
Contribute to the College’s success to their maximum potential within the context of their
skills and interests.

More specifically, all Council Members are expected to:
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare for, attend, and actively participate in Council and Committee meetings, and
relevant College activities and events.
Normally participate on one or more Council Committees and consider serving as Chair of
one or more Committees when sufficiently oriented to College activities.
Complete any tasks or assignments undertaken on behalf of the College or Council to the
best of their ability, and in a timely fashion.
Act honestly, in good faith, and in the best interests of the College with respect to
established policies related to conflict of interest in all Council business.
Abide by, support, and maintain confidentiality with respect to decisions taken by the
Council, where required.
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2.1.7. Characteristics of an Effective Council Member
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Able to work with a group to make decisions;
Understands and can follow democratic process;
Willing to devote time and effort to the work of the College and the Council;
Capable of working to find alternative solutions to problems whenever necessary;
Has good communications skills;
Recognizes that the goal of the College is to serve and protect the public interest;
Is aware that authority is granted by the legislation to the Council as a whole, not to any
member individually, and can only be used in open meetings or Executive sessions by vote
of the majority of Council Members;
Avoids becoming involved in the functions of staff;
Delays making judgments until adequate information or evidence is presented and has been
fully discussed; and
Does not let personal feeling towards others affect their decisions.

2.1.8. Directors’ and Officers’ Insurance Coverage
Purpose
Directors and Officers insurance indemnifies the College and its Directors and Officers for
wrongful actions which cause financial harm to a third party and result in a lawsuit. The
coverage applies to amounts that the Directors and Officers are legally required to pay as a
result of any claim brought against them as a result of wrongful acts, and includes damages,
judgements, settlements, and defense costs but excludes fines, penalties and regulatory costs.

Directors Liability
Directors and Officers of the College are responsible for their actions and the actions of the
College and in some instances, the actions of other Directors. The courts have assessed
damages against corporations for wrongful actions and in some cases; the laws carry specific
legal responsibilities for Directors.

Legal Costs
The policy contract is designed so that the insurer is responsible to defend the named insured
from legal action due to a wrongful act and to pay the costs and damages subject to the
deductible and policy coverage limit.
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Statutory Duties of Directors and Officers
Every Director shall act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests of the
College and will exercise the care, diligence and skill of a reasonable prudent person. Directors
and Officers can be held personally liable for misuse of funds, misappropriation of funds,
knowledge of illegal or improper acts, making improper loans, fraudulent acts, transactions or
decisions, which are not authorized by the legislation or by-laws of the College.
Directors and Officers must give undivided loyalty and are prohibited from using their position
of trust for personal interests or gain. This includes secret profits from personal transactions,
usurping of a corporate opportunity and conflict of interest.
•

•
•

Duty of Care requires prudence based on common sense. The test is “What a reasonable
prudent person would exercise in comparable circumstances”. Diligent attention to
business is essential. Failure to attend meetings, unquestioned reliance on co-directors or
inaction does not lessen the duty of responsibility. A Director cannot escape liability
incurred by resigning. The proper care and protection of the interests of the College must
be considered first.
Duty of Skill varies with the qualifications of the Directors and Officers and the scope of the
College’s activities.
Duty of Prudence requires that Directors and Officers act carefully, deliberately and
cautiously trying to foresee the probable consequences of a proposed course of action.

• Duty of Compliance requires every Director and Officer to comply with the legislation, bylaws and all other statutory law and regulations including the Criminal Code, the
Environmental Protection Act, Income Tax Act, Employment Standards Act, Workplace
Safety and Insurance Act, Pay Equity Act etc. Directors and Officers are joint and severally
liable for improper conduct in the management of funds, breach of trust or
misappropriation of funds and unpaid wages or unsafe working conditions.

2.1.9. Failure to Comply
The potential consequences to Council Members of failure to comply with statutory and
common law requirements include the following:
1.

2.

A failure to fulfil fiduciary duty to the College may result in legal liability both for the
College and the individual Council Member who authorized, permitted, or allowed the
offence to occur.
Council Members who act beyond their authority increase the risk of personal liability.
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3.
4.

Any act done in good faith in the performance of a duty under the RHPA is covered by
immunity from prosecution under Section 38.
The College’s errors and omissions insurance policy provides coverage for Council
Members only when they are acting within the scope of their duties and are in
compliance with the obligations to act in good faith and with due diligence and loyalty.

Potential consequences to the College:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The Minister of Health has powers granted under the RHPA (Sec.3, Sec.5) to impose
emergency legislation in circumstances in which the College has refused to act in what
the Minister determines is the public interest.
The most serious sanction available to the Minister of Health with respect to a
regulatory body which is not acting in the public interest, is to remove the privilege of
self-regulation, so that regulation might be carried out directly by the Ministry of Health
and Long-Term Care.
Appointment of a College supervisor by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, upon the
recommendation of the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care, to appoint a Supervisor,
who would exercise all the powers of Council, where the Minister believes that a College
is no longer acting in the public interest or it is otherwise appropriate or necessary.
If time is spent on non-regulatory issues, then College resources will not be available for
matters within its mandate and the College may be seen as improperly exercising its
statutory powers.
The College may suffer the consequences of a loss of respect and credibility in the eyes
of its stakeholders including the Minister, the public, other professions and registrants.
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2.2. Statutory and Other College Committees
2.2.1. Statutory Committees
There are seven (7) Statutory Committees required under the RHPA:
Executive
Client Relations
Inquiries, Complaints and Reports
Registration
Discipline

Fitness to Practise
Quality Assurance

The Council, from among its Members on an annual basis, appoints Statutory Committee
Members for one year terms of office. The President is the Chair of the Executive Committee.
Every other Committee shall elect its own chair from among its Members. Committee
composition is outlined in By-law No. 5, Schedule A.

2.2.2. Standing Committees
Standing Committees are created and dissolved by Council from time to time as needed to
facilitate programs or projects or to provide a forum for ongoing exchange of ideas from which
policies and regulations are established.

2.2.3. Ad Hoc Committees
The Council establishes ad hoc Committees for a specified period of time to address issues or
subject matter that does not fall within any single Statutory or Standing Committee of the
College. All are subject to common policies (see General Protocol for creation of Standing/Ad
Hoc Committees) prescribed by Council and are composed of Council Members and other
appropriate resource persons. Each ad hoc Committee has its own specific terms of reference
that are approved by Council and reviewed at least annually.

Protocol for Creation of Standing/Ad Hoc Committees
Creation of Standing/Ad Hoc Committees will be accomplished as follows:
1.

A motion naming the Committee, its task(s), mandate and time lines will be properly
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2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

presented to Council and voted on.
If Council approves the working group, then a Chair of the Committee will be
recommended and approved by Council.
Committee Members will also be appointed at this time.
The Committees will report in writing to Council within a set time period providing a full
mandate statement, a list of tasks and outcomes to be accomplished, the time period
anticipated for the project and a budget request.
The requested budget will be reviewed and approved by Council.
Interim reports will be made at regular Council meetings as necessary.
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2.3. Council Position Descriptions and Competencies
2.3.1. President of the College and Chair of Council
Purpose
Within the College, the President is responsible for the overall strategic direction of the College.
The President provides leadership to the College to ensure that the College operates in keeping
with its mandate, as defined in the governing legislation and within approved governance and
accountability requirements.

Key Duties
Procedure
The President is fully informed on all governance matters and is informed, as appropriate, of
high level management and operational matters, chairs the Executive Committee, and presides
over all general and special meetings of the Council. The President also:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Keeps the Council’s discussions on topic and focused on the College’s mandate, vision and
Strategic Plan by periodically summarizing issues;
Participates in the recruitment, and orientation of new Council Members, Committee Chairs
and non-Council Committee Members;
Plays a leading role in supporting and encouraging all Council Committee activities and
in maintaining positive relations among the Council, Committees, non-Council
Committee Members, and stakeholders;
Ensures appropriate Council participation in long term planning and that a process is in place
to evaluate the Council’s decision-making process and overall effectiveness;
Monitors the performance of the Registrar, who manages or delegates all day-to-day
operations of the College;
Ensures the provisions of Governance Policy #4.2 “Council and Registrar Limitations and
Linkages”, budget, and any other established policies are followed, within the context of the
by-laws, Governance Policies and all applicable legislation;
Ensures a Registrar evaluation and reporting process is in place;
Encourages all Council Members to participate in meetings and activities and recognizes
their contributions to College work and decision-making;
Ensures the College meets its legal obligations and complies with its public interest objects
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•

Acts as one of the signing Officers for cheques, contracts and other legal documents.; and
Represents the College, along with the Registrar, at the Federation of Health Regulatory
Colleges of Ontario (FHRCO).

Strategic Leadership
•
•
•
•

Assists in mentoring and developing Council Members by providing oversight and advice,
and discussing and encouraging their development and learning;
Maintains open, effective and regular communication with the Registrar so that plans and
initiatives are understood;
Acts with integrity and honesty; and
Is guided by the best interests of the public and the College.

College Governance
•
•
•

Ensures the Council has sound governance practices;
Reviews the preparation of budgets; and
Assists in establishing performance measures and targets for the College when required.

Core Competencies
The President will typically have all the qualifications of a Council Member plus the following:

• An experienced leader with ability to set strategic direction, articulate and work towards a
vision and oversee the implementation of plans and strategies to deliver efficient, effective
and high-quality services;
• Comprehensive knowledge of the legislation under the College’s jurisdiction and related laws
and legal processes or the ability to acquire such knowledge;
• In-depth understanding of the professional, institutional, policy and stakeholder context in
which the College operates, or the ability to acquire such understanding;
• Understanding of the College's Governance Policies and supporting procedures;
• Effective communication and interpersonal skills to positively influence and communicate
with staff, stakeholders and the public;
• Understanding of sound financial and operational business processes and practices;
• Commitment to the protection of the public interest within the mandate of the College;
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• Commitment to respect diversity and to maintain fair, transparent processes within the
limitations set by legislation, that meet the highest standards of the College;
• Organization of meetings and agendas so as to preside over productive meetings that start
and end on time, move through the agenda, and accomplish objectives;
• Knowledge of how to resolve conflict and solve problems proactively and seeks consensus
whenever possible; and
• Motivating individuals and groups in the government, the public and the membership to
effectively contribute to the work of the College.
Competency – Strategic Leadership

Definition
Strategic leadership involves approaching initiatives from a strategic perspective, championing
new initiatives and working towards their achievement to protect the public interest. It is
expressed by inspiring, motivating and leading others, guiding the organization by linking longrange vision and concepts to daily work, and demonstrating an understanding of the impact of
internal and external factors on strategies and choices. It also includes adapting strategies when
change is required and taking action to ensure adequate support and resources.

Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
• Sets strategic direction, articulates the vision and plans for the future;
• Inspires confidence in all stakeholders;
• Ensures processes are in place for Council Members to remain current and have access to
required professional development;
• Understands role in fulfilling the vision, goals and objectives of the College;
• Looks to the future; can discuss emerging theories, concepts and trends, identify possible
approaches, and articulate the merits of each in relation to the community and legislative
context of the College; and
• Considers the impact of internal and external factors on strategies. Associated risks and
opportunities are identified and managed.
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Competency – Impact/Influence
Definition
Impact/influence is the ability to influence, persuade or convince others to adopt a specific course of
action impacting plans, processes, practices and people. It involves influencing others by leading by
positive example, setting high standards and charting a clear and steady course. It also involves the
use of effective strategies, persuasive techniques and facilitation skills to achieve desired results in
sometimes high impact, high risk and complex situations.
Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
Generally
• Effectively uses strategies to anticipate, identify and respond effectively to different points
of view to build support and agreement; and
• Builds informal and formal support for ideas. Selects information to have specific effects and
uses expert facilitation and knowledge of group process and individual preferences to lead
discussions and overall processes.
Internally
• Creates excellence and influences others by providing opportunities for professional
development of and among members;
• Sets and monitors realistic but challenging Council performance measures and recommends
necessary revisions; and
• Protects independence in College decision-making by following established processes to
handle complaints and communicating standards of interaction and a code of ethical
conduct for decision-making.
Externally
• Has a profile with College stakeholders and acts as a liaison for the College.
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Competency – Partnership/Relationship Building
Elements
How the skill / attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
Generally
•

Knows when and how to involve the right group of stakeholders.

Internally
• Builds a collegial environment among Council Members where learning and sharing are the
norm;
• Promotes understanding and tolerance of other points of view by encouraging discussion of
different perspectives; and
• Creates positive and open relationships with the Registrar and senior staff.
Externally
• Enhances and builds informal and formal relationships to share experiences, create synergies
or discuss common issues and solutions;
• Keeps informed regarding the activities of the professional association, and provincial
counterparts;
• Proactively liaises with stakeholders to identify opportunities to build or mend relationships
or seek resolution to common issues;
• Ensures that stakeholders are appropriately engaged to provide input into College plans and
processes, build or repair relationships, or work on common goals; and
• Creates an environment of trust.
Competency – Integrity/Ethics/Values
Definition

Integrity/ethics/values is the willingness to hold oneself and others accountable for acting in
ways, both privately and publicly, that are consistent with stated values, principles and
professional standards.
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Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
• Sets the ethical tone and values of the College in internal and external interactions, and
encourages others to act ethically and in keeping with College values;
• Takes actions that are guided in the best interests of the public and the College;
• Takes action based on values even when cost or risk is at stake;
• Has developed personal and professional credibility;
• Facilitates and encourages openness and honesty;
• Emphasizes the importance and impact of integrity and ethics to the roles and
responsibilities of the College;
• Incorporates principles of equity, due process and equal access in College processes;
• Facilitates equal access and respects social and cultural differences for all who appear before
the College;
• Supports, respects and promotes the principles of diversity;
• Supports College decisions; and
• Develops and communicates the College’s Governance Policy # Gov. 14 – 8/01, Council
Member Code of Conduct and the College’s Confidentiality, Privacy and Conflict of Interest,
Governance Policies and monitors for compliance.
Competency – Professional Awareness
Definition
Professional awareness is the depth and breadth of the knowledge, skill and experience
particular to the position. It involves knowledge of laws, practices, processes, professional skills,
stakeholders and the culture specific to the College environment.
Elements
How the skill / attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
• Possesses knowledge of the legal/procedural and regulatory framework in which the College
and its stakeholders function;
• Demonstrates understanding of the College’s jurisdiction;
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• Possesses current knowledge of the associated stakeholder communities including their
issues, interests and trends;
• Encourages and creates opportunities for Council Members to engage in continuous
learning, professional sharing and development;
• Sets strategic direction, articulates and works towards meeting the College’s vision and
mandate and oversees the implementation of plans and strategies;
• Applies knowledge of legislation and related laws and legal processes or has the ability to
acquire such knowledge;
• Understands the professional, institutional, policy and stakeholder context in which the
College operates, or has the ability to acquire such understanding;
• Understands the College's Governance Policies and supporting procedures;
• Effectively communicates with staff, stakeholders and the public;
• Possesses sound understanding of financial and operational business processes and
practices;
• Demonstrates commitment to the protection of the public interest mandate of the College;
• Demonstrates commitment to respect diversity and to maintain fair, transparent processes
within the limitations set by legislation;
• Organizes efficient and productive meetings and agendas;
• Possesses good conflict resolution and problem solving skills; and
• Motivates stakeholders to effectively contribute to the work of the College.
Competency – College Governance
Definition
College governance is the knowledge and skills required to effectively govern the affairs of the
College, in keeping with the College’s legal framework and mandate. It also involves acting to
achieve public service values such as transparency, efficiency and effectiveness and the
accountability and governance requirements of the government.
Elements
How the skill / attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
• Understands the government context in which the College functions;
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• Assists in creating a Strategic Plan and ensures that sound governance practices are in place
and monitors the Registrar’s performance vis-à-vis the business plan/Strategic Plan;
• Liaises with the Minister/Ministry as appropriate in relation to any issues and initiatives
impacting the College’s mandate and its stakeholder community;
• Provides oversight and advice to Council Members, including encouraging professional
development; and
• Is familiar with and committed to sound governance practices.

Competency – Managing for Results
Definition
Managing for results is the ability to plan for and achieve measurable results and reach
successful outcomes at an individual, College and stakeholder level. It involves a steady focus
on desired outcomes, setting challenging goals, making difficult decisions, and anticipating and
addressing potential obstacles or conflicts to achieve excellence in results.
Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
• Ensures that the College meets its statutory obligations and carries out its mandate
effectively and efficiently;
• Ensures that sound operational policies are in place to improve College performance;
• Maintains steady control and focus on the image and reputation of the College for
timeliness, clarity and quality;
• Makes recommendations for appointments or re-appointments to Council and Committees
that respect and promote the principles of equity, diversity, quality, merit and district
representation; and
• Applies a risk/opportunity based framework to Council work.
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2.3.2. Vice President of the College
Purpose
The Vice President acts in the absence of the President and Chair and has all the obligations of
the President and Chair as described in that position description. The Vice President is in a
position of trust for the organization, and as such, has an obligation to act honestly, in good
faith and in the best interests of the College at all times.

Key Duties
Leadership and College Governance
In addition to the key duties outlined in the Council Member position description, the Vice
President:
•

Is fully informed on all governance matters, and in the absence of the President and Chair,
for any reason, presides over the Executive Committee and all general and special meetings
of the Council, including the Annual General Meeting. The President and Chair may delegate
any specific duties to the Vice President, as appropriate and as approved by the Council.

• Provides advice to the President;
•

Is responsible for carrying out such duties as are delegated by the President;

• Assists in mentoring new Council Members;
• Maintains current knowledge in Massage Therapy and participates in professional
development opportunities; and

• Acts with integrity and honesty. Actions are guided by the best interests of the public and
the College.

Core Competencies
A Vice President typically has all of the competencies of a Council Member plus three additional
competencies: leadership, college governance and additional elements of professional
awareness as follows.
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Competency – Leadership
Definition
Leadership is the ability and commitment to achieve College objectives by overseeing and
steering the right courses of action to ensure the implementation of strategic plans and
attainment of performance objectives. It includes knowledge of and leadership in the
implementation of policies, processes and practices that align with the Strategic Plan. It also
involves the mentoring, coaching and development of others.
Elements
How the skill / attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.

•
•
•
•

Represents the College when the President is unavailable,
Assists the President to provide leadership to the College;
Assists in identifying emerging policy issues and recommends strategies;
Keeps the President informed of the need for change to processes or practices to
enhance effectiveness and efficiency or meet changing stakeholder needs;

• Participates in various external committees, as required, as a representative of the
College;

• Ensures that the protection of the public interest, the principles of natural justice and
the mandate of the College are honoured in College policies, practices and
procedures;

• Maintains current knowledge in Massage Therapy and participates in professional
development opportunities; and

• Assists in mentoring new Council Members.
Competency – College Governance
Definition
College Governance involves knowledge and skills required for effective governance practices
and acting to achieve transparency, efficiency and effectiveness within the governing
legislation.
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Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understands and participates in the governance context in which the College functions;
Assists the President by providing oversight in matters of College governance and
accountability;
Possesses a working knowledge of the corporate policy, business planning, financial and
governance framework and supporting procedures pertaining to the College;
Ensures the implementation and monitoring of new processes and practices (College's
procedures, protocols and rules) to govern the College within best practices;
Inspires confidence and is committed to attaining College objectives;
Informs the President of emerging matters of process or practices to enhance
effectiveness and efficiency;
Monitors College performance measures and provides sound advice to the President
regarding changes required to policies and practices; and
Assists in the achievement of the College’s Strategic Plan.

Competency – Professional Awareness
Definition
Professional awareness is the depth and breadth of the knowledge, skill and experience
particular to the position. It involves knowledge of laws, practices, processes, professional skills,
stakeholders and the culture specific to the College environment.
Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.

• Can explain the trends, cycles and factors that can impact the College’s stakeholders,
processes, practices and policies;

• Can analyze the financial and operational impact of new policies, practices and processes;
• Is cognizant of social, cultural and political issues impacting the College;
•

Maintains current knowledge in Massage Therapy and participates in professional learning
and development opportunities;
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• Demonstrates leadership ability to help the Executive Committee oversee the
implementation of a strategic vision;

• Possesses in-depth understanding of the professional, institutional, policy and community
context in which the College operates;

• Understands and is committed to the College’s Governance Policies;
• Effectively communicates with stakeholders;
• Demonstrates commitment to respect diversity and to maintain fair, transparent processes
within the limitations set by legislation and Governance Policies;

• Understands financial and operational business processes and practices; and
• Is committed to the public interest mandate of the College.
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2.3.3. Executive Officers of the College
Purpose
The Executive Officers provides advice and assistance to the Executive Committee in addition to
all the expectations of a Council Member. The Executive Officers learn the duties of the
President and Chair and the Vice President and keep informed on key issues. The Executive
Officers act, in the absence of the President and Chair and the Vice President, pursuant to the
established duties of those positions.
Within the College, the role of the Executive Officer is to:
•
Establish the College’s organization’s mission, vision, values, and strategic directions.
•
Ensure the financial health of the College.
•
Ensure the College has sufficient and appropriate human resources, including leadership.
•
Ensure effective and efficient governance and operational linkages.
•
Ensure effective government, public, and Council Member relations.

Key Duties
Procedure
An Executive Officer is expected to:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the mission, vision, values, and goals of the organization, and actively seek
information related to the major issues, challenges, and opportunities which may affect
success.
Be aware of the duties and powers of the Council as set forth in the applicable legislation,
by-laws and established Governance Policies.
Know the College’s statutory, legal, financial and public obligations, and make sure they
are addressed.
Contribute to the College’s success by developing their potential within the context of
their skills and interests.
Prepare for, attend, and actively participate in Council and Committee meetings, and
relevant College activities and events.
Normally participate in one or more Council Committees and may serve as Chair of one or
more Committees when sufficiently oriented to College activities.
Complete any Committee reports, tasks or assignments undertaken on behalf of the
College or Council to the best of their ability, and in a timely fashion.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provide advice and assistance to other Council Members in areas where they have
specialized knowledge and experience.
Act honestly, in good faith, and in the best interests of the College with respect to
established Governance Policies.
Abide by, support, and maintain confidentiality with respect to decisions taken by the
Council.
Assist with community relations and public speaking, and attend meetings with
government and other key stakeholders, where appropriate.
Recognize that the goal of the College is to serve and protect the public interest.
Recognize that authority is granted by the legislation to the Council as a whole, not to any
Council Member individually, and can only be used in open meetings or executive
sessions, by vote of the majority of Council Members.
Avoid becoming involved in the daily functions of staff.
Delay making judgments until adequate information is presented and has been fully
discussed.
Not let personal feeling towards others affect their decisions.
Actively listen to and comprehend interests and positions, which are sometimes difficult
to ascertain.
Participate in initial training and stay current by engaging in ongoing professional
development selected by the College.
Participate in meetings of the College, and when requested to do so by the President or
Committee Chair or Staff Coordinator, in training and mentoring sessions established for
the administration of the Council or Committee’s role.
Comply with policies and practices set out by the College to meet financial accountability
and administrative requirements.
Work constructively and contribute to a collegial atmosphere at the College by sharing
knowledge, time and experience with other Council Members.
Maintain positive, productive and appropriate relationships with stakeholders.

Integrity and Fair Practices
•
•

Deal with conflict and diverging interests while maintaining decorum, and professional and
respectful interactions among all participants.
Recognize and deal appropriately with situations that may involve an issue of bias or conflict
of interest in accordance with the College’s Governance Policies, particularly Confidentiality
and Conflict of Interest.
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•

Acts with integrity and honesty. Actions are guided by the best interests of the College,
stakeholders and the public.

2.3.4. Council Members of the College
Purpose
Within the College, the role of the Council Member is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure compliance with the Regulated Health Professions Act and Massage Therapy Act,
1991.
Establish the College’s organization’s mission, vision, values, and strategic direction in the
context of its legislated mandate; monitor adherence.
Ensure the financial health of the College.
Ensure the College has sufficient and appropriate human resources, including leadership.
Ensure effective and efficient governance and operational linkages.
Ensure effective government, public, and Council Member relations.

Key Duties
Procedure
A Council Member is expected to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognize that the object of the College is to serve and protect the public interest.
Act honestly, in good faith, and in the best interests of the College at all times.
Understand the mission, vision, values, and goals of the College, and actively seek
information related to the relevant issues, challenges, and opportunities facing the College.
Be aware of the duties and powers of the Council as set forth in the applicable legislation,
by-laws and established Governance Policies.
Know the College’s statutory, legal, financial and public obligations, and make sure they are
addressed.
Prepare for, attend, and actively participate in Council and Committee meetings, and
relevant College activities and events.
Normally participate in one or more Council Committees, and serve as Chair of one or more
Committees when sufficiently oriented to College activities.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete any Committee or Council reports, tasks or assignments to the best of their
ability, and in a timely fashion.
Provide advice and assistance to other Council Members in areas where they have
specialized knowledge and experience.
Comply with established Governance Policies related to conflict of interest.
Abide by, support, and maintain internal and external confidentiality with respect to
decisions taken by the Council.
Be prepared to assist with community relations and public speaking, and attend meetings
with government and other key stakeholders, where appropriate.
Be aware that authority is granted by the legislation to the Council as a whole, not to any
Council Member individually, and can only be used in open meetings or Executive sessions
by vote of the majority of Council Members.
Avoid becoming involved in the daily functions of staff.
Delay making judgments until adequate information is presented and has been fully
discussed.
Not let personal feeling towards others affect their decisions.
Make and issue decisions, including written reasons, that are independent and free of
outside influence.
Comply with policies and practices set out by the College to meet financial accountability
and administrative requirements.
Work constructively and contribute to a collegial atmosphere at the College by sharing
knowledge, time and experience with other Council Members.
Maintain positive, productive and appropriate relationships with stakeholders and all
parties appearing before the College.

Integrity and Fair Practices
•
•

•

Deal with conflict and diverging interests while maintaining decorum, due process, and
professional and respectful interactions among all participants.
Recognize and deal appropriately with situations that may involve an issue of bias or conflict
of interest in accordance with the College’s Governance Policies, particularly Confidentiality
and Conflict of Interest.
Act with integrity and honesty, guided by the best interests of the College and the public.
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Core Competencies
Competency - Professional Judgement
Definition
Professional judgement is the exercise of critical thinking, analysis and assessment of
implications, identification of patterns, making connections of underlying issues, and the
ownership of the outcome. Effectively exercised, good professional judgement leads to fair,
efficient processes and brings clarity and resolution to complex and ambiguous situations or
issues.
Elements:
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.

• Applies sound judgement;
• Facilitates open dialogue such that underlying issues and interests are revealed; and
•

Organizes work and priorities in a manner that balances fair process and timely resolution
of matters.

Competency – Listening/Understanding
Definition
Listening/understanding is the ability to gather facts and pertinent information to gain
understanding before drawing conclusions or taking action. It involves active listening and
comprehension of verbal and non-verbal signals to enhance understanding and accurately
assess situations to help resolve issues, problems, conflicts and disputes. It also involves the
ability to encourage others to elaborate on matters and interests.
Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
•

Ability to listen actively and communicate clearly and effectively;
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•
•
•

Employs effective questioning to elicit further information or gain greater understanding or
clarity;
Assimilates multiple sources of information to make informed decisions that effectively
uncover and address the issues; and
Demonstrates self-control and steady focus in situations of tension and conflict.

Competency – Decision-Making
Definition
Decision-making involves independent analysis and evaluation of data as well as reasoned
thinking and application of relevant law. It requires advanced oral and written communications
skills to explain the College’s position in the face of opposition or tight deadlines and to
articulate clearly the desired course of action or decision.
Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
• Clearly articulates views and defends positions on complicated and controversial issues.

Competency – Integrity/Ethics/Values
Definition

Integrity/ethics/values refers to the willingness to hold oneself and others accountable for
acting in ways, both privately and publicly, that are consistent with stated values, principles and
professional standards, even when risk is associated.
Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.

• Understands the public interest object of the College;
• Takes appropriate action based on values after weighing the risks;
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• Conducts affairs with professional integrity such that the College’s values and expected
standards of interaction are clear;

• Acts in accordance with the College’s legislative mandate and organizational values, even
when challenged or in stressful situations;

• Stands by and accounts for value-based decisions and actions even if they are unpopular or
controversial;

• Is aware of and respects social and cultural differences of all who appear before the College;
• Recognizes and questions own personal biases, identifies situations of power imbalance,
and adopts value-based strategies to address them; and

• Complies with the College’s Governance Policies, particularly the Code of Conduct, Conflict
of Interest and Confidentiality Requirements.

• Recognizes and discloses any potential conflict of interest in a timely manner and acts to
eliminate any possible concern of bias.
Competency – Professional Awareness
Definition
Professional awareness is the depth and breadth of the knowledge, skill and experience
particular to the position. It involves knowledge of laws, practices, processes, professional skills,
stakeholders and the culture specific to the College environment.
Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.
•

Possesses knowledge of and applies the relevant law, legal framework and procedures
relevant to the College’s policies, protocols and rules;

• Understands the College’s jurisdiction;
•

•

Maintains current knowledge of Massage Therapy and the associated stakeholder
communities, their issues and interests, as well as the regulatory and legal framework
governing their activities;
Understands government processes that pertain to Public Appointees and the College's
relationship with the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care;

• Commitment to ongoing professional development to enhance expertise and remain
current in regulatory matters;
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• Good organizational skills to manage College business and maintain appropriate work/life
balance;

• Self-confidence/self-control and sensitivity to diverse interests in order to maintain
effective control in confrontational and stressful situations;

• Commitment to respect diversity and to maintain fair, transparent processes within the
limitations set by legislation;

• Computer literacy; and
• Ability and willingness to travel.
Competency – Conflict Management
Definition

Conflict management is the knowledge and ability to anticipate, recognize and effectively
resolve disputes. It includes facilitating open and constructive discussions and where possible
win-win solutions, or as necessary, rendering a decision to bring resolution to matters.
Elements
How the skill/attribute is demonstrated for effective performance in the position.

• Sets respectful and productive tone for interactions;
• Actively listens to determine common interests and considers situations from multiple
perspectives;

• Effectively restates positions and asks questions tactfully to identify key issues or values
that are at the centre of the conflict; and

• Creates an environment among Council Members and stakeholders that facilitates positive,
respectful relationships.
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2.4. Council Meeting Rules of Order
Rules of Order of the Council
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Each agenda topic shall be introduced briefly by the person or Committee representative
raising it. Council Members may ask questions of clarification, then the person
introducing the matter shall make a motion and another Council Member must second
the motion before it can be debated.
When any Council Member wishes to speak, he or she shall so indicate by raising his or
her hand and shall address the Chair and confine himself or herself to the matter under
discussion.
Staff persons and consultants with expertise in a matter may be permitted by the Chair to
answer specific questions about the matter.
Observers at a Council meeting are not allowed to speak to a matter that is under debate.
A Council Member may not speak again on the debate of a matter until every other
Council Member who wishes to speak to it has been given an opportunity to do so. The
only exception is that the person introducing the matter or a staff person may answer
questions about the matter. Council Members shall not speak to a matter more than
twice without the permission of the Chair.
No Council Member may speak longer than five (5) minutes upon any motion except with
the permission of Council.
When a motion is under debate, no other motion can be made except to amend it, to
postpone it, to put the motion to a vote, to adjourn the debate or the Council meeting or
to refer the motion to a Committee.
A motion to amend the motion then under debate shall be disposed of first. Only one
motion to amend the motion under debate can be made at a time.
When it appears to the Chair that the debate on a matter has concluded, when Council
has passed a motion to vote on the motion or when the time allocated to the debate on
the matter has concluded, the Chair shall put the motion to a vote.
When a matter is being voted on, no Council Member shall enter or leave the Council
room, and no further debate is permitted.
No Council Member is entitled to vote upon any motion in which he or she has a conflict
of interest, and the vote of any Council Member so interested shall be disallowed.
Any motion decided by Council shall not be reintroduced during the same meeting except
by a two-thirds vote of the Council Members then present.
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13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

Whenever the Chair is of the opinion that a motion offered to Council is contrary to these
rules or these by-laws, he or she shall rule the motion out of order and give his or her
reasons for doing so.
The Chair shall preserve order and decorum, and shall decide questions of order, subject
to an appeal to Council without debate.
The above rules may be relaxed by the Chair if it appears that greater informality is
beneficial in the particular circumstances, unless Council requires strict adherence.
Council Members are not permitted to discuss a matter with observers while it is being
debated including during any recess of the debate.
Council Members shall turn off cell phones during Council meetings and, except during a
break in the meeting, shall not use a cell phone, Blackberry or other electronic device.
Laptops shall only be used during Council meetings to review materials related to the
matter under debate, e.g. electronic copies of background documents, and to make
personal notes of the debate.
Council Members shall be silent while others are speaking.
In all cases not provided for in these rules or by other rules of Council, the current edition
of “Robert's Rules of Order” shall be followed so far as they may be applicable.
These Rules shall apply, with necessary modifications, to meetings conducted by
teleconference or any other electronic means permitted by these by-laws, including audio
or video conferencing.
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2.5. Orientation and Mentoring of New Council Members
2.5.1. Orientation of New Council Members
The purpose of the orientation process is to facilitate a smooth transition from the retiring
Council to the new Council and ensure consistency of operations. Orientation is designed to
provide new Council Members with the information and knowledge they need to become
contributing participants in the work of the College as soon as possible, following their election
or appointment.
When new Council Members are elected to Council or new Public Members are appointed by
order of the Lieutenant Governor in Council, they will be provided with the College Governance
Handbook to help them understand both the College and their roles. It is also incumbent on the
current members of Council to welcome and properly orient them.
It is the responsibility of the Executive Committee, in collaboration with the Registrar, Deputy
Registrar and/or the Directors, to oversee, plan and conduct the orientation program. All
Council Members and staff normally participate in the program through a range of individual
and group orientation sessions. Networking and communication among Council Members
between Council meetings is encouraged.

2.5.2. Council Mentoring Policy
Policy Statement
Mentoring is a key component of the orientation process for new Council Members. Its purpose
is to support new members to further develop their understanding of CMTO and the role of
Council as a whole, as well as to become effective contributors. The program also benefits
other Council Members by provide opportunities to share knowledge and experience in support
of good governance.

Principles
Mentoring activities will be guided by the following principles:
•
•

A commitment to a supportive environment for new Council Members.
Proactive outreach and engagement by the mentor.
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•
•

Open sharing of knowledge, experience and information.
A time limited commitment focused on the new member’s first year.

Elements
•
•

•

•

•

The mentoring of new Council Members takes place under the overall direction and
oversight of the Executive Committee.
At the beginning of the year, the Executive Committee identifies and assigns mentors for
new Council Members. Mentors may be Executive Committee Members, or any appropriate
Council Member as determined by the Executive Committee.
Each mentor conducts a mentoring conversation with their assigned new member at least
once per quarter over the course of the new member’s first year on Council, e.g. within a
week of the most recent Council meeting or at any other point in time that is convenient for
the mentor and new member.
As a general guideline, these conversations are intended be open-ended, with the goal that
the mentor would get a sense of the new member's perceptions of their experience so far
and any emerging issues or areas of concern. Areas for discussion could include:
o Questions the new member might have about aspects of the role and function of
Council, or about being a member of a Committee;
o Whether there are any Council/Committee related skills areas where the new member
feels they could benefit from training or other educational opportunities;
o If new member has any concerns about their participation to date in Council and/or
Committee meetings; and
o If the new member has any questions about CMTO policies, programs, and services.
If there are any agreed upon action items coming out of the conversation, then the mentor
will discuss those with the President of Council. For example, this could involve arranging
for training, arranging for a Committee chair to follow up with the new member, etc.

2.5.3. Mentoring of Non-Council Committee Members
•

•

At the beginning of the year, the Chair of each Statutory Committee will identify an
experienced and knowledgeable Committee Member as a mentor for each non-Council
Committee Member.
Each mentor conducts a mentoring conversation with their assigned non-Council
Committee Member at least once per quarter over the course of the year, or at any other
point in time that is convenient for the mentor and new non-Council Committee Member.
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•

As a general guideline, these conversations are intended be open-ended, with the goal that
the mentor would get a sense of the new non-Council Committee Member's perceptions of
their experience so far and any emerging issues or areas of concern. Areas for discussion
could include:
o Questions the new non-Council Committee Member might have about aspects of the
role and function of the Committee;
o Whether there are any Committee-related skills areas where the non-Council
Committee Member feels they could benefit from training or other educational
opportunities;
o If new non-Council Committee Member has any concerns about their participation to
date on the Committee; and
o If the new non-Council Committee Member has any questions about CMTO policies,
programs, and services.
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2.6. CMTO Council Evaluation & Continuous Improvement Policy
Policy Statement
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that Council is governing effectively, with an ongoing
focus on continuous improvement. It reflects CMTO Council’s commitment to an accountable,
transparent and open process of engagement, evaluation and constructive dialogue.

Principles
Council’s ongoing assessment of its performance with respect to governance will be guided by
the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A comprehensive approach that includes Council as well as Statutory Committees.
A focus throughout the process on continuous improvement.
Fostering open and honest dialogue on issues and opportunities.
A process that emphasize generating, sharing and discussing insights.
A transparent process that emphasizes Council Members’ collective and individual
accountability.
A role for the Executive Committee to monitor the process to ensure that issues and
opportunities are acted upon in timely manner.

Council Meeting Evaluation
•

•
•

Following each Council meeting, attending members will complete a meeting evaluation,
through an online survey, with four components:
o Quality and timeliness of information;
o Effective meeting management;
o Member performance; and
o Continuous improvement
Council Members will assess the meeting on a scale of one (1) to five (5) and elaborate
through additional comments or observations.
The survey will be administered by a third party, who will collect and analyze the results in a
report to Council. The third party will first submit the report to the Executive Committee for
review and discussion, and the Executive Committee may decide at that point to raise any
relevant matters with the Registrar.
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•
•

The report will then be distributed to all Council Members and an opportunity for discussion
will be included on the agenda of the next Council meeting.
Council meeting evaluation reports will be available to Council Members through the
Council portal and also shared with the Registrar.

Statutory Committee Meeting Evaluation
•

•
•
•

•
•

Following each Statutory Committee meeting, the attending Committee Members will
complete a meeting evaluation, through an online survey, with four components:
o Quality and timeliness of information;
o Effective meeting management;
o Member performance; and
o Continuous improvement
The survey will also include an open opportunity for Committee Members to comment on
their experience as Panel Members.
Committee Members will assess the meeting on a scale of one (1) to five (5) and elaborate
through additional comments or observations.
The survey will be administered by a third party, who will collect and analyze the results in a
report to the Committee. The third party will first submit the report for review to the
Committee Chair and to the Executive Committee. Where appropriate, the contents of the
report may be the subject of further discussion between the Committee Chair and Executive
Committee, and also with the Registrar.
The report will then be distributed to all Committee Members and an opportunity for
discussion will be included in the agenda of the next Committee meeting.
Committee meeting evaluation reports will be made available to all Council Members
through the Council portal and also shared with the Registrar.

Council’s Annual Evaluation
•

Council will complete a self-evaluation at the end of each year, through an online survey,
with six components:
1. Governance;
2. Oversight and decision-making;
3. Financial performance and risk;
4. Leadership;
5. Council performance; and
6. Continuous improvement priorities for the year ahead.
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•

•

•

Council Members will assess their collective performance over the course of the year on a
scale of one (1) to five (5) and elaborate through additional comments or observations.
Assessments will be informed by the CEO/Registrar’s Year End Summary Report, as well as
other background resources such as previous Quarterly Administrative Reports.
The survey will be administered by a third party, who will collect and analyze the results in a
report to Council. The report will also consider any issues or other matters arising from the
evaluations of Council and Statutory Committee meetings conducted during the year.
The third party will submit the report for review and discussion by the Executive
Committee, which may decide at that point to raise any relevant matters with the Registrar.

• The report will then be distributed to all Council Members and an opportunity for discussion

•

will be included in the agenda of the next Council meeting, including confirmation by the
incoming Council and of continuous improvement priorities for the year ahead.
Council annual evaluation reports will be made available to all Council Members through
the Council portal and also shared with the Registrar.
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3. COMMITTEES OF THE COLLEGE
3.1. Committee Reporting Process
General
All Committees report to Council on a regular basis in accordance with the legislation and the
by-laws of the College. Statutory Committees are required to report quarterly and to submit an
annual written report summarizing the Committee’s activities for inclusion in the Annual Report
of the College. All other Committees are required to submit quarterly written reports as
prescribed by Council. The Chairs of Committees are responsible for ensuring all required
reports are submitted in a timely fashion.

Protocol for Reports to Council
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Date of Report.
Title of Committee.
Name of Committee Chair.
Summary of tasks/projects completed in previous quarter.
Summary of ongoing projects/tasks: Include any attendance at Federation working
groups, seminars, workshops, meetings, etc. that may be relevant to the Committee's
ongoing work.
List of items being brought to Council for decision.

Protocol for Submissions for Council Decision
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Date of Report.
Title of Committee.
Chair of Committee's name.
Background: Provide a short summary of any information Council will need to make a
decision on the matter being submitted for their consideration. Include a concise history
of the item and other sources of information considered as well as others consulted in
the process.
Position of the Committee: Provide the Committee's opinion and recommendations on
the matter under consideration and the supporting rationale. If the Committee did not
agree, then state this fact and the reasons for the dissenting opinions.
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6.
7.

Draft motions for Council: List the motions for Council consideration.
Actions: List the actions or consequences the Committee believes may arise from the
decisions.
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3.2. Terms of Reference (TOR)
3.2.1. Executive Committee
Statement of Purpose
The Executive Committee assumes leadership, in collaboration with the Council, the
committees and the Registrar, in its financial monitoring, strategic planning, governance and
supervisory responsibilities. The committee monitors administration of the College and relies
on the Registrar and other staff to implement its decisions.
The Executive Committee assists the Council in fulfilling its financial monitoring responsibilities
related to quality and integrity of financial reporting and control systems.
The Executive Committee assures fair presentation of the financial position and results of
operations of the College in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP); ensures that appropriate financial reporting systems and internal controls are
maintained and are operating effectively for the proper recording of transactions and
protection of assets; oversees the College’s compliance with legal, regulatory and contractual
obligations; and monitors the risk management practices of the College.
The Executive Committee is expected to operate in compliance with the College’s Code of
Conduct, policies, by-laws and regulations.
Accountability and Authority
The Executive Committee is a statutory committee of the Council, and as such, reports, and is
accountable to the Council of the College. The Committee has all the powers of the Council with
the exception of making, amending, or revoking by-laws or regulations. The Council grants the
Executive Committee the authority to fulfill the specific terms as noted in its terms of reference.
The Committee addresses and acts on matters requiring immediate attention between regular
meetings of Council. The Committee must report to Council on any decisions made between
regular meetings and must report annually on its activities.
The Executive Committee shall have access to staff, documents and any other resources
necessary to carry out its responsibilities. The Executive Committee shall have the authority to
make inquiries and conduct reviews and may require such information and explanation from
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management (the Registrar and Directors) as it considers reasonably necessary. The Executive
Committee has the authority to engage outside advisors where appropriate and in consultation
with the Registrar, except if the advisor relates specifically to the matters involving the
Registrar’s position.
The Executive Committee is empowered to require management to promptly inform the
Executive Committee and external auditor of any material misstatement or error in the
financial statements.
Standard of Care and Reliance on Experts
In the discharge of their duties under the Executive Committee’s mandate, each member of the
Executive Committee shall be obliged to exercise all the care, diligence and skill that a
reasonably prudent person would exercise in comparable circumstances where they are dealing
with the affairs and property of another person. All members of the Executive Committee must
be financially literate, apart from which the standard of care and diligence imposed on the
Executive Committee is no more onerous or extensive than that to which all Council members
are subject.
In the discharge of their duties the members of the Executive Committee may rely in good faith
upon the report and findings of any expert engaged by the Executive Committee to report upon
the matter under consideration.
Executive Committee Composition and Member Terms
The Executive Committee is composed of the four (4) Officers* of the College, including the
following:
• President;
• Vice-President; and
• (2) Executive Officers.
*One must be an elected Member and one must be an appointed member.
(February 11, 2014)
Committee members are elected from among members of Council, at the first Council meeting
of the year.
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All members of the Executive Committee should be sufficiently versed in financial matters to
understand the College’s accounting practices and policies and major judgments involved in
preparing the financial statements.
All members of the Executive Committee shall be free of any relationship that, in the opinion of
the Council, would interfere with his or her individual exercise of judgment.
Operating Principles
The Executive Committee shall conduct itself in accordance with the following operating
principles:
1. Communications
The Executive Committee members will maintain direct, open and frank communications with
management, the Council, the external auditor and other key advisors as appropriate.
2. Information Needs and Timing
The Executive Committee shall communicate its expectations to management and the external
auditor with respect to the nature, timing and extent of its information needs. The Executive
Committee expects that written meeting materials will be received by the Executive Committee
members at least one week in advance of the regular meeting dates.
3. In Camera Meetings
The Executive Committee members shall, when deemed appropriate, meet in private session
with the external auditor; with management and as Executive Committee members only, to
discuss matters relevant to the Executive Committee’s mandate. If meeting with Executive
Committee members only, the date, time and location of the meeting and a brief summary of
the topic of discussion must be provided to the Office of the Registrar.
4. Executive Committee Self-Assessment
The Executive Committee shall annually review, discuss and assess the performance of the
Executive Committee and its members and report its findings to the Council.
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5. Bilingualism
The Executive Committee is designated as English/French with accommodation.
6. Agenda / Minutes
An agenda will be provided by the Registrar in consultation with the Chair and the external
auditor, prior to each meeting of the Executive Committee and distributed to each member of
the Executive Committee and the external auditor. Executive Committee members may
recommend agenda items subject to approval of the agenda by the Executive Committee.
Minutes of each meeting of the Executive Committee will be prepared and distributed to each
member of the Executive Committee and to the external auditor on a timely basis.
7. Annual Review of Terms of Reference
On an annual basis the members of the Executive Committee will review the Terms of
Reference of the Executive Committee and make recommendations to the Council, as
necessary.
8. Other Duties
The Executive Committee will perform any other activities consistent with the Terms of
Reference as the Council deems necessary or appropriate.
Operating Procedures
The Executive Committee shall conduct itself in accordance with the following operating
procedures:
1. Chair
The Chair shall be the President of Council.
2. Meetings
Meetings may be convened at the request of any member of the Executive Committee,
management or at the request of the external auditor, but in no circumstances less than four
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times per year. The external auditor shall receive notice of all meetings of the Executive
Committee and is entitled to appear and be heard thereat.
The Executive Committee shall meet with the external auditor no less than two times per year.
Any member of the Executive Committee may require the attendance of the external auditor at
any meeting of the Executive Committee.
Meetings may be conducted in person, by teleconference, electronically, or by video
conference or by any individual member participating by teleconference or video conference.
3. Quorum and Decision Making
A quorum of the Executive Committee is consistent with the by-laws and shall be 50% plus one
of the committee members.
4. Reporting
The Executive Committee shall report to the Council as often as necessary but at least annually.
Reporting shall normally be made through the Chair of the Executive Committee.
Responsibilities
1.

Risk Management

The Executive Committee is responsible for:
•

•
•

•

Reviewing and evaluating the critical risks and uncertainties as determined by management
that may affect the College, including but not limited to the insurance protection,
environmental risk, political factors, treasury/credit and other areas as determined from
time-to-time;
Periodically reviewing any emerging accounting issues and their potential impact on the
College’s financial statements;
Obtaining reasonable assurance from discussions with and/or reports from management
and the external auditor that the College’s accounting systems and internal control systems
are efficient, effective and operating continuously; and
Directing the external auditor’s examinations to specific areas as deemed necessary by the
Executive Committee.
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2.

Financial Reporting and Compliance

Financial Reporting
The Executive Committee is responsible for:
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Reviewing the quarterly and annual financial statements of the College and any significant
related entities, and assessing the selection, application and consistency of the Canadian
generally accepted accounting principles used in preparing the financial statements;
Reviewing the significant estimates and matter of judgment used in preparing the financial
statements and significant variances from budget or comparable results of prior periods;
Reviewing the significant disclosure or presentation issues addressed by management and
the external auditor during the course of the audit and preparation of the financial
statements;
Reviewing the auditor management letter and management’s response thereto, as well as
the status of any significant issues reported previously;
Reviewing the report from management and the Management Discussion and Analysis
(MD&A) to be included in the Annual Report and reporting its findings to the Council. The
Committee shall be consulted on any other financial information presented in the Annual
Report;
Reviewing any errors detected by the audit, how they were resolved with management and
whether they indicate a weakness in the reporting and control system;
Reviewing the appropriateness of and approving changes to the financial and accounting
policies and disclosures (refer to Items 3.2.1a, 3.2.1b, and 3.2.1c; and
Approving the quarterly financial statements and recommending the annual draft audited
financial statements to the Council for its approval.

Relationship with External Auditor
The Executive Committee is responsible for:

• Reviewing the engagement letter and projected audit fee;
• Reviewing the scope of the audit, including areas of audit risk, timetable, deadline,
materiality limits and the extent of internal control testing;

• Reviewing and making recommendations, as appropriate, on any matter relating to the
external audit of CMTO’s accounts;
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• Reviewing the auditor’s performance, at least annually, including a review of all

•

relationships and engagements between the auditor and CMTO for non-audit services that
may reasonably be thought to bear on the independence of the auditor; and
Recommending to Council annually the appointment of the CMTO’s auditor.

Other Financial Responsibilities
The Executive Committee is responsible for:
Reviewing and making recommendations as appropriate on:
•
•
•

The Draft Annual Work Plan and Draft Budget for approval by the Council;
The financial implications of any significant changes to approved budgets and other major
undertakings or projects that may be contemplated during the year; and
The banking and other financing arrangements of the College.

3. Other Duties and Responsibilities

• To act for the College on any matter requiring immediate attention between scheduled
Council meetings, and report all decisions and/or actions to Council at its first subsequent
meeting;

• To consider and evaluate emerging and external developments of significance to the
College’s future, and where indicated, make specific recommendations to the Council;

• To review and prioritize issues of potential importance to the Council and the College, and
the agenda for meetings of the full Council;

• To give direction and support, and to provide advice and counsel, to the Registrar on
•

matters of importance to the organization;
To manage, conduct, and make decisions regarding the evaluation of the Registrar’s
performance in accordance with Council Governance Policy 4.1: Registrar/CEO
Performance Appraisal and Evaluation and to ensure that incoming (new) Executive
Committee members are briefed on expectations for the Registrar in the coming year;

• To negotiate conditions of the Registrar’s employment and contracts as required;
• To monitor an ongoing organization-wide strategic planning and annual review and selfassessment process that includes an evaluation of Committee structure and effectiveness
and includes participation by the Registrar and all Council members;
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• To monitor an orientation and mentoring process that enables all new Council and
Committee members to become fully informed and contributing participants as quickly as
possible following their nomination and election;

• To monitor the provision of development opportunities and learning activities, for the

•

Council, Officers and Committee members that will enhance the effectiveness of the College
and the growth of its individual Council members;
To make referrals to College committees regarding matters within their respective
mandates, in accordance with legislation and by-laws;

• To consider for approval the candidates recommended by the Fund Administrator to
receive funding from the Massage Therapy Research Fund.

• To work collaboratively with the Registrar to provide written feedback to the Public
•

Appointments Branch in the question of reappointment of public members; and
The President and Registrar meet twice annually or as needed with the Executive Director
and President of the professional association (RMTAO).

4. Internal Control Environment
The Executive Committee is responsible for:
•

•

Reviewing and considering any matters relating to the adequacy of internal controls and
any other reports from management or others on significant control deviations or
indications of fraud and the corrective action undertaken with regard thereto; and
Overseeing the status and handling of reports of possible fraudulent or dishonest use of
misuse of College resources or property by management, staff, consultants, volunteers or
registrants.

5. Corporate Governance
The Executive Committee is responsible for:

• Ensuring there are adequate systems and practices in place to provide reasonable assurance
of compliance with laws, regulations and standards of ethical conduct, with respect to the
financial affairs of the College;

• Reviewing, as required, reports from management and others relating to the College’s
compliance with laws, regulations and contractual obligations that it is subject to;
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• Receiving and reviewing updates from management and general counsel on compliance

•

matters and litigation claims or other contingencies that could have a significant impact on
the financial affairs of the College;
Reviewing and making recommendations, as appropriate, on the College’s Code of Conduct
and the status of the execution of the Code of Conduct by staff, volunteers and consultants.

Approved by Council: April 20, 2012
Reviewed by Council: February 11, 2014
Reviewed by Council: May 26, 2014
Reviewed by Council: December 7, 2015
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3.2.1. a. Appendix A – Investments Governance Policy
Objectives
Primary: To maintain and preserve capital and provide for liquidity of investments.
Secondary: To obtain a reasonable rate of return on the underlying investments.
General
Investments may only be made in accordance with the policies contained in this document and
all transactions must be properly documented and accurately accounted for.
All cash not required to fund current operating needs will be invested in accordance with this
policy so as to minimize the cost of idle cash balances.
Individual investment holdings will be adequately diversified in order to reduce the risk of
material loss.
Investment Guidelines
Investments may only be made in fixed income securities meeting the criteria specified for
Approved Fixed Income as contained in Appendix I.
Risk and volatility of investment returns are to be mitigated through diversification of
investments in different , business sectors and corporation sizes, while maintaining a low to
medium-low risk. April 20, 2018
A laddered portfolio with varying terms of maturity will be used to properly match maturities of
securities with cash flow requirements and prudently enhance investment return (yield to
maturity).
Management Responsibility
Control of the investment funds will be vested in the Registrar and Executive Committee. The
Registrar is authorized and responsible for carrying out the transactions necessary to
implement this policy. The Registrar and Executive Committee will review the investment
policy at least annually and recommend any changes to the Council.
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The Executive Committee will monitor investment decisions and actions to ensure they fulfil the
investment objectives of the financial policy.
The services of a professional investment manager may be utilized. The investment manager
will be required to act on CMTO’s behalf within the constraints of CMTO’s investment policy, a
copy of which shall be provided to the investment manager.
Changes to the Investment Policy must be approved by the Council.
February 3, 2014
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3.2.1. b. Appendix B – Surplus Governance Policy
Objectives

1. To enable CMTO to withstand negative unexpected financial events; and
2. To maintain stability in the financial structure.
Surplus Guidelines

1.
2.

Accumulated surplus should not exceed approximately six months of the annual
budgeted expenses; and
Accumulated surplus should not be below three months of annual budgeted expenses.

Management Responsibility
The Executive Committee will review and recommend to the Council, the surplus target for the
year and any other recommended surplus retention requirements, other than for the operating
expenses to run the College, as part of the yearly budget process.
April 20, 2012
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3.2.1. c. Appendix C – Reserve Fund Governance Policy
In order to ensure the financial stability of the College and enable its regulatory responsibilities
to be fulfilled, a reserve fund will be maintained through secure investments that protect the
College’s capital.
The reserve fund should be of a sufficient level as to cover the annual cost implications of
complaints and discipline matters as determined annually through the audit process as well as
include the amount of at least $1.5m to ensure the College’s ability to continue operations for a
limited period in emergencies or conclude operations if required meeting all legal obligations.
Reserve funds are to be limited to investment grade fixed income investments included in
selected markets. Risk and volatility of investment returns will be mitigated through approved
Fixed Income Investments as outlined in Appendix A of Governance Policy #Gov. 21 – 02/14,
Investments. Investments will be placed in fixed income funds.

Approved by Council May 25, 2007
Revised December 1, 2008
Reviewed by Council May 26, 2014
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3.2.2. Client Relations Committee – Terms of Reference
Statement of Purpose
The Client Relations Committee has responsibility for all programs and measures that are
designed to address, preventing or dealing with sexual abuse of clients by registrants. This
responsibility has been extended to address any aspect of relations between registrants and
their clients.

Accountability and Authority
The Client Relations Committee reports to the Council of the College.

Duties and Responsibilities
1. To develop and monitor the client relations program that includes measures for preventing
or dealing with sexual abuse of clients through the Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan;
2. To establish educational requirements for registrants, training for the College’s staff, and
guidelines for the conduct of registrants with their clients regarding preventing and dealing
with sexual abuse;
3. To develop programs to promote public knowledge and understanding of College initiatives
to prevent sexual abuse;
4. To ensure that information regarding the College’s regulatory and public protection
mandate is accessible to the public;
5. To provide a written description of the program, and reports of any changes made to the
program, to Council and the Health Professions Regulatory Advisory Council;
6. To administer the College’s Funding for Therapy and Counselling Program that provides
payment for therapy and counselling to clients who are eligible for funding; and
7. To provide Council with a summary of the Committee’s activities related to the College’s
Funding for Therapy and Counselling Program.

Size and Composition
The Client Relations Committee is composed of four (4) members, including the following:
•
•

One (1) elected member of Council;
Two (2) appointed members of Council; and
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•

One (1) non-Council member of the College.

Term of Office
The term of office for members of the Client Relations Committee is approximately one (1)
year. Committee Members are appointed annually, from among the members of Council and
the College, at the first Council meeting of the year. A Council Member is limited to serving
three (3) consecutive years at a time as a member of the Committee.

Meetings
The Client Relations Committee will meet as required, at the call of the Chair of the Committee.
Meetings can be conducted by correspondence, in person, or by teleconference.

Quorum and Motions
A quorum for a meeting shall be 50 percent plus one. Motions can be approved by a simple
majority, providing that a quorum has been established.

Staff Support
Director, Policy and Communications.
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3.2.3. Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC) – Terms of
Reference
Statement of Purpose
The Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee is responsible for handling registrant-specific
concerns regarding professional misconduct, incompetence and incapacity from various
sources, e.g., formal complaints, mandatory reports, information coming to the attention of the
Registrar.

Accountability and Authority
The Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee receives its authority from the Regulated
Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA). As a Statutory Committee of the Council of the College, its
responsibilities and procedures are established in the Health Professions Procedural Code, being
Schedule 2 of the RHPA.
The Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee reports to the Council of the College.

Duties and Responsibilities
1. To oversee the investigation of formal complaints or Registrar’s Reports regarding the
conduct or actions of a registrant;
2. To consider the information, records and documents relevant to each matter and to
determine a course of action;
3. To establish a Panel, selected by the Chair, to investigate each matter in accordance with
CMTO’s Conflict of Interest Policy;
4. To give precedence to matters where the Committee has directed the Registrar to impose
an interim order on a registrant’s Certificate of Registration;
5. To provide written decisions and reasons to the registrant and/or complainant, except for
matters referred to the Discipline Committee or Fitness to Practise Committee;
6. To advise all parties to formal complaints of the right to request a review of the Panel’s
decision to the Health Professions Appeal and Review Board (HPARB);
7. To ensure Panels dispose of each matter in a timely manner;
8. To delegate to staff the responsibility of managing investigations and providing the results
of investigations to the Committee; and
9. To develop and maintain all policies and documents regarding the ICRC’s process.
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Size and Composition
The Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee is composed of:
•
•
•

Three (3) elected members of Council;
Three (3) appointed members of Council; and
At least four (4) non-Council Members of the College.

A Panel is composed of at least three (3) members. At least one (1) Public Member must be
included on each Panel.

Term of Office
The term of office for members of the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee is
approximately one (1) year. Committee Members are elected or appointed annually, from
among the members of Council and the College, at the first Council meeting of the year. There
is no limit to the number of terms a person may serve but no person may be an elected Council
Member for more than nine (9) consecutive years.

Meetings
The Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee will meet as required, at the call of the Chair
of the Committee. Meetings can be conducted electronically, in person, or by teleconference.

Quorum and Motions
A quorum for a meeting of the Committee shall be 50 percent plus one. Motions can be
approved by a simple majority, providing that a quorum has been established.
A Panel must be composed of at least three (3) members of the Committee for quorum.

Staff Support
Director, Professional Conduct and Manager, Investigations.
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3.2.4. Discipline Committee – Terms of Reference
Statement of Purpose
The Discipline Committee is responsible for hearing and determining allegations of professional
misconduct or incompetence against registrants.

Accountability and Authority
The Discipline Committee reports to the Council of the College.
The Discipline Committee receives its authority from the Regulated Health Professions Act,
1991 (RHPA). As a Statutory Committee of the Council of the College, its responsibilities and
procedures are established in the Health Professions Procedural Code, being Schedule 2 of the
RHPA.

Duties and Responsibilities
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

To establish Panels, selected by the Chair, to conduct a hearing in accordance with
CMTO’s Conflict of Interest Policy;
To conduct hearings of allegations of a registrant’s professional misconduct or
incompetence that have been referred by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports
Committee;
To give precedence to matters where the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee
has directed the Registrar to impose an interim order on a registrant’s Certificate of
Registration;
To ensure transcripts of all oral evidence presented at hearings are produced and
available to the parties, on their request and at their expense;
To provide written decisions and reasons to the parties of a hearing;
To ensure that the results of a hearing are made public;
To hear a registrant’s application for reinstatement of a Certificate of Registration, on
referral from the Registrar, if the certificate was suspended or revoked on the grounds
of professional misconduct or incompetence; and
To develop and maintain all policies and documents regarding the disciplinary process.
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Size and Composition
The Discipline Committee is composed of:
•
•

All Council members; and
At least two (2) non-Council Members of the College.

A Panel is composed of at least three (3) and no more than five (5) members of the Discipline
Committee. At least one (1) Professional Council Member and two (2) Public Members must be
included on each Panel.

Term of Office
The term of office for members of the Discipline Committee is approximately one (1) year.
Committee members shall be elected or appointed annually, from among the members of
Council and the College, at the first Council meeting of the year. There is no limit to the
number of terms a person may serve but no person may be elected to Council for more than
nine (9) consecutive years.
The Chair of the Discipline Committee may serve more than one (1) term but no person may be
Chair for more than three (3) consecutive years.
If the term of office of a Discipline Committee Member who is serving on a Panel expires or is
terminated after a discipline hearing has commenced and evidence has been heard, then the
individual is entitled to continue to be a member of the Panel for the purposes of completing
the hearing and/or issuing a decision.

Meetings
The Discipline Committee will meet as required, at the call of the Chair of the Committee.
Discipline Panel hearings may be conducted in person, in writing or electronically.

Quorum and Motions
A quorum for a meeting of the Committee shall be 50 percent plus one. Motions can be
approved by a simple majority, providing that quorum has been established.
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A quorum for a Panel is three (3) members and must include one (1) Public Member.

Staff Support
Director, Professional Conduct and Manager, Hearings.
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3.2.5. Fitness to Practise Committee – Terms of Reference
Statement of Purpose
The Fitness to Practise Committee is responsible for hearing and determining allegations of
incapacity made against a registrant.

Accountability and Authority
The Fitness to Practise Committee reports the Council of the College.
The Fitness to Practise Committee receives its authority from the Regulated Health Professions
Act, 1991 (RHPA). As a Statutory Committee of the Council of the College, its responsibilities
and procedures are established in the Health Professions Procedural Code, being Schedule 2 of
the RHPA.

Duties and Responsibilities
1. To establish Panels, selected by the Chair, to conduct a hearing in accordance with CMTO’s
Conflict of Interest Policy;
2. To conduct hearings of all allegations of a registrant’s incapacity that have been referred by
the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee;
3. To give precedence to matters where the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee has
directed the Registrar to impose an interim order on a registrant’s Certificate of
Registration;
4. To provide written decisions and reasons to the parties of a hearing;
5. To ensure that the results of a hearing are made public;
6. To hear applications for variation of a term, condition and/or limitation imposed on a
Certificate of Registration or applications for reinstatement following the revocation or
suspension of a Certificate of Registration; and
7. To develop and maintain all policies and documents regarding the Fitness to Practise
process.

Size and Composition
The Fitness to Practise Committee is composed of:
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*

All Council Members

A Panel is composed of at least three (3) members. At least one (1) Public Member must be
included on each Panel.

Term of Office
The term of office for members of the Fitness to Practise Committee is approximately one (1)
year. Committee Members are appointed annually, from among the members of Council, at the
first Council meeting of the year. There is no limit to the number of terms a person may serve
but no person may be an elected to Council for more than nine (9) consecutive years.
The Chair of the Fitness to Practise Committee may serve more than one (1) term but no person
may be Chair for more than three (3) consecutive years.

Meetings
The Fitness to Practise Committee will meet as required, at the call of the Chair of the
Committee.
Fitness to Practise Panel hearings may be conducted in person, in writing or electronically.

Quorum and Motions
A quorum for a meeting of the Committee shall be 50 percent plus one. Motions can be
approved by a simple majority, providing that a quorum has been established.
A quorum for a Panel is three (3) members.

Staff Support
Director, Professional Conduct and Manager, Hearings
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3.2.6. Quality Assurance Committee – Terms of Reference
Statement of Purpose
The Quality Assurance Committee has responsibility for overseeing the development and
implementation of a Quality Assurance Program in accordance with the Regulated Health
Professions Act, 1991 and College regulations.

Accountability
The Quality Assurance Committee reports to the Council of the College.

Responsibilities
1. To oversee the self-assessment, continuing education/professional development and peer
assessment components of the Quality Assurance Program;
2. To ensure a sufficient number of Peer Assessors are trained and available to conduct peer
assessments for select registrants on an annual basis;
3. To ensure registrants who are selected to participate are provided with appropriate notices
and documentation; To refer to the Investigations, Complaints and Reports Committee, the
name of any registrant and allegations that indicate a registrant may have committed an act
of professional misconduct or may be incompetent or incapacitated;
4. To review the Standards of Practice on a regular basis for currency and to address new
issues;
5. To make recommendations to Council regarding continuous quality improvements of the
College to fulfil strategic objectives; and
6. To develop policy as needed.

Size and Composition
The Quality Assurance Committee is composed of at least five (5) members, including the
following:
•
•
•

At least two (2) elected member of Council;
At least two (2) appointed member of Council; and
At least one (1) non-Council member of the College.
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Term of Office
The term of office for members of the Quality Assurance Committee is approximately one (1)
year. Committee Members are appointed annually, from among the members of Council and
the College, at the first Council meeting of the year. A member may serve on the Committee for
no more than three (3) consecutive years.

Meetings
The Quality Assurance Committee will meet eight (8) to ten (10) times a year or at the call of
the Chair of the Committee. Meetings may be conducted electronically, in person, or by
teleconference.

Quorum and Motions
A quorum for a meeting of the Committee shall be a majority, including at least one appointed
member of Council. Motions can be approved by a simple majority, providing that a quorum
has been established. A quorum for a Panel is three (3) members.

Staff Support
Director and Manager, Professional Practice.
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3.2.7. Registration Committee - Terms of Reference
Statement of Purpose
The Registration Committee has responsibility for determining the eligibility for registration of
all applicants where there is a question about capacity, training, experience or education,
and/or when the Registrar believes that terms, conditions or limitations should be imposed on
a certificate.

Accountability and Authority
The Registration Committee reports to the Council of the College.

Responsibilities
1. To conduct reviews of applications that the Registrar proposes to refuse or in cases where
terms, conditions or limitations are recommended;
2. To evaluate non-standard applications, including Massage Therapy Evaluation and
Credential Assessment (MTECA) applicants;
3. To establish a Panel of at least three (3) members of the Committee, one of whom must be
a Public Member, selected by the Chair, to conduct a review of applications where the
Registrar proposes to refuse to register an applicant or proposes to register with terms,
conditions or limitations and the applicant does not consent to the imposition;
4. To make orders by Panel directing the Registrar to issue or refuse a Certificate of
Registration, or to impose terms, conditions and limitations on a certificate;
5. To give the applicant notice of an order, and the written reasons for it, and the applicant’s
right to require a hearing or review by the Health Professions Review and Appeal Board
(HPARB);
6. To ensure all appropriate notices and relevant documentation are provided to the applicant
and other parties to a registration proceeding;
7. Where a matter is referred back to the Committee from HPARB, to establish a Panel of at
least three (3) members of the Committee, one of whom must be a Public Member,
selected by the Chair, to conduct a review. Committee Members who served on the original
Panel that heard the matter are not eligible to sit on the review Panel;
8. To review requests from registrants or applicants regarding completion of the Refresher
Course requirements; and
9. To provide oversight to CMTO’s Certification Examinations.
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Size and Composition
The Registration Committee is composed of at least five (5) members, including the following:
• Two (2) elected members of Council;
• Two (2) appointed members of Council; and
• One (1) non-Council Member of the College.
A Panel shall be composed of at least three persons, at least one of whom shall be a person
appointed to the Council by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

Term of Office
The term of office for members of the Registration Committee is approximately one (1) year.
Committee Members are appointed annually from among the members of Council and the
College (for non-Council Members) at the first Council meeting of the year. Committee
Members are limited to serving three (3) consecutive years at a time as a member of the
Committee.

Meetings
The Registration Committee will meet as required, at the call of the Committee Chair. Meetings
can be conducted by correspondence, in person, or by teleconference.

Quorum and Motions
A majority of the members of the Committee constitute a quorum. Motions can be approved by
a simple majority, providing that a quorum has been established. Three members of a Panel
constitute a quorum.

Staff Support
Registration Services Staff.
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3.3. Responsibilities of Committee Chairs
Committee Chairs are accountable to the Council and, as such, have an obligation to act
honestly, in good faith and in the best interests of the College at all times. Chairs are fully
informed on all Committee matters and preside over Committee meetings.
The President is the Chair of the Executive Committee. Every other Committee shall elect its
own Chair from among its members, taking into account past experience, conflicts of interest,
workload and understanding of the purpose and procedures of the Committee. A person may
be a Chair for more than one term but no person may be Chair for more than three consecutive
years.
The specific responsibilities of Committee Chairs are to:
1. Plan the agenda, with staff support, and chair the Committee meetings.
2. Move the agenda forward, and keep the meeting discussions on topic and focused, by
periodically clarifying and summarizing issues.
3. Facilitate appropriate Committee participation and encourage input from all members.
4. Play a leading role in maintaining positive relations among Committee Members.
5. Ensure that all established policies are followed in accordance with the by-laws and all other
applicable legislation.
6. Report to Council as appropriate and assist in the preparation of the Annual Report.
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4. GOVERNANCE POLICIES
4.1. Revised Registrar/CEO Performance Evaluation
Approved by Executive Committee April 24, 2019
General
The annual performance evaluation of the Registrar and Chief Executive Officer (Registrar) is
one of the most important tasks undertaken by the Council and is coordinated by the President
and Executive Committee. The process is designed to foster a mutually supportive and
respectful relationship among the Registrar, Executive Committee and Council, and sets the
stage for effective governance and management of the College. No single relationship is more
important for organizational success.

Specific Components
The Executive Committee will oversee the annual performance evaluation process as
established by Council and will retain an external advisor to administer the process.
The performance evaluation process will include the following components:
1. Annual performance criteria developed by Executive Committee and the Registrar, subject
to revision from time to time, and approved by Council.
2. A year-end summary report prepared by the Registrar that describes progress and
accomplishments against the annual performance criteria, and that is vetted by Executive
Committee before it is shared with Council.
3. An online survey of individual Council Members to obtain their input on the CEO’s
performance against the annual performance criteria, with reference to the Registrar’s
year-end summary report as a resource.
4. Online survey input from selected external stakeholders identified by Executive
Committee in consultation with the Registrar and using criteria established by Executive
Committee and the Registrar and subject to revision from time to time.
5. Anonymous/non-identifying online survey input from the senior management team
provided by the senior management team using criteria established by Executive
Committee and the Registrar.
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6. Completion by the Registrar of a self-evaluation using the same criteria as Council
Members.
The external advisor will collect and analyze the input, and present a report on the results to
Executive Committee.
Executive Committee will discuss the input and reach agreement on the evaluation, including
any related compensation changes. Executive Committee may also identify one or two
individual developmental priorities for the Registrar to focus on in the coming year, i.e.
personal skills development, outreach, relationship building, etc.
At its next meeting, Council will be briefed on the results of the evaluation and Executive
Committee decisions related to compensation.
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4.2. Governance Policy Council and Registrar Limitations and Linkages
General
The Council of the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (the College), through the
Executive Committee, has final authority over the Registrar/Chief Executive Officer (Registrar).
The Registrar reports to, and receives ongoing direction and support through, the President and
the Executive Committee.
The decision of when to establish, review, negotiate, or terminate the Registrar’s employment
agreement (HR Policies) or contract, and under what conditions, is the ultimate responsibility of
the Council. However, it is the job of the Executive Committee to review employment
provisions with the Registrar as part of the annual performance appraisal process and to
present any recommended changes to the Council for consideration.
Registrar performance is directly linked to organizational effectiveness and to the extent of
achievement of the organizational mission, vision and strategic directions. The mission, vision
and strategic directions are established, in collaboration with the Registrar, and are reviewed
on an annual basis. The evaluation process is based on the more specific goals, objectives and
priorities reflected in the annual operational Workplan, the development of which is a primary
responsibility of the Registrar. The evaluation is also closely tied to the written job description,
with clearly described key responsibilities and specific duties.

Specific Limitations
1. The Registrar will operate within the annual budget approved by the Council and will seek
prior authorization for any significant expenditure in excess of the established budget.
2. The Registrar will not reallocate funds between budget categories in excess of $50,000 per
quarter and will report on all variances.
3. The Registrar will not tender or contract with consultants or external service providers
without a clear rationale for the selection process, in accordance with established policy.
4. The Registrar will issue quarterly Financial Reports to the Council and/or the Executive
Committee, including any significant variances or surpluses, in accordance with established
financial policies.
5. The Registrar will adhere to established human resources policies and report all significant
deviations to Council on a quarterly basis.
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Governance Management Linkages
The Council and the Registrar constitute the leadership team for the College. Their respective
roles are legally separate, but are collaborative, mutually supportive, and respectful. In general,
the Council is responsible for the results or outcomes of all authorized decisions and must
establish a framework for delegating authority and responsibility. The Registrar is responsible
for all operational and administrative actions taken to achieve established outcomes.
The Registrar is accountable to the Council and reports, and receives direction from the Council,
through the President and the Executive Committee. The Council may delegate to staff only
through the Registrar.
The job of the Council is to govern the organization and the job of the Registrar is to manage
the organization.
It is the responsibility of the Council, through the Executive Committee, to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clearly describe its own structures and processes, and periodically assess its own
effectiveness;
Ensure that the mission, vision and long-term strategic directions are established and
reviewed on an annual basis;
Ensure that essential policies are established and followed;
Exhibit final authority in meeting the legal requirements of the College;
Ensure the financial health of the College; and
Hire, supervise, evaluate, and terminate the Registrar, based on preestablished criteria and
measurable outcomes.

It is the responsibility of the Registrar to:
•
•
•
•
•

Manage all program operations within the approved budget and according to established
limitations policies;
Hire and supervise all staff, consultants and contractors;
Establish the annual operational workplan, with goals, objectives, priorities and timeframes,
in collaboration with the Council and its Committees;
Maintain and enhance internal and external relationships of importance to the College, its
registrants and its stakeholders;
Assist the Council in developing effective governance structures and processes;
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•
•

Be accountable to the Council for following established policies and for prudent financial
management; and
Execute key responsibilities and specific duties as described in the Registrar job description.
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Appendix A – Specific Limitations
Entrance Competency Development (Agreement on Internal Trade –
AIT)
Periodically there will be a need to introduce new competencies, amending the
Interjurisdictional Practice Competencies and Performance Indicators (IPC/PI). The document
will be reviewed periodically through the auspices of the Federation of Massage Therapy
Regulatory Authorities of Canada (FOMTRAC) and any proposed changes will be brought to the
Executive Committee. The Executive Committee will receive such information and make
recommendations to Council on adoption of new competencies. The Job Analysis Study (JAS)
and examination blueprint/content outline will be adjusted based on Council’s decision.

Job Analysis Study and Examination Blueprint
The College receives the statistical analysis of the JAS, which is discussed with the Content
Specialist and the Subject Matter Expert (SME) team and revisions to the examination blueprint
are determined. If there is a controversial change or a recommended change that this group
cannot agree on, then the exception will be brought to the Executive Committee for decision.

Cut Scores
If the results from a cut score panel for either the Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) or the
Objectively Structured Clinical Evaluation (OSCE) deliver outlying results, such as, “all candidates
had to achieve 100 percent on all questions to be competent”, and an adjustment is needed,
then the amount of the adjustment recommended by the consultants will be presented to the
Registration Committee for decision.

OSCE Scoring
The identification of any anomaly in the OSCE scoring or statistics, that do not relate to
individual item statistics which require SME revision, will be reported to the Registration
Committee for review and decision.
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Annual COLA Increase
The Registrar will bring any annual COLA increase which is four (4) percent or more to the
Executive Committee. (April 20, 2012)
Reviewed by Council February, 2014
Reviewed by Council May, 2014
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4.3. Governance Policy: Tenders and Contracts
It is the policy of the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (CMTO) to engage in fair,
equitable, and competitive employment practices at all times.
It is the responsibility of the Registrar to recruit, hire, and manage employees, contract staff,
consultants, and consulting firms to carry out operational initiatives. This is often accomplished
in collaboration with the Council and/or its Committees. The Registrar will keep a list of
consultants and consulting firms that are interested in bidding on potential assignments.
It is the policy of the College to request, obtain, and follow through on references for all
prospective employees, contract staff, consultants or consulting firms as a mandatory part of
the selection process.
Tenders or Requests for Proposals (RFP) will be developed by the Registrar for projects where:
•
•
•

Specialized expertise is required;
The precise requirements of the project are not well known or understood; and/or
The project is of sufficient size to merit the tendering process.

Recruiting employees, contract staff and consultants will be conducted by the Registrar through
networking or advertisements and/or postings in the most appropriate medium consistent with
the job requirements. All potential contract or consulting assignments will have a written
rationale, an estimate of the costs involved, and a description of the selection criteria.
Total costs for all tender and contract work must not exceed the budget approved by the
Council.
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4.4. Governance Policy: Confidentiality
General Policy
The College supports and complies with Section 36 of the Regulated Health Professions Act,
1991 and all other Sections related to the handling of confidential information. All Council
Members and non-Council Members acknowledge that they may acquire information as may be
necessary in the proper discharge of their duties about certain matters and things that are
confidential. It is the policy of the College that all information, verbal or written, concerning any
person, including but not limited to registrants, and any other business conducted, unless
otherwise indicated, is strictly confidential and is to be used for specified purposes only. The
Council may determine any discussion, issue, specific information, or decision taken on behalf
of the College, relating to property acquisitions, financial or personnel issues or issues where a
person involved in a proceeding may be prejudiced or where the Council will be receiving a
legal opinion, to be confidential or restricted at any time and will classify it as such in the
meeting minutes. This policy also recognizes the right of individual Council Members and nonCouncil Members to confidentiality of personal information.
Council Members and non-Council Members agree not to disclose to any third party any
information that is confidential, either during their service or following their service to the
College. It is understood that a breach of confidentiality may result in disqualification
proceedings as well as disciplinary action for professional members of Council.

Confidentiality Within Council
Any discussions relating to individual persons acquired in the Discipline, Registration, Inquiries,
Complaints and Reports, Quality Assurance, Client Relations or Fitness to Practise Committees
is confidential to each Panel/Committee and cannot be shared with Council Members not on
the same Panel or Committee, registrants of the College or the public.
Council and Committee Members and the public are free to discuss matters discussed in open
Council meetings. Council and Committee Members are not permitted to discuss items
addressed during an in-camera session held in accordance with RHPA. In-camera sessions are
strictly confidential unless Council agrees to a policy or statement about the release of specific
information.
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4.5. Conflict of Interest
Preamble
Conflict of interest is primarily a matter of personal responsibility and integrity. No Council
Member shall engage in any activity, financial or otherwise, which is incompatible with the
proper discharge of his/her duties and responsibilities as a Council Member.
All Council and Committee Members have a duty to carry out their responsibilities in a manner
that serves and protects the interest of the public. As such, they must not engage in any
activities or in decision-making concerning any matters where they have a direct or indirect
personal or financial interest. All Council and Committee Members have a duty to uphold and
further the intent of the Act to regulate the practice and profession of Massage Therapy in
Ontario, and not to represent the views of advocacy or special interest groups.
Council and Committee Members recognize that a conflict of interest or an appearance of a
conflict of interest by a member of Council or its Committees:
1. Could bring discredit to the College;
2. Could amount to a breach of the fiduciary obligation of the person to the College; and
3. Could create liability for either the College or the person involved or both.
Individual members of the Council are held to a high standard of conduct. As a Director of a
non-profit corporation, a Council Member must conduct himself or herself to a standard that
may reasonably be expected from a person of his or her knowledge and experience. The
greater the skill or expertise a Council Member brings to the Council, the greater care he or she
must exercise.
A Council Member must therefore exercise care, diligence, skill, and prudence in carrying out
the business of the College. A Council Member must also act loyally, honestly, in good faith, and
in the best interest of the College. In particular, a Council Member’s interest must not conflict
with his or her duties as a member of Council.

Individual Responsibilities of Council Members
•

Actively participating in the discharge of all Council responsibilities as indicated in the
Council Governance Handbook;
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Being as informed as possible about all aspects of the business of the College;
Attending all Council and appropriate Committee meetings;
Taking an informed position on College matters;
Recognising the distinction between your corporate and individual authority as a Council
Member and conducting yourself accordingly with the College staff, the public, and
community media, e.g. declining to speak for the College unless designated to do so;
Getting professional advice whenever needed; and
Being aware of your responsibility to act in the best interests of the College and abiding by
all rules respecting conflict of interest.

Principles
Three key principles need to be recognised:
1.
2.
3.

A member of the Council should not use information obtained as a result of his or her
position for personal benefit;
A conflict of interest situation should be declared at the earliest possible opportunity;
and,
No Council Member should divulge confidential information obtained as a result of his
or her position unless legally required to do so (RHPA, Sec.36).

Definition
Conflict of interest is commonly defined as a situation in which a person is in a position to
derive a personal benefit, or a benefit for a friend or relative, as a result of actions or decisions
they make in their official capacity. The benefit does not have to be financial in nature.
A conflict of interest is one that affects an individual Council Member disproportionately
compared to other Council Members. That is to say, it is not considered a conflict of interest if a
large segment of the population, including the Council Member, will benefit, or be negatively
affected, from a decision to which the member is a party. However, there is conflict of interest
if the Council Member or his or her family or friends could benefit personally from a decision
while a larger group of people could not. For example, it is not a conflict of interest for Council
Members to vote on College fee increases because College fees affect all professional Council
Members.
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A member of Council or a Committee Member would be perceived to have conflict of interest
in a matter and should refrain from participating in any discussion or voting if he or she holds a
responsible position such as Director, Owner, Board Member or Officer in or is an employee of
another organization where his or her duties may be seen by a reasonable person as influencing
his or her judgment in the matter under consideration by Council or its Committees.
The direct or indirect financial interest of a parent, spouse, child or sibling of a Council or
Committee member are interpreted to be the interests of Council or Committee Member. In
addition, each Council or Committee Member shall declare any direct or indirect personal
interest of a parent, spouse, child or sibling so that an informed and considered discussion can
be held as to whether the personal interest constitutes a conflict of interest. Here, the term
“spouse” includes a common law spouse and a same sex partner of the person.

Practices
1. Any Council Member who has a conflict of interest in a matter under consideration by the
College should disclose the nature of that conflict to the Council or Executive Committee at
the first opportunity and refrain from any further participation in the matter. Conflicts
related to individual Committee matters should be disclosed to the Chair of the respective
Committee at the first opportunity.
Any declared conflict of interest on the part of the Council Member shall be recorded in the
minutes.
2. No Council Member shall use or permit to be used College property of any kind for activities
not associated with the performance of his or her duties, unless otherwise permitted by the
Registrar.
3. No Council Member shall disclose confidential information concerning the property,
governance or affairs of the College or use such information to advance his or her interests
or the interests of a spouse, child, or parent living in the same household.
4. No Council Member shall exercise any discretionary powers, or make any recommendations
on behalf of or to the College with respect to any contract or sale or any other matter to
which the College is a party, in which that Council Member is knowingly directly or indirectly
financially interested.
5. No Council Member shall engage in private employment or render services for any person
or corporation which has or may have business dealings with the College without first
advising the President and/or Registrar in writing of such activity and obtaining written
permission to engage in such activity.
6. Each Council Member shall inform the President and/or Committee Chair in writing, if any
matter comes before them in which personal interest is involved.
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7. Council Members accepting hospitality should attempt to avoid allowing themselves to
reach a position whereby they might be deemed by others to have been influenced in
making decisions as a consequence of accepting such hospitality.
8. Council Members may not hold any other position, contract or appointment with the
College while serving on Council. There is a two year waiting period after the end of a
Council term before the individual may apply for a position with the College. This includes
but is not limited to Peer Assessor, Investigator, Examiner or staff position. Current
contracts may run to their conclusion.
9. Complaints regarding contravention of this policy must be in writing and may be made by
any person, including members of the Council. Complaints must be filed with the Registrar.
[Governance Complaints Process]

Where a Conflict May Exist
Where a Council or Committee Member believes that he or she may have a conflict of interest
in any matter which is the subject of deliberation or action by Council or its Committees, he or
she shall:
•

•
•
•

Consult, as needed, with the President, the Registrar and legal counsel and, if there is any
doubt about whether he or she may have or be perceived to have a conflict, prior to any
consideration of the matter, declare the potential conflict to Council or the Committee and
accept Council’s or the Committee’s direction as to whether there is an appearance of a
conflict;
Where there appears to be a conflict of interest, not take part in the discussion of, or vote
on, any question in respect of the matter;
Where there appears to be a conflict of interest, absent himself or herself from the portion
of any meeting relating to the matter; and
Where there appears to be a conflict of interest, not attempt in any way to influence the
voting or do anything that might be perceived as attempting to influence the decision of
other members on the matter.
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4.6. Governance Policy: Compensation and Expenses Guidelines for
Professional Council Members
The basis of professional members’ participation in the Council of the College and its
Committees is voluntary public service. As such the remuneration paid is not expected to be
competitive with the marketplace or the professional members’ usual occupational
compensation. A per diem is an amount of money deemed as token compensation for work
performed by professional Council Members and non-Council Members. A T4 will be provided
for tax purposes.
CMTO will pay a per diem and cover expenses for the time spent and expenses incurred by
professional Council Members, non-Council Members when conducting authorized College
business in recognition of their contribution to the College.

Per Diems
Rates
The daily rates for fulfilling Professional Council Member roles are as follows:
Professional Council Members and non-Council Members: $275
President or Committee Chair:
$375
NOTE: The additional compensation for Committee Chair is to be claimed only when the
individual has assumed the Chair at a Committee meeting and not when they
attend another meeting as a member of the Committee. The President is
reimbursed at the additional rate for Council and Executive meetings or on any
other occasion when they are acting as an official representative of the College.

Per Diem Conditions
1. Per diems can be claimed for attendance at properly constituted Council and Committee
meetings and other authorized meetings, including conferences attended on behalf of the
College.
2. For in person meetings, up to three (3) hours in length, a half day per diem may be claimed.
For meetings of more than three (3) hours a full day per diem may be claimed.
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3. For teleconference meetings the per diem is prorated, based on a seven (7) hour day. A
minimum of one hour per diem can be claimed.
4. Preparation time is paid only in those instances where a substantial amount of meeting
preparation time is required. Remuneration for preparation time and decision writing is
calculated on a pro-rated hourly basis, based on a seven (7) hour day at the Council
Member per diem rate. A maximum of one per diem may be claimed for each full day
meeting, unless approved by the Office of the Registrar.
5. When it is necessary to travel the day before or after a meeting, a full day per diem may be
claimed if the travel exceeds 3.5 hours; a half day per diem can be claimed for travel less
than 3.5 hours. Travel to and from the Council Member’s residence is included in the
calculation of time.
6. Travel time also applies if a meeting is less than three (3) hrs (1.5 to 2.5 hrs. @30 percent of
$275 - Over 2.5 hrs. @ 60 percent of $275).
7. The minutes of all meetings where a per diem may be claimed must show those in
attendance at the time of calling the meeting to order and adjournment. These records will
be the official record for the basis of per diems claimed.
8. Should a CMTO scheduled meeting be cancelled three (3) or less business days prior to the
published start date, then a 50 percent per diem per scheduled meeting date may be
claimed, up to a maximum of two (2) days. The exception to this is a Discipline Hearing.
9. Should a Discipline Hearing be cancelled five (5) or less business days prior to the scheduled
start date, then one (1) per diem for each cancelled day (max. three (3) per diems) may be
claimed.
10. If a Discipline Hearing is in progress and then is adjourned, and no personal business can be
substituted, then the per diem that would have been payable for the adjourned day may be
claimed. If it is a multi-day hearing, then an additional per diem per day, up to a maximum
of three (3) days, may be claimed.

Reimbursement of Expenses
1. With the exception of incidental expenses, expenses for Council business will only be
reimbursed on the submission of expense claims accompanied by detailed i.e. not summary,
receipts.
2. Claims for per diems and expenses should be submitted to the Corporate Services
Coordinator for processing. Council Members are required to submit their claims monthly,
with each claim to be submitted no later than 15 business days following a meeting in order
to be eligible for reimbursement. Claims will be processed within 30 days.
3. All claims for the fiscal year must be received for payment within 15 days of the close of
that fiscal year. i.e. by December 15 each year.
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4. Expenses related to telephone, fax, postage, photocopying, toner, ink cartridges, hotel data
plans, courier, etc. for related College business are eligible for reimbursement with detailed
receipts. Incidental expenses, e.g. tipping, will be reimbursed, without receipts, up to a
maximum of $10.00 per day.
5. Conference fees will be paid directly by the College.
6. Expense forms must be completed as per Appendix A for reimbursement.
7. Travel cancellation insurance will be reimbursed by the College.
8. In the event that the visit is extended for personal reasons, not associated with the
approved conference or seminar, the expenses for the extended stay prior to or after the
conference shall be at the expense of the attendee.
NOTE: Liquor, entertainment and personal services cannot be claimed.

Caregiving
A Council Member will be reimbursed for dependent care to enable attendance at Council
meetings or Committee meetings providing that:
1. No other family member is available to provide care. It is expected that all reasonable
efforts will be made to arrange for another appropriate care giver i.e. family member or
friend to provide care for the required period; and
2. The dependent would not normally be attending a school, school program, a community
care facility or an organized recreational/sport activity or program during the period in
question; and
3. The individual caring for the dependent is not usually employed by the member, or
member’s family, or within the member’s usual caregiving network and/or household as a
full time “nanny” or other caregiver; and
4. The expenses must be for dependent care for wellbeing and protection only and not for
items such as food, lodging, clothing, education, and entertainment.
5. “Dependent” is defined as any person who “reasonably relies” on a worker for wellbeing
and protection and includes relationships where there is dependency of one person on
another, regardless of whether they are in a conjugal relationship or are related by blood or
adoption. Such dependency may be because of disability, age, infirmity, or economic
circumstances.
6. In special circumstances, the Registrar may approve other forms of care, e.g. animal day
care.
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Meals
If dining with other Council Members, then each person must obtain a separate receipt.
Receipts must include tax and tip.
Unless provided by the College, reimbursement for meals is a maximum of $57.00 per day for
Professional Members i.e. Breakfast $12.00; Lunch $15.00; Dinner $30.00.

Travel
The College carries travel insurance for Council Members travelling on CMTO official business.
The policy provides for loss of life or disability.
Air
Council Members are responsible for booking their travel and accommodations and must
attempt to secure the most economical travel, by the most direct or reasonable route given the
circumstances, at the time of booking, with consideration to time and safety issues, including
ground transportation from home or office to and from the airport.
Train
VIA 1 class by the most direct route, including ground transportation from home or office to
and from the airport.
Car
Mileage claimed for personal vehicles is reimbursed at $0.53 per kilometre for the first 5000 km
and $0.47 per km thereafter. Travel to and from the airport or train station is based on direct
return travel from the Council Member’s residence.
Parking
As per receipt.
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Taxi
As per receipt.
Public Transportation
Regular fare, no receipt required.
Accommodation
1. Must be at government or lowest corporate rate at hotels. Bookings should be made in
advance of meetings.
2. Private homes are reimbursed at $50.00 per night, in recognition of the host’s hospitality.

NOTE: Accommodation is not reimbursed if a Council Member chooses to travel by a more
expensive mode that results in an overnight stay; e.g. travel by car rather than by a less
expensive flight where the flight would have enabled the person to return home in one day)
Phone Calls
All long-distance calls to the College must be made on the 800 line.
Long-distance calls from home to fellow Council Members on College business must be
documented with minutes i.e. copy of detailed phone bill and may be claimed directly from the
College. Personal calls to fellow Council Members are not reimbursed.

Amendment
This policy will be reviewed by the Executive Committee annually.
Proposed amendments are to be circulated to all members of Council in a timely manner prior
to any meeting where formal ratification would occur.
NOTE: Should a Council Member feels that, due to extenuating circumstances, they should be
reimbursed for expenses or per diems above what is outlined in the policy, they should submit
their request in writing to the Office of the Registrar for consideration.
Amended - December 1, 2014
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4.7. Governance Policy: Council Member Speaking Engagements
Periodically the members of Council and the Registrar are requested to speak at community
colleges, private vocational schools, or at RMTAO or other district meetings. The Executive
Committee will review all such requests and determine which speaking engagements will be
filled.

Guidelines
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

All requests must be submitted in writing giving details including the date, time and
place, as well as the topic and anticipated length of the presentation. If the organization
is requesting a specific individual for the presentation, then they should be identified in
the letter.
Requests will be reviewed and approved by the Executive Committee for availability of
personnel and content of the presentation.
Where a specific individual is not named, the Executive Committee, in conjunction with
the Registrar, will determine the most appropriate College representative for the topic
and if the topic is within the scope of the role of the College.
Executive Committee will contact the proposed speaker and confirm their willingness
and availability.
Executive Committee will determine if a fee for the speaker should be paid by the school
or other organization.
Where there is a fee for a speaking engagement, it will be paid directly to the College.
A letter will be sent to the organization requesting a speaker either confirming the
speaker and the payment details or declining the request.
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4.8. Governance Policy: Teleconference Meetings
Committee Chairs may choose to conduct some Committee meetings through teleconference
calls. These are usually done with at least one member of the Committee in the office although
the office staff can arrange calls with no Committee Members present.
When determining whether to hold a meeting by teleconference, the Chair should consider the
following:

• Is there a greater risk of breach of confidentiality when holding a teleconference in relation,

•

because the College cannot completely control who may overhear some of the
teleconference at the Council Member’s end?
How long is the teleconference expected to be? It is extremely difficult to hold a
teleconference for more than two (2) or three (3) hours. Council has agreed that a Panel or
meeting that is anticipated will be convened for more than two (2) hours MUST meet in
person.

The following is the sequence for teleconference meetings:

1. Provide your Staff Committee Coordinator with the date, time, and duration of the meeting

2.

3.
4.
5.

at least one week in advance along with the names of the Committee Members who will be
participating. Overestimate the time required, as you will only be charged for actual time
used for the call.
At the specified start time each participant outside the local area will call the 866 # provided
to link into the call and participants in the local area call the local number. Through this
system, all telephone charges are billed to the office account.
The call will be terminated at the end of the arranged time.
Minutes of the meeting are recorded and typed by staff and distributed to all participants as
soon as possible.
Per diem claims are made for the time spent in the meeting.

It is important for all Committees to stay within their allotted budget for meetings for the year
including teleconference meetings. Any teleconference meetings not already budgeted for
must be cleared through the Executive Committee prior to booking.
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Access Process
For scheduled conference calls, use the dial in number and Conference ID number for access
provided by the Staff Coordinator.

Steps to Follow
1. When any participant dials in, they will be welcomed to the conference center, and
prompted to enter the Conference ID, followed by the pound (#) sign.
2. The system will then prompt you to press star (*) to identify yourself as the moderator; if
you are the moderator enter your Moderator PIN followed by the pound (#) sign.
3. If the moderator has not yet joined the conference, then participants will be informed that
the conference will begin shortly and put on hold listening to music.
4. Participants on hold will be placed together as soon as the moderator joins the conference.
Participants who join the call after the moderator will join the conference immediately.
The conference call will continue uninterrupted if the moderator disconnects from the call.
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4.9. Governance Policy: Council Member Attendance at Educational
Activities, Not Sponsored by the College
The College supports and encourages the participation of its Council Members in educational
activities to facilitate their growth and development and to keep Council Members abreast of
best practices or evolving regulations. In most cases, educational activities are financed and
organized by the College and take place in the Toronto area. These activities include specific
Committee training, including Federation initiatives, Council workshops and Council retreats.
This policy relates to additional educational activities, e.g. attendance at conferences outside of
Toronto.
1. With the exception of the President, who may attend all conferences, Council Members
may attend only one additional educational opportunity in a fiscal year, provided that they
have more than six months remaining in their term of office. Preference will be given to
those that have not attended a conference in the previous year.
2. The maximum number of attendees to attend any one educational activity is five i.e. the
President, two professional and two Public Members. If additional requests for attending
the activity are submitted, then the decision on who attends will be determined by the
Executive Committee.
3. Any extenuating circumstances or special requests will be considered and determined by
the Executive Committee.
4. Attendees will be required to provide the College with a copy of materials provided to them
at the activity and to share the knowledge gained with other Council Members at the next
scheduled Council meeting by submitting a verbal or written report to be included in the
Council package.
5. Professional Members will be reimbursed for per diems and expenses for attendance at the
educational activity as per the Compensation and Expense Guidelines.
6. Public Members will be required to seek prior approval from the Ministry for attending the
additional educational activities. Compensation and expenses will be in accordance with the
Ministry’s guidelines.
7. Participation in additional educational opportunities will be subject to fiscal responsibility
and budgetary considerations and will be considered on a case by case basis.
Approved by Council:
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4.10. Governance Policy: Council Member Disqualification
General
Council may disqualify an elected member of Council, or non-Council Member, or recommend
to the Minister of Health that an appointed member of Council be disqualified, for failure to
comply with legislative requirements or failure to maintain acceptable standards of conduct. A
motion regarding disqualification must be passed at a Council meeting. A member who is
disqualified ceases to be a member of Council, and the seat becomes vacant.
Section 30 through 37 of By-law No. 2 sets out the grounds and procedures for disqualifying or
sanctioning Council Members as follows:

Grounds for Disqualifying or Sanctioning an Elected Council Member or
Committee Member
30. Council shall disqualify an elected Council Member or Committee Member from sitting on
Council or a Committee, as the case may be, if s/he:
(A) No longer meets the eligibility criteria established for election;
(B) Is found by a Panel of the Discipline Committee to be incompetent or to have
committed an act of professional misconduct; or
(C) Is found by a Panel of the Fitness to Practise Committee to be an incapacitated
registrant.
31. Council may disqualify an elected Council Member or Committee Member from sitting on
Council or a Committee, as the case may be, if s/he:
(A) Breaches section 36 of the RHPA, 1991 or the by-laws of the College that require
Council Members or Committee Members to preserve the confidentiality of
information disclosed during the course of her/his duties as a Council Member or
Committee Member;
(B) Has a term, condition or limitation placed on his or her Certificate of Registration other
than one prescribed by regulation; or
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(C) Subject to the discretion of Council to excuse the conduct:
i. Fails to attend any two of three consecutive regular meetings of the Council;
ii. Fails to attend any two of three consecutive regular meetings of a Committee of
which s/he is a member;
iii. Fails to attend a hearing or proceeding, or part thereof, of a Panel on which s/he
sits;
iv. Fails, in the opinion of Council, to discharge her/his duties to the College, including,
but not limited to, by being in a conflict of interest or otherwise being in breach of a
College by-law, regulation, the RHPA, 1991 or the College’s Governance Policies
including the Council and Committee Member Code of Conduct; or
v. Acts or behaves in a manner that, in the opinion of Council, could reasonably be
seen to bring disrepute to the reputation of Council or the College.
32. An elected Council Member who is disqualified from sitting on the Council ceases to be a
member of the Council, and her/his seat becomes vacant upon her/his disqualification.

Grounds for Disqualifying or Sanctioning an Appointed Council Member
33. (A) Council shall request the Public Appointments Secretariat to disqualify and remove an
appointed Council Member from Council if the appointed Council Member:
i. Becomes a registrant;
ii. Becomes an elected representative, Board Member, Director, Officer or employee
of, or enters into a contractual relationship to provide services to the Registered
Massage Therapists' Association of Ontario or similar professional organization;
iii. Becomes an appointed Committee Chairperson or member of a Committee of the
Registered Massage Therapists' Association of Ontario or similar professional
association, such that it is reasonable to expect that a real or apparent conflict may
arise; or
(B) Council may request the Public Appointments Secretariat to disqualify and remove an
appointed Council Member from Council if the appointed Council Member:
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i.Breaches section 36 of the RHPA, 1991 or the by-laws of the College that require
Committee Members to preserve the confidentiality of information obtained in the
course of his or her duties as a Committee Member;
ii. Subject to the discretion of Council to excuse the conduct:
(a) Fails to attend any two of three consecutive regular meetings of the Council;
(b) Fails to attend any two of three consecutive regular meetings of a Committee
of which s/he is a member;
(c) Fails to attend a hearing or proceeding, or part thereof, of a Panel on which
s/he sits;
(d) Fails, in the opinion of Council, to discharge her/his duties to the College,
including, but not limited to, by being in a conflict of interest or otherwise being
in breach of a College by-law, regulation, the RHPA, 1991 or the College’s
Governance Policies including the Council and Committee Code of Conduct; or
(e) Acts or behaves in a manner that, in the opinion of Council, could reasonably be
seen to bring disrepute to the reputation of Council or the College.

Process for Disqualifying or Sanctioning a Council Member and
Committee Member
34. The following process shall be used to disqualify or sanction an elected Council Member,
Committee Member or appointed Council Member i.e. the "Subject Member".
(A) Where a Council Member or the Registrar believes that the College should consider
the disqualification or sanction of the Subject Member, the Council Member or
Registrar shall advise the Executive Committee in writing;
(B)

The Executive Committee shall provide the Subject Member with:
i. Notice of the concerns in writing; and
ii. 30 days to respond in writing to the Executive Committee.
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(C) The Executive Committee shall, based on a majority vote, make a preliminary
determination on the facts and report those facts and the determination to the Subject
Member and the individual who brought the matter to the Executive Committee's
attention and Council;
(D) If any of the Executive Committee, the individual who brought the matter to the
Executive Committee's attention or the Subject Member is of the view that further
action may be required of Council, then they shall provide, in writing, their concern to
the attention of the President within 15 days after being notified and the issue will be
placed on the agenda for the next Council meeting. The Executive Committee, the
Subject Member and the individual who brought the matter to the Executive
Committee’s attention will then be advised of the date of the Council meeting, and the
opportunity make written and/or oral submissions to Council, should any of them wish
to do so;
(E) Council shall determine the relevant facts and, if appropriate, disqualify, request the
disqualification of or sanction the Subject Member;
(F) Sanctions may include:
i. Censure of the Subject Member;
ii. Removal of the Subject Member from any Committee on which s/he sit; and
iii. Any other sanction that the Executive Committee or Council, as the case may be,
deems appropriate including disqualification or removal from Council.
(G) In determining the appropriate sanction Council should be guided by the principle that
the primary purpose of sanctions is to protect the College and to change behaviour
that could be potentially harmful to the College;
(H) A resolution shall be required to disqualify or sanction the Subject Member;
(I) The Subject Member shall be temporarily suspended as a Council Member or
Committee Member until a final decision by the College has been rendered, or the
Public Appointments Secretariat has removed the appointed Council Member, as the
case may be;
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(J) Before any debate is had or vote is taken by Council, Council shall consider whether
the public should be excluded from all or part of the meeting in accordance with the
Code;
(K) If the Subject Member is disqualified or removed as a Council Member or Committee
Member, then the College shall act as if a vacancy had been created as a result of a
resignation; and
(L) A Subject Member who has been disqualified ceases to be a Council Member and a
member of all Committees. In the case of an appointed Council Member who has been
disqualified as a Committee Member, Council shall request the Public Appointments
Secretariat to disqualify and remove the appointed Council Member.

Temporary Suspension of a Council Member or Committee Member
35. A Council Member or Committee Member who becomes the subject of a disciplinary or
incapacity proceeding (including, in the case of an elected Council Member, one which
originates at any time after the deadline for receipt of nominations), shall not serve on
Council or on any Committee until a final decision in the disciplinary or incapacity
proceeding, including any appeal, has been rendered.
36. An elected Council Member and/or a Committee Member who, after having been provided
with an opportunity to rectify a failure in their obligations to the College:
(A) Remains in default of any fee, charge or order for costs owing to the College;
(B) Fails to submit to the College all required forms and documents; or
(C) Ceases to otherwise be in good standing with the College,
(D) Shall not serve on Council or any Committee until the failure is remedied or the elected
Council Member and/or Committee Member is disqualified.
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4.11. Governance Policy: Council and Committee Member Code of
Conduct
General
Council and Committee Members are in a position of trust and, in the performance of their
duties to the College, are held to a high standard of conduct at all times.
Members of Council and Committees shall:
1. Act in an ethical, honest and with integrity at all times when representing the College and
the Council;
2. Be familiar and comply with the provisions of the Registered Health Professions Act, its
regulations and Code, the Massage Therapy Act, and all by-laws and policies of the College;
3. Declare and avoid all perceived and actual conflicts of interest or appearances of bias;
4. Exercise a reasonable duty of care, diligence, skill and prudence in carrying out the work of
the College at all times;
5. Place the interests of the College and the Council above all other interests;
6. Recognize the limits, or lack of individual authority, pertaining to individual Council
Members or groups of members, except as set forth in College policies;
7. Agree to actively serve on College Committees as required by Council and the Executive
Committee;
8. Seek to enhance the public and stakeholder perception of the College, its Council, and the
Massage Therapy profession;
9. Offer opinions and express views on subjects of concern to the College and the Council,
whenever appropriate;
10. Support the majority decisions of the Council, regardless of the level of prior individual
disagreement; and
11. Strive to be respectful in their interactions with fellow Council and Committee Members
and ensure that they do not engage in unwelcome or harassing comments or conduct.
Members of Council and of Committees should always bear in mind how their
communications and actions may reasonably be perceived, and, above all, exercise tact and
sound judgement - refer to Anti-Harassment Policy.
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4.12. Anti-Harassment Policy
Overview
The College is committed to providing an environment in which all participants in its processes,
including members of Council and non-Council Committee Members, are treated with respect
and dignity. Recognizing the diversity of experiences, backgrounds, and perspectives among
those who engage with the College and displaying sensitivity to such differences is an important
aspect of achieving this goal.
Every person has a right to equal treatment with respect to services, goods and facilities,
without discrimination because of, but not limited to, race, ancestry, place of origin, colour,
ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression,
age, marital status, family status or disability.
To contribute to this environment of mutual respect and dignity for all participants, members of
Council and non-Council Committee Members must ensure that all their communications and
interactions with their fellow Council and Committee Members are both professional and
appropriate in the circumstances.
Members of Council and of Committees must exercise good judgement and be mindful of how
their communications and actions may be perceived by others. By maintaining professional and
appropriate interactions with fellow Council and Committee Members and remaining attentive
to the context in which such interactions take place, members of Council and of Committees
will help to ensure that no one is caused undue discomfort or experiences harassment.

Interactions and Harassment
No member of Council or of a Committee should experience harassment in carrying out his or
her duties. Harassment includes comments or conduct that are known or ought reasonably to
be known to be unwelcome. Harassment may include personal harassment, sexual harassment,
or abuse of authority. Harassment can make a person feel uncomfortable, embarrassed,
offended, or intimidated.
These types of discomfort or harassment can occur in many circumstances, including
circumstances where a member of Council or a Committee:
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•
•
•
•

•

makes inappropriate comments of a personal nature about the other person, a third party,
or him or herself;
makes inappropriate inquiries of a personal nature, such as questions regarding sexual
orientation or marital or relationship status;
communicates by e-mail or telephone on matters that do not relate to College business,
such as jokes or personal matters;
enters or seeks to enter into financial arrangements with other members of Council or of
Committees, such as through borrowing or lending money, or soliciting charitable or other
donations; or
engages in physical touching that may make the subject of the touching uncomfortable.

Complaints received from Council or non-Council Members regarding alleged harassment shall
be considered under Policy 13 – Disqualification, which mirrors By-law No. 2 of the College.
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4.13. Governance Policy: Media Communications
The media sometimes contacts the College to request interviews and responses to inquiries
about the regulation of Massage Therapy. To ensure the College communicates with
consistency and accuracy, all media responses are handled by the Director, Policy and
Communications, with the Registrar & CEO/Deputy Registrar acting as the official spokesperson
for the College.
The College aims to cultivate and maintain a supportive relationship with the media and the
public to build awareness of the College and the regulation of Massage Therapy in Ontario.
When it is appropriate, the College may work in partnership with other stakeholders to
strengthen its message and profile.
Normally, all official positions of the College will be approved by the Registrar & CEO and/or the
Deputy Registrar, and if/when appropriate, by CMTO’s Council/Executive Committee i.e., a
statement read by CMTO’s President to the media about governance issues. The Registrar may
request that CMTO’s President or another member of staff or Council assume the role of
College spokesperson as the circumstances warrant.
In dealing with media requests for an official position or action of the College, Council Members
should refer such requests to the Registrar & CEO. Should any member of CMTO Council or staff
become aware of a potential crisis issue or situation, this individual should contact the Deputy
Registrar and Registrar & CEO, and when appropriate, CMTO’s Crisis Team Leader i.e. the
Director of Policy and Communications.
On a day to day basis, CMTO’s Director of Policy and Communications will administer media
relations’ activities with oversight from the Registrar & CEO and Deputy Registrar as required.
In times of crisis, services of external consultants may be used to help facilitate this process.
The Registrar & CEO, Deputy Registrar, some Council Members, and other staff members of the
senior management team will be provided with a course in media relations, which will be
refreshed periodically, on an as needed basis.
Where media activities take place in a crisis situation, CMTO’s Crisis Team Leader will convene a
conference call or in person meeting as appropriate, as soon as possible, to share the facts of
the situation, develop a College response, and assign responsibilities. This call will also be used
to assess the level of crisis and determine who is available and best positioned to respond to
media. The Registrar & CEO will apprise Council of the situation as appropriate. Council
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Members will be advised on next steps and provided with relevant information on a timely
basis.
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4.14. Governance Policy: Intellectual Property
The intellectual property of the College includes but is not limited to trademarks i.e. official
marks; unique designs such as logos, brochure designs, banners, display materials, slogans;
publication content such as the College Standard, brochures, bulletins, Standards of Practice
and Code of Ethics, Massage Therapy Competency Standards, examinations, seminars and
workshops, TV and radio materials, website and PowerPoint presentations.
This intellectual property is a valuable asset and may only be used in a manner that furthers the
mission, vision and Strategic Plan of the College. The College owns and maintains the rights to
its intellectual property. The College reserves the right to copyright any of its print, electronic
products, databases, audio/visual products and any other subject matter covered by the law.
This is intended to protect the College from unauthorized copying and distribution of its
intellectual property.
It is the College’s policy that copyrights and other intellectual property rights of third parties be
respected and not infringed by the College or any of its Committees, or any employee or other
person acting on behalf of the College.
Registrants participating in volunteer activities or working under contract, such as Peer
Assessors, Examiners, Subject Matter Experts, Curriculum Reviewers, Investigators, may, from
time to time, where appropriate, be required to sign an agreement acknowledging the transfer
of any rights in intellectual property to the College. The rights granted to the College by this
assignment shall belong to the College in perpetuity.
The Registrar will protect these assets, minimize risk and ensure that they are used in
accordance with this policy. Any breaches of this policy shall be reported to the Council on a
timely basis.
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4.15. Governance Policy: Election Campaigning
A fair and democratic election process for selecting Massage Therapists to Council is important
to the College as one element in ensuring a strong governance structure. Elected individuals
provide the profession’s perspective in a self-regulatory, public interest model. Registrants
eligible to vote require adequate, reliable and consistent information about each electoral
candidate to assist them in exercising an informed vote. The College facilitates this process
through the distribution of candidate materials with election ballots.

Procedure
1. Individual Massage Therapists, who are nominated and are eligible for election according to
By-law No. 2 – The election of members to the Council, will provide a candidate statement
and their biographical information for distribution with the election ballots (see Appendix
A).
A candidate’s statement should include a one-page biographical note and, if the
candidate wishes, a short statement as to how the candidate intends to fulfill her/his
role and responsibilities and include the following statement.
Self-regulation means putting the interest of the public ahead of professional interest.
Massage Therapists are elected to reflect the profession's dedication to excellence in
protecting the public, serving its registrants, and promoting the highest possible quality
of the practice of Massage Therapy.
2. A candidate’s statement will speak to the candidate’s skills and experience in relation to the
College’s mandate and may include their personal interests in running for Council.
Candidates must not comment on College business of which they may have knowledge
related to current Committee work, which is not yet public information. The candidate's
information needs to reflect the College’s role in protecting the public interest and must
not make reference to representing Massage Therapists, as this is not the role of Council
or Committee Members.
3. Candidates may choose to campaign within his/her district beyond the College
published candidate statement. All candidates will be notified of the availability of one set of
mailing labels of the voters list for their respective district. Campaign materials are not
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reviewed, verified or endorsed by the College, and candidates will make every effort to
ensure that the views portrayed are verifiable and true.
4. In publishing the candidate’s statement for circulation with the election ballots, the
College will include a disclaimer indicating that the opinions and comments contained in any
statement are that of the candidate and are neither verified nor endorsed by the College.
5. Current Council Members are considered to hold positions of trust and influence and
will not endorse any candidate in an election.
6. Information contained in this policy will be disclosed to all candidates at the time of
nomination confirmation.
Adapted from:
College of Nurses of Ontario
College of Physiotherapists of Ontario
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4.16. Governance Policy: Succession Planning
The function of succession planning is to bring in or transition to a new Registrar. Succession
planning should look at consistently attracting, identifying, retaining and training talent to
eventually take on senior and critical management positions wherever possible. Talent should
be developed within the organization over the long term.
In a small organization such as this College, it is not however presumed that a suitable internal
candidate will always be available for the Registrar’s position.
The College will establish both short and long term planning processes, whether absences of
the Registrar are planned or not.
Emergency Succession Plan will focus on a maximum of three months following the departure
of the Registrar and are designed to ensure the ongoing coverage of duties previously
undertaken by the Registrar, to oversee the appointment of an interim Registrar, where
appropriate, and to communicate with registrants about the staffing change and the steps that
are being taken to ensure delivery of services.
Planning steps include:

1. The identification of the key duties of the Registrar and who might be responsible for these
on an interim basis;
2. The process by which the Council, staff and the profession is informed;
3. The hiring of an interim Registrar, when necessary, their responsibilities, authority and
compensation, and the process necessary to begin a search for a new Registrar where the
absence is permanent; and
4. The identification of existing staff members who might be appointed Interim Registrar, or
staff members who would assume responsibility for certain of the Registrar’s
responsibilities.
Planned Succession Process will provide an orderly sequence from the departure of the
Registrar to the employment of the replacement.
On receipt of the Registrar’s resignation (Employment Standards Act requires a minimum of
two (2) weeks’ notice) or if the Council terminates the employment of the Registrar, then the
Council of the College will determine whether an overlap of Registrars is permitted or required
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and if the search for a replacement will be done internally by a Selection Committee or through
a search firm.
If a search firm is to be engaged, then the steps specified below will be followed.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Staff investigates potential search firms and their costs and provides this information to
the Executive Committee. A budget and timeline are established which is approved by
Council and the firm is contracted to complete the task. A Selection Committee will be
created, including senior staff, to review the short list of candidates screened by the
search firm.
With the assistance of the search firm the Selection Committee conducts interviews
with the three (3) to four (4) short listed candidates.
• Ask the predetermined questions and additional questions building on the
candidate’s responses;
• Be prepared to respond to questions on salary range, benefits and other terms of
employment;
• Select one (1) or two (2) candidates who will be presented to the Council for their
consideration and to make the final decision; and
• Develop a summary report for the Council with a snapshot and strengths of each
finalist candidate.
The Chair of the Selection Committee contacts the finalist candidates to inform them of
their status.
• Checks the references of the finalist candidates if appropriate; offers finalist
candidates a tour of the College if they have not already seen it; and
• Meets with the Executive Committee and assists them in formulating the questions
they and the rest of Council will ask of the finalist candidates.
Provide Council Members with resumes, questionnaire responses, Selection Committee
notes and reference feedback. Each finalist candidate is interviewed separately and the
President or other designated member is the lead questioner. This interview should be
very interactive and the candidate should be given the opportunity to ask questions and
discuss his/her philosophy and vision for the College. After the interviews and
discussion, the Council selects its choice for the next Registrar. The President notifies
both candidates of the decision and makes a formal job offer to the successful
candidate.

If the search is to be conducted by a Selection Committee, then the steps identified below be
followed.
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1. Staff investigate the cost of advertising in newspapers, non-profit publications and nonprofit oriented online sites and make a list of all reasonable places to advertise and the cost.
A succession planning budget and timeline is established which the Council approves. This
includes a final determination as to which advertising locations will be used.
2. Council reviews the job description to determine if any changes or updates need to be
made using the key attributes developed by the Council. A letter announcing the position is
sent to local Executive Directors, other regulatory colleges, foundations, political leaders,
etc. The position is posted on the website. All Council Members use their networks to
identify potential candidates. People who may know good candidates should be contacted
and asked to recommend potential applicants.
3. Council determines who the members of the Selection Committee will be. It may include
Council Members, non-Council Members and outside individuals connected to the College,
for example, Legal Counsel.
4. Staff prepares the advertisement detailing the key attributes of the position for the
Selection Committee’s approval and determines the closing date for applications.
5. On receipt of the resumes and after the cut-off date for applications to the position, the
Selection Committee reviews all and selects the candidates who will receive consideration.
Depending on the number of candidates this could be in the range of 10 to 15 applicants. A
set of interview questions must be developed for these candidates to respond to in writing.
The questionnaires allow comparison of the candidates using a standard basis for
comparison.
6. Staff sends the selected candidates the list of questions and ensures they are given a
response length not to exceed four (4) to five (5) pages total and a due date for response.
The Annual Report and other background information about the College should be included
in the package. Designated Selection Committee Members must be available to answer
questions via phone or e-mail.
7. Staff prepares a package on each candidate, which has his or her resume, questionnaire
responses, cover letter and references.
8. The Selection Committee Members receive all responses and the candidate’s complete
package of information in order to review each candidate prior to the Committee meeting.
The objective of this meeting is to identify the three (3) or four (4) candidates to be
interviewed and to develop interview questions. Discuss the merits and concerns for each
candidate and select the candidates for interview. Develop interview questions for the live
interviews through referencing the key attributes desired.
9. Staff schedules the interviews in one and a half hour blocks permitting 30 minutes between
interviews for discussion and reflection by the Selection Committee. Draft response letters
to unsuccessful candidates thanking them for their interest and have staff distribute them.
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10. Conduct the interviews with the candidates. Ask the predetermined questions and
additional questions building on the candidate’s responses. Be prepared to respond to
questions on salary range, benefits and other terms of employment. Select one (1) or two
(2) candidates that will be presented to the Council for their consideration and to make the
final decision. Develop a summary report for the Council with a snapshot and strengths of
each finalist candidate.
11. The Chair of the Selection Committee contacts the finalist candidates to inform them of
their status. Check the references of the finalist candidates if appropriate, offer finalist
candidates a tour of the College if they have not already seen it. Meet with the Executive
Committee and assist them in formulating the questions they and the rest of Council will
ask of the finalist candidates.
12. Provide Council Members with resumes, questionnaire responses, Selection Committee
notes and reference feedback. Each finalist candidate is interviewed separately and the
President or other designated member is the lead questioner. This interview should be very
interactive and the candidate should be given the opportunity to ask questions and discuss
his/her philosophy and vision for the College. After the interviews and discussion, the
Council selects its choice for the next Registrar. The President notifies both candidates of
the decision and makes a formal job offer to the successful candidate.
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4.17. IT Device Policy: Council and Non-Council 2019
General Use Policy
The College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (“College”) owns the device and is provided to
Council/non-Council (“Members”) for the exclusive use of College-related purposes. The device
must remain unmodified and only store College related material. All licensed software will be
installed by CMTO. Personal licensed software should not be installed on the device. While the
College respects individual privacy, please be advised this is not extended to the use of College
equipment and software. Members are granted the privilege of exclusive use of the local user
account. All computer files on a College owned device belong to the College and are subject to
disclosure to law enforcement or government officials, or to other third parties in accordance
with the law, without prior notification or your permission.
A member must serve at least one year (twelve (12) consecutive months) to be permitted to
keep the College owned device at the end of their term i.e. does not return device to the
College. Any exceptions must be approved by the Executive Committee.
At the end of the respective member’s term, the device is wiped of College information.

IT Support Help Desk
Training will be provided when you receive your device and additional training can requested at
any time. The Help Desk is available 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday to Friday. There is no cost
for assistance provided during these hours. BIT Technical Support Number: 416-646-1690 or
helpdesk@bit-incorp.com

Viruses
Viruses are a major threat to any organization, including CMTO. Avoid opening any unexplained
e-mail attachments from individuals known and unknown to you. Be conscious of the subject
line and the name of the attachments prior to opening it. Respond immediately to any virus
warning message on your computer, or, if you suspect a virus, e.g. by unusual file activity,
please contact the Help Desk.
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Security
You are accountable for any information accessed under your user ID. Please protect your
password. Do not loan your device or allow it to be used by others. Avoid leaving your device
unattended. Always shut down, log off or activate the screen lock before walking away. The
screen is easily observed by someone sitting in proximity. Please ensure that no sensitive or
critical information can be viewed by an unauthorized person. Each device includes a mouse,
internal battery and carrying case.

Loss, Damage and Theft
Please contact the Help Desk immediately to report the incident. In case of lost/stolen device,
IT access will be disabled, and the device remotely wiped. An interim device may be provided if
a replacement is not readily available.
Each member is granted one incident forgiveness claim and may be asked to compensate the
College for any subsequent occurrence.

Backup of User Device
To protect against data loss and enable business continuity in the event of a disaster, the
College regularly makes backup copies of its electronic files, e-mail, documents, and other
systems. For the backup to be effective, all company data must be stored on Network Shares
and Network Drives, e.g. L:\ drive. Therefore, no College data should be permanently stored on
the User’s C drive.

Password Guidelines to Remote Access and E-mail
The initial, temporary password is set by the IT Department. To protect your privacy, please
change your temporary password as soon as possible.

Password Guidelines
• Passwords must be six (6) character or longer, must contain a number and upper and lower
cases.

• Passwords should not contain dictionary words such as “kitchen” or “automotive.”
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• Passwords must be complex, containing at least eight characters and a mixture of lower
case, upper case, numbers and punctuation characters. For instance, “B3llt0Wer!” should
be used in place of “Belltower” as it is considerably more secure.

• Passwords should never contain security sensitive information such as an employee’s Social
Security Number or date of birth.

• Passwords should not include public information related to an employee’s personal life,
such as the names of their children, hobbies, favorite sports team, etc.

• Users must not write passwords down or send passwords through e-mail/instant messaging
services.

• Users must not share their account passwords with others.
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4.18. Deputations at Council Meetings by External Groups
A deputation is a submission made to the Council by a person who is not a Council Member at
the person’s request. Normally only Council Members and Council resource people, e.g. staff,
College consultants are permitted to speak at Council meetings. Deputations often involve a
request by the person for the Council to do something, e.g. make a regulation or by-law, change
a policy.

1. The President may allocate specific time during the meeting to receive and hear

2.

3.

4.

5.

deputations on specific topics relevant to the affairs of the College requested by nonmembers of the Council.
No such deputation shall be permitted unless a written request has been provided to the
Executive Committee not less than 10 business days before the Council meeting and the
Executive Committee gives permission.
Unless the Chair otherwise determines, each deputation shall be allowed a maximum of
two speakers and a maximum of 10 minutes to make a presentation. The Chair may grant
additional time if he or she considers it appropriate.
The Chair may accept questions from members of the Council to seek clarification from the
speaker. Neither the member nor the speaker shall engage in debate or in direct or indirect
discussion with each other or other persons present.
Unless determined to be of such a nature as to warrant or require action to be taken on the
matter in respect of which the deputation is made on an immediate basis, no action shall be
taken at the Council meeting at which the deputation is made.
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4.19. CMTO Strategic Planning Policy
Policy Statement
Strategic planning is an integral component of Council’s governance and leadership functions.
Under the direction of Council, CMTO will implement an ongoing strategic planning process by
which it establishes and translates its mission and values into actionable and measurable goals,
strategies, initiatives, and programs. Three-year strategic plans will provide direction for both
long and short term decision-making by Council and to the Registrar/CEO in the development
and execution of the College’s Annual Workplan.

Principles
The strategic planning process will be guided by the following principles:
•

Council sets the strategic direction of the College and monitors implementation.

•

The Registrar supports and participates in the strategic planning process and is accountable
to Council for implementing the plan and reporting on progress.

•

A three-year planning process allows CMTO to be strategic in its focus and priority setting.

•

Public and stakeholder engagement is a critical part of the planning process.

•

The Strategic Plan will be flexible and will respond to emerging needs and information and
may take longer to achieve than one or more three-year strategic planning cycles.

•

Goals and outcomes defined in the Strategic Plan will be measurable and attainable.

Components of the Strategic Plan
The Strategic Plan will incorporate the following components, expressed in plain language:
•

Environmental scan information and critical assumptions about the future, including the
identification of emerging issues, current and anticipated future internal and external
environmental changes, and stakeholder input;

•

A mission statement that reflects the College’s legislated mandate and the scope of its
powers;

•

An aspirational vision statement that describes the College in the future and/or the impact
that the College will have;
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•

Long term goals and outcomes that will be achieved through the Strategic Plan; and

•

Key strategies that will be implemented by the College to achieve the long term goals and
outcomes.

The Development Process
The following are the key elements of the Strategic Plan development process:
•

The Strategic Plan will be renewed every three years.

•

Early in the year that the renewal process is undertaken, the Registrar will develop and
propose to Council a specific project plan and timetable.

•

The project plan will describe the specific activities to be undertaken and anticipated timing
of each, as well as a stakeholder engagement component that identifies key stakeholders
and when/how they will be engaged.

•

The project plan will identify the points in the process where Council consideration and
decisions will be required, including final approval of the Strategic Plan, and the strategy to
communicate the plan publicly.

Implementation and Reporting
The Registrar is accountable for operational implementation of the Strategic Plan, including:
•

Developing and seeking Council approval for annual workplans to implement the College’s
Strategic Plan;

•

Proposing and seeking Council approval for adequate resources to support effective
implementation, and for deploying those resources accordingly; and

•

Continuously monitoring changes in the critical assumptions underpinning the Strategic Plan
as well as the organization’s actual performance in achieving its strategic goals. A material
change in critical assumptions or actual performance may prompt a recommendation to
Council to recalibrate or revise the Strategic Plan at any time.

The Registrar will report to Council as follows:
•

Quarterly on strategic initiatives in the Annual Workplan;

•

Annually on overall progress on implementation;
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•

Annually on whether there have been any material changes in critical assumptions that may
warrant recalibration or revisions to the Strategic Plan; and

•

At the end of the three-year cycle on:
a) progress on the implementation of strategies; and
b) whether those strategies are having the intended impact. At this time, the
Registrar will recommend whether to adjust strategies, while continuing to work
toward the same goals or whether a completely new strategic planning process
must be undertaken.
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COUNCIL BRIEFING NOTE
Date: May 3, 2019
From: Ian Vining, Chair, Client Relations Committee
Re:

2019 Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan

Purpose:
To provide Council with a copy of CMTO’s 2019 Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan (SAPP) for
information. The SAPP reflects organizational initiatives to prevent and address sexual abuse of
clients by registrants.
Background:
One of CMTO’s legislated responsibilities under the Procedural Code of the Regulated Health
Professions Act, 1991, (RHPA) is having a Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan with measures for
preventing and dealing with sexual abuse of clients including: (a) educational requirements for
registrants; (b) guidelines for the conduct of registrants with their clients; (c) training for the
College’s staff; and (d) the provision of information to the public.
CMTO has a strong commitment to preventing and addressing the sexual abuse of clients by
registrants. The College takes this responsibility seriously, and adopts new policies and
measures that underpin a zero tolerance approach to sexual abuse. A comprehensive and
effective Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan is important to achieving CMTO’s public protection
mandate, in part because clients are in a vulnerable position when receiving Massage Therapy.
The current regulatory and policy climate (through government activities and the media) has
put increasing responsibility on Ontario’s health regulatory colleges to demonstrate that they
are effectively preventing and dealing with instances of sexual abuse.
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The attached 2019 Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan (SAPP) outlines CMTO’s activities to prevent
and address sexual abuse through:
1) Education for Massage Therapy Students
2) Registrant Education
3) Training for College Administration (sensitivity to the needs of clients alleging sexual
abuse)
4) Funding for Therapy and Counselling
5) Provision of Information to the Public
6) Evaluation of the Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan
Specific projects for each department of the College are now noted in a summary table of
planned initiatives for 2019-2020 in the report (Appendix A).
Historically, the SAPP has not been a public document, but was provided to any stakeholder
who requested it i.e. government, registrant, public, media. The SAPP is reviewed and approved
by the Client Relations Committee on an annual basis.
At its March 2019 meeting, the Client Relations Committee approved the 2019 SAPP. It is
proposed that, given the current climate, the SAPP be posted on CMTO’s website. 2018 was the
first year that CMTO posted the report on its website.
Attachment
Draft 2019 Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan
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2019 Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan
Introduction
The College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (CMTO/the College) has a strong commitment to
preventing and addressing the sexual abuse of clients by Registered Massage Therapists
(“RMTs”/ “MTs”). CMTO takes this responsibility seriously, and has adopted a number of
policies and measures that underpin a zero tolerance approach to sexual abuse. A
comprehensive and effective Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan is crucial to achieving CMTO’s public
protection mandate, in part because clients are in a vulnerable position when receiving
Massage Therapy.
The College’s Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan is reviewed and updated annually by the Client
Relations Committee (CRC), which reports to CMTO’s Council. Each year’s plan is carefully
reviewed and informed by an evaluation of the previous year’s results, and changes in the
legislative environment.
CMTO’s Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan complies with
legislated requirements under the Regulated Health
Professions Act, 1991, (RHPA). The Plan was reviewed
and updated following the passage of amendments to
the RHPA contained in the Protecting Patients Act,
2017. The College also released a new Standard for
Maintaining Professional Boundaries and Preventing
Sexual Abuse in 2017 to align with the new legislation.
The purpose of this Plan is to outline CMTO’s activities
to prevent and address sexual abuse prevention
through the following initiative types:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Education for Massage Therapy Students
Registrant Education
Training for College Administration
Funding for Therapy and Counselling
Provision of Information to the Public
Evaluation of the Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan

CMTO Implements Written
Consent for Treating Sensitive
Areas in 2017
As a regulator, CMTO must take all
reasonable steps to prevent sexual
abuse. While CMTO recognizes that
it is impossible to completely
prevent sexual abuse from
occurring, the College made its
recommended written consent
process for treating sensitive areas
a mandatory requirement in 2017.
The requirement for written
consent may prevent some cases of
abuse, and where it cannot prevent
abuse, it will make it easier to prove
that the sexual abuse occurred.
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Each area is described below, including selected highlights from 2017 and 2018, and planned
enhancements for 2019 and 2020. A summary table of deliverables planned for 2019-2020 is
available as Attachment 1.
1)

Education for Massage Therapy Students

Although it does not currently approve Massage Therapy
educational programs, CMTO strives to ensure that students
gain a clear understanding of sexual abuse prevention, and
the obligations of healthcare professionals to prevent it from
happening and report it when it does happen. CMTO also
supports the Canadian Massage Therapy Council for
Accreditation, which has sexual abuse prevention
components included in the accreditation standards for
educational programs.
To ensure that educational programs are equipping students
with the required knowledge of sexual abuse prevention, the
College has provided guidance documents (such as the
Standard for Maintaining Professional Boundaries and
Preventing Sexual Abuse which is discussed throughout this
document) to educational programs and, from time-to-time,
surveys programs on whether the tools are used.
In 2016, CMTO worked with other provincial Massage
Therapy Regulators to ensure that the updated
Interjurisdictional Practice Competencies and Performance
Indicators for Massage Therapists at Entry-to-Practice
included concepts related to understanding and preventing
sexual abuse.

New Policy: ‘Inappropriate Touch of a
Client by a Candidate During the
OSCE’
To ensure that the Objectively
Structured Clinical Evaluation (OSCE)
environment is respectful and safe for
all participants, CMTO’s Council
approved a new policy regarding
inappropriate touch of a client during
the OSCE.
The policy ensures that immediate
action can be taken if an Examination
Candidate touches a “client”
inappropriately during the
examination. The policy was
developed with the client in mind, and
ensures that any situations of
inappropriate touch are fully
documented and followed up on. In
the rare case that inappropriate touch
occurs during the examination, the
policy allows the Registrar to identify
the best course of action (e.g. failure
of the examination, identifying
appropriate education, etc.)
depending on the seriousness of the
conduct.
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2017
In 2017, CMTO worked on a number of regulatory changes to prepare for new sexual abuse
prevention provisions in the RHPA (as contained in the Protecting Patients Act, 2017). For
example, an updated Standard of Practice on Maintaining Professional Boundaries and
Preventing Sexual Abuse was drafted, released for consultation with a wide variety of
stakeholders, and then approved and published in September 2017. The new Standard
addresses a number of topics that impact Massage Therapy Education, such as professional
communication, boundaries, hugging, use of recording devices, and the treatment of sensitive
areas such as the gluteal region, inner thighs, chest and breasts.
In the fall of 2017, CMTO provided information and engaged in a dialogue with school
representatives of the Ontario Council of Private Massage Therapy Colleges and the Heads of
Massage Therapy (Community Colleges). Following these discussions, CMTO disseminated
CMTO’s updated Standards of Practice on Maintaining Professional Boundaries and Preventing
Sexual Abuse to educational programs.
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2018

Why did CMTO establish new Standards in 2017?

In 2018, CMTO surveyed educational
programs about teaching the prevention of
sexual abuse. Representatives of Massage
Therapy Educational Programs were asked
about their current curriculum regarding
sexual abuse prevention, including which
CMTO and legislative documents are used,
how they teach to the relevant InterJurisdictional Massage Therapy Practice
Competencies and Performance Indicators
(PC/PIs), how they test/assess competency,
and what additional resources may be
helpful.

CMTO established the new Standards to improve client safety
and CMTO’s enforcement abilities, in response to the
Protecting Patients Act, 2017, which amended the Regulated
Health Professions Act, 1991, (RHPA), and aims to eradicate
sexual abuse by health professionals.

2019-2020
In 2019, CMTO plans to develop an
Education Strategy outlining the College’s
role in providing education and identifying
opportunities to work with system partners
to ensure knowledge of regulatory
responsibilities is understood by the
profession (and future registrants of the
profession). Responses to the 2018
Massage Therapy Education Program
survey will serve as an input into education
strategy, and a “CMTO/Educators
Education Day” may be planned as a follow
up initiative.

In the new legislation, touching of a sexual nature of a client’s
breasts, anus, genitals or buttocks has been added to the list
of acts for which a CMTO Disciplinary Panel must revoke a
Registered Massage Therapist’s (“RMT’s” or “MT’s”) Certificate
of Registration where the conduct has been found to have
occurred.
As Massage Therapy can involve the appropriate touching of
some of these parts of the body (e.g., the breasts or buttocks)
in the course of therapeutic or clinical treatment, it was
necessary for CMTO to ensure that RMTs were provided with
professional Standards to help navigate the treatment of
sensitive areas with their clients.
As part of CMTO’s quality improvement and regulatory
modernization initiatives, the new Standards were developed
to provide information to the public and registrants regarding
sexual abuse prevention and to strengthen CMTO’s ability to
hold RMTs accountable for conduct involving sexual abuse.
The new Standards provide updated guidance on maintaining
professional boundaries, post-termination relationships,
treating friends and family and obtaining consent, and
supports CMTO’s longstanding policy on zero tolerance for all
forms of abuse, particularly sexual abuse.

E-learning modules may be included in the Educational Strategy, and could include topics such
as professional boundaries and the prevention of sexual abuse. Educational programs would
receive access to e-learning modules, and to a new jurisprudence course.
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2)

Registrant Education

All registrants of the College have access to guidance from CMTO on sexual abuse prevention
and reporting requirements through College policies, guidelines and Standards of Practice.
These documents are available to registrants and the public on the College’s website. An
overview of CMTO’s commitment to zero tolerance, as well as its sexual abuse prevention
policies and obligations are highlighted for registrants in CMTO’s newsletter, TouchPoint.
Information on professional boundaries, the definition of sexual abuse, and prevention of
sexual abuse are also included in CMTO’s “Professionalism Workshop,” in which registrants
participate in group discussion on professional and mandatory obligations (including reporting
of sexual abuse), client-therapist relationships, boundaries and ethical decision-making. CMTO’s
“Workshop on Standards and Regulations” also informs registrants about abuse prevention and
reporting obligations.
The College also offers practice advice to registrants with questions about preventing sexual
abuse, boundary crossings and reporting requirements by contacting the College’s Practice
Specialist by phone or email.
2017-2018
In 2017 (and following the passage of the Protecting Patients Act, 2017), CMTO developed a
new Standard of Practice for Maintaining Professional Boundaries and Preventing Sexual Abuse
for registrants, that contained comprehensive guidance on professionalism, boundary
crossings, preventing and reporting sexual abuse. A comprehensive set of Frequently Asked
Questions was subsequently issued after tracking practice advice questions and feedback from
the public and other stakeholders. To help registrants maintain professional boundaries, the
updated Standard of Practice also provided clarity regarding treating friends and family.
Registrants were continuously updated about legislative changes in the TouchPoint newsletter
and were advised that further changes to eradicate sexual abuse were coming. The College
provided references to existing sources of guidance on treating sensitive areas, treating
romantic partners, and CMTO’s zero tolerance policy.
As part of the redesign of CMTO’s Quality Assurance (QA) Program, fifteen (15) Career-Span
Competencies were identified for the profession. Several of the Career Span competencies
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(e.g., acting with professional integrity; functioning in a client-centered manner) are linked to
sexual abuse prevention. One of the Career Span Competencies is to “Apply the Principles of
Sensitive Practice”.
2019-2020
In 2019, CMTO plans to develop an Education Strategy outlining the College’s role in providing
education and identifying opportunities to work with system partners to ensure knowledge of
regulatory responsibilities is understood by the profession. E-learning modules for registrants
may be included in the Educational Strategy, and could include topics such as professional
boundaries and the prevention of sexual abuse (see Massage Therapy Student Education
section).
With the success of three general Open House events in 2018, three more Open House events
with registrants will occur in regions of the province in 2019, and will include answering
registrants’ questions about the new Standards and prevention of sexual abuse.
A jurisprudence course will also be developed, and will include an evaluation of registrants’
understanding of preventing sexual abuse. As an annual reminder about the importance of
sexual abuse prevention, registrants will be asked to declare at renewal each year that they
understand their responsibilities as regulated health professionals for reporting and preventing
sexual abuse.
Proposed changes to the Professional Misconduct Regulation are also underway. One of the
proposed additions to the Professional Misconduct Regulation will make failing to take
reasonable steps to prevent sexual abuse of a client or sexual misconduct toward a client by
any person working under a registrant’s direction or supervision an act of Professional
Misconduct.
3)

Training for College Administration

All College staff and Council/Committee members undergo regular training by experts in sexual
abuse prevention and counselling. This training ensures that those involved with complaints or
reports about sexual abuse have current knowledge of College responsibilities around sexual
abuse, are equipped to assist individuals who have been abused by a registrant, and carry out
this work in an appropriately sensitive manner.
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2017-2018
In 2017-18, all College staff and relevant Council/Committee members received training on
sexual abuse from a legislative perspective and College-specific perspective.
Representatives from organizations, such as Findhelp Information Services and experts of
sexual abuse in provider-patient/client relationships attended and delivered the training
sessions to highlight sources of support for individuals who have been sexually abused, and to
offer advice on how to interact in a sensitive way with individuals who have been sexually
abused. CMTO also incorporated new recommendations received from the Federation of
Health Regulatory Colleges (FHRCO) into training sessions.
A new communications protocol was developed in 2016, and reviewed in 2017 and 2018, to
ensure a clear organizational understanding of how calls and queries from those who may be
effected by sexual abuse are to be addressed in a respectful and appropriate way. Staff also
received training on the Protecting Patients Act, 2017, and the new CMTO Standard and publicfacing tools that have been put in place to help eradicate sexual abuse.
This annual training will continue in 2019 and beyond, and will be enhanced and updated going
forward.
4)

Funding for Therapy and Counselling

Under the RHPA, all health regulatory colleges must establish programs to provide funding for
therapy and counselling for clients who have alleged being sexually abused by registrants.
Under the RHPA, CMTO’s Client Relations Committee is responsible for overseeing this process,
determining eligibility and administering the fund.
2017-18
In 2017, CMTO streamlined its internal process for approving funding for therapy and
counselling requirements to allow applicants for funding for therapy and counselling to be
approved in an efficient manner.
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In February 2018, CMTO’s Council updated its Funding for Therapy and Counselling Program by
passing a new policy that will broaden the College’s ability to provide funding to clients who
have been sexually abused by Massage Therapists. Applicants are now eligible for funding for
therapy and counselling if:
(a) it is alleged, in a complaint or report, that the applicant while a client, was
sexually abused by a registrant or former registrant;
(b) there has been a finding by a Panel of the College’s Discipline Committee that the
applicant, while a client, was sexually abused by a registrant or former registrant;
(c) a registrant or former registrant enters into an undertaking with the College to
provide funding for therapy and counselling;
(d) there is an admission made by a registrant in a statement to the College or in an
agreement with the College that he or she sexually abused the applicant while the
applicant was a client of the registrant or former registrant;
(e) a registrant or former registrant has been convicted under the Criminal Code
(Canada) of sexually assaulting the applicant while the applicant was a client of the
registrant or former registrant and the facts supporting the sexual assault constitute
sexual abuse within the meaning of the Health Professions Procedural Code;
(f) there is a statement, contained in the written reasons of a Committee of the
College given after a hearing, that the applicant, while a client, was sexually abused
by a registrant or former registrant; or
(g) there is sufficient evidence presented to the Client Relations Committee to
support a reasonable belief that the applicant, while a client, was sexually abused by
a registrant or former registrant.
Communications materials for individuals who allege sexual abuse by a CMTO registrant have
been updated in order to reflect the new funding policy. New provincial regulations were also
enacted in 2018 that broaden clients’ access to funding for therapy and counselling where an
allegation of sexual abuse has been made. As a result of the policy/regulatory change, CMTO
has experienced an increased number of applications for the Funding for Therapy and
Counselling Program.
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2019-2020
The College will monitor the effectiveness of the new funding policy in 2019-20 and may seek
new policy changes or regulations in the future.
Important Changes to CMTO’s Complaints and Discipline Process Made as a Result of Ontario’s
Sexual Abuse Task Force Report (SATF)
In 2016, The Minister’s Task Force on the Prevention of Sexual Abuse of Patients and the
Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 made a number of recommendations to eradicate sexual
abuse of patients/clients in Ontario. Some changes have been made by government via
legislation, and CMTO has moved forward with others on its own accord, including:
•

Staff - To address a SATF report recommendation, CMTO has designated a specific point
person with the requisite expertise on abuse for each complaint at the point of intake
regarding sexual abuse. Information regarding the Funding for Therapy and Counselling
Program and application is provided to every client that meets the eligibility criteria.

•

Support for Witnesses - CMTO may cover the expenses for a support person for vulnerable
witnesses that are testifying during a Discipline Committee hearing. In addition, the
Discipline Committee’s Rules allow for a support person to be present and to sit near a
witness while testifying. A Discipline Panel may allow a vulnerable witness to provide their
testimony without seeing or being seen by the registrant if the Discipline Panel is of the
opinion that this is necessary to obtain a full and candid account.

•

Amicus Curiae – CMTO’s Discipline Committee Rules provide for the appointment of
amicus counsel for sexual abuse matters in which the registrant is self-represented, so
a witness is not cross-examined by their alleged perpetrator of that abuse. Where a
witness is vulnerable, and a registrant is not represented, the College can apply to have a
representative appointed to conduct the cross-examination.
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5)

Provision of Information to the Public

CMTO’s website provides information regarding sexual abuse prevention, an outline of
complaints process, funding for therapy and counselling information and application, and
contact information for the dedicated staff members responsible for responding to any
questions or concerns. An annual “Look Before You Book” campaign also helps ensure that the
public is aware of the College’s public register.
2017
In 2017, CMTO broadened the reach of its “Look Before You Book” campaign, which promotes
the use of CMTO’s public register to the public. The 2017 project included building an online
platform for the campaign, a new video component, and introducing social media promotion of
the campaign.
In 2017, CMTO partnered with other health regulatory colleges to consult with the public
through the Citizens’ Advisory Group. The Citizen’s Advisory Group is a group of patients/clients
that health colleges can engage/consult with to ensure public input into their work.
2018
In 2018, CMTO devoted increased resources to providing information to the public and building
public engagement. New articles and videos were produced on topics such as:
• what to expect when visiting a Massage Therapist;
• professional boundaries;
• Look Before You Book; and
• post-termination relationships.
The articles and videos were disseminated through community news and social media. A PDF
document (that can be printed and posted in registrants’ practices) was also developed to
inform clients that Massage Therapy Standards of Practice are the same across all practice
settings, that clients have specific rights and that the College is here to help with concerns they
might have.
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2019-2020
CMTO will continue to promote the informational resources developed in 2018, and will
broaden the reach of its public awareness activities in 2019-2020. Activities will include
developing informational resources for the public on a dedicated place of CMTO’s website.
6)

Evaluation of Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan

The following information will be compiled and used to evaluate the effectiveness of CMTO’s
Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan, and to continue to improve it going forward. An internal audit
will be prepared annually and will include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

collection and analysis of statistics from ICRC and Discipline matters relating to sexual
abuse;
information on topics and number of incoming practice advice questions that relate to
sexual abuse/boundaries;
statistics on the “Look Before You Book” campaign (beginning in 2017-18);
any advice from FHRCO and other stakeholders on staff and Council/Committee training,
and CMTO’s evaluation of its own training;
any available data about educational programs’ delivery of sexual abuse prevention
curriculum and reporting requirements; and
number of participants in CMTO’s Professionalism Workshop.

CMTO’s Council will continue to receive updates from the CRC, and CMTO will monitor the
effectiveness of the measures and polices outlined above and will discuss longer-term goals as
part of its commitment to zero tolerance of sexual abuse.
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Attachment A: Initiatives Planned for 2019-2020
Initiative
Educational Strategy:
In 2019, CMTO plans to develop an Education
Strategy outlining the College’s role in providing
education and identifying opportunities to work
with system partners to ensure knowledge of
regulatory responsibilities is understood by the
profession (and future registrants of the
profession). Responses to the survey
administered in 2018 will serve as an input into
the Education Strategy.
E-learning modules for students and registrants
may be included in the Educational Strategy, and
could include topics such as professional
boundaries and the prevention of sexual abuse.
Educational programs would receive access to elearning modules, and to a new jurisprudence
course.
Revised Professional Misconduct Regulations

The College has undertaken to revise certain
provisions of the Professional Misconduct
Regulations to ensure registrants are held
accountable for conduct that poses a higher
risk of harm to the public. In addition,
proposed changes are intended to reduce
redundancy and increase clarity for registrants
regarding their professional obligations.
Professional misconduct is conduct that falls
below the minimum expectations of
professional standards of integrity, clientcentered care and professionalism, as well as
other legal and ethical standards.

Initiative
Type

Massage
Therapy
Student
Education

Completion
Date
2019-2020

Registrant
Education
and
Massage
Therapy
Student
Education
Registrant
Education

Lead
Department

Registrar/Deputy
Registrar

Professional
Practice

2019

Professional
Conduct

One new provision that will be considered is
making it an act of professional misconduct to
fail to take reasonable steps to prevent sexual
12

Initiative
abuse or sexual misconduct of clients by any
person working under the member’s
(registrant’s) direction or supervision.

Initiative
Type

Completion
Date

Lead
Department

CMTO will develop a refreshed Code of Ethics to
outline the ethical duties and responsibilities of
Massage Therapists as regulated healthcare
professionals. Registrant input will be sought via
online survey and public will be invited to
participate via social media.

Registrant
Education

2019-2020

Policy and
Communications

A jurisprudence course will be developed and
launched.

Registrant
Education

2019-2020

Professional
Practice

Registrant
Education

3 Open
Houses in
2019

Registrant
Education

2019

Policy and
Communications/
Professional
Practice
Registration
Services

Training for
College
Administration

2019

Policy and
Communications

Training for
College
Administration
Funding for
Therapy and
Counselling

2019

Professional
Conduct

2019-2020

Policy and
Communications

Provision of
Information to
the Public

2019

Policy and
Communications

The course will be shared with educational
programs to be taught to Massage Therapy
students.
Open House meetings with registrants are being
planned in three regions of the province and will
include answering registrants’ questions about
the new Standards and sexual abuse prevention.
As an annual reminder about the importance of
sexual abuse prevention, registrants will be
asked to declare at each renewal period that
they understand their responsibilities as
regulated health professionals for reporting and
preventing sexual abuse.
Undertake annual training for College
Administration and incorporate
recommendations from the Federation of Health
Regulatory Colleges of Ontario and other
stakeholders.
Undertake annual training for Committees
involved with sexual abuse matters (ICRC and
Discipline)
The College will monitor the effectiveness of the
new funding policy in 2019-2020 in order to
determine required changes and whether to
seek new regulations in the future.
CMTO will devote increased resources to
providing information to the public and in public
engagement. CMTO’s website will be enhanced

13

Initiative
to provide a dedicated space for publicallyfocused information.
Recently developed articles and videos will be
promoted to the public on topics such as:
• what to expect when visiting a Massage
Therapist;
• professional Boundaries;
• look Before You Book;
• post-termination relationships; and
• a client-facing printable PDF to inform
clients of their rights and the role of the
College.
Articles and videos will be disseminated through
community news and social media.

Initiative
Type
Provision of
Information to
the Public

Monitor and evaluate CMTO’s Sexual Abuse
Evaluation of
Prevention Plan annually and discuss goals of the Sexual Abuse
Plan for subsequent year.
Prevention
Plan

Completion
Date

Lead
Department

2019-2020

Policy and
Communications

Ongoing

Client Relations
Committee
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SECTION 1. PROJECT INFORMATION
Project Title:

Massage Therapy Research Fund (MTRF)

Funder:

College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (CMTO)

Start Date:

July 1, 2017

Contractual End Date:

December 31, 2018

Progress Report (period: July 1, 2018 to February 28, 2019) submitted by:
Name:

Pouria Tavakkoli Avval, PhD, MTRF Program Manager on behalf of Centennial College

Organization:

WIMTACH/ARIES of Centennial College

SECTION 2. BACKGROUND
The Massage Therapy Research Fund (MTRF) was established in 2004 with the primary purpose of supporting high quality
and rigorous research in Massage Therapy in order to generate knowledge on the effectiveness and safety of Massage
Therapy, understanding of its integration within the health care system, and information on the profession’s positioning
within the healthcare system. The MTRF research priorities guiding the annual funding competition are:






Massage Therapy effectiveness, efficacy and safety
Access to and delivery of Massage Therapy services;
Professionalization of Massage Therapy;
Massage Therapy competencies and competency assessment;
Evaluation of Massage Therapy practices.

In July 2017, the MTRF program was transferred to Centennial College from University of Toronto, and since that time
Centennial College administers this funding program. Also, the progress and financial reports of projects funded by MTRF are
submitted to Pouria Tavakkoli Avval to monitor the progress and expenditures of projects.
Amanda Baskwill’s projects funded by 2016/2017 MTRF competition have been completed, and Centennial College has
received the final progress and financial reports of projects.
No fund has been released to Dr. Lucie Pelland, the grant recipient of 2017/2018 MTRF competition, as the ethics approval
letter has not been submitted yet. According to Dr. Lucie Pelland, we could expect the result of review of Research Ethics
Board on March 18, 2019.
The review process of proposals submitted to 2018/2019 competition has been completed and grant recipients have been
already identified and notified.
This progress report outlines the activities completed from July 1, 2018 to February 28, 2019.
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SECTION 3. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES
3.1 STATUS OF PROJECTS FUNDED BY 2016/2017 MTRF FUNDING COMPETITION
Amanda Baskwill (Humber College) has been receiving MTRF fund for two projects titled “Patients’ Experiences of Ending
Massage Therapy Care” and “Flunking or Flying Colours: A Canadian MT Education Environmental Scan”.
According to the policy of MTRF, the installments of approved fund will be released to grant recipient institute upon the
submission of satisfactory operational (progress) and financial reports. The report submission deadline and the amount of
installments paid to aforementioned projects are provided in Table 2.

APPLICANT

Table 1. Details of projects funded by 2016/2017 MTRF competition.
PROJECT TITLE
REPORTS
REPORTS
FUNDS
SUBMISSION
RECEIVED
REQUESTED
DEADLINE

Amanda
Baskwill
(Humber
College)

Patients’
Experiences of
Ending Massage
Therapy Care

Amanda
Baskwill
(Humber
College)

Flunking or
Flying Colours: A
Canadian MT
Education
Environmental
Scan

February 1,
2018
June 15, 2018
October 15,
2018
December 15,
2018 (final
reports)
March 1, 2018
May 15, 2018
July 15, 2018
September 15,
2018
December 10,
2018 (final
reports)

Final Reports
Received

Final Reports
Received

INSTALLMENTS
PAID

$13,209.00

$3,851.31
(Covering the
entire of project
expenditures)

$27,558.49

$20,545.84
(Covering the
entire of project
expenditures)

Amanda Baskwill’s both projects have been accomplished successfully. According to the final report of “Patients’ Experiences
of Ending Massage Therapy Care”, a descriptive phenomenology was used to describe the experience of ending care for
patients of massage therapy. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews and analyzed using Colaizzi’s methods.
Seven participants described their experience of ending massage therapy care as awkward and uncomfortable. They felt
responsible for managing potential conflict. The discomfort was so intense that participants rarely communicated to their
massage therapist. From this study, it is clear that communicating concerns during massage therapy treatment was difficult
for these participants. It was easier to leave when they felt uncomfortable, rather than exacerbate the discomfort with
confrontation. The researcher believes future research should continue to explore the phenomenon of ending care.
According to the final progress report of “Flunking or Flying Colours: A Canadian MT Education Environmental Scan”, an
approach described by Hodges et al. was used to frame this study. This approach included interviewing stakeholders regarding
the current state of MT education and analyzing their comments for common themes. Sixty-four individuals, from nine
provinces and one territory, were invited to participate. Twenty-one individuals participated. According to the study,
participants described three challenges they faced in Massage Therapy: variation, isolation and stagnation, which they hope
would be remedied by recently implemented program accreditation.
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The progress and financial reports for both projects are attached to this report.
3.2 STATUS OF PROJECTS FUNDED BY 2017/2018 MTRF FUNDING COMPETITION
Dr. Lucie Pelland from Queen's University was identified as the grant recipient of 2017/2018 MTRF funding competition for
the amount of $40,000.00. The decision letter, sent to the applicant on May 2, 2018, set out various terms and conditions
with respect to the grant award. It also indicates that if the applicant wish to accept the grant with all the associated terms
and conditions outlined in the decision letter then she is to execute the letter and return it to Centennial College. On May 15,
2018, the applicant executed the agreement and provided our office with a signed copy of the same meaning that she agreed
to provide the ethic approval letter on or before June 3, 2018. In good faith, our office provided the applicant with ample
opportunity to meet this requirement. Centennial sought this letter on various occasions but the last update from the
applicant was August 30, 2018. Our follow-up emails from November and December 2018 were left unanswered. Due to the
applicant non-response, Centennial sought direction from CMTO and their Executive Committee advised Centennial to
rescind the fund. However, the applicant requested another opportunity and the ethic review application (reference ID:
38494) was submitted to REB of Queen’s University on February 25, 2019. The applicant expects that the REB reviews the
application on March 18, 2019. Upon receiving the ethics approval letter, Centennial College will inform CMTO and seek for
their discretion on funding decision.

APPLICANT

Lucie Pelland
(Queen's
University)

Table 2. Details of projects funded by 2017/2018 MTRF competition.
PROJECT TITLE
REPORTS
REPORTS
FUNDS
SUBMISSION
RECEIVED
REQUESTED
DEADLINE
Myofascial
massage in
cerebral palsy:
Objective
measurement of
outcomes to
advance
knowledge and
practice

INSTALLMENTS
PAID

-------

$40,000.00

$0.00

-----

3.3 2018/2019 MTRF FUNDING COMPETITION
2018/2019 funding competition was opened and announced to the public in July 2018, and the submission deadline was
August 31, 2018. Four applications, listed in Table 3, were received and reviewed.
In Phase 1 review, applications were reviewed in terms of applicant and institute eligibility for MTRF, quality of proposal,
budget justification, and research scope. Three applications, highlighted in table below, were considered for Phase 2 review
(scholarly review) and only one was disqualified as explained in section 3.3.1.
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APPLICANT

Table 3. Applications submitted to 2018/2019 MTRF competition.
PROJECT TITLE

Martin Descarreaux
(Université du Québec à
Trois-Rivières)
Maryam Faiz
(University of Toronto)
Trisha Scribbans
(University of Manitoba)
Pamela Fitch
(Algonquin College)

FUNDS REQUESTED

Effect of massage therapy on clinical and physiological
outcomes in pregnant women with lumbopelvic pain

$32,000.00

Manipulating the gut microbiota with massage therapy as
a treatment strategy for stroke
Myofascial Release (MFR) of the Pectoral Fascia: Effects on
Shoulder Posture, Upper Limb Reaching Strategies and
Performance
Professional Identity Formation: How do Massage
Therapists engage in professional decision-making and
identity formation in clinical practice?

$39,645.00
$32,093.90

$ 11,550.00

3.3.1 RESULTS OF PHASE 1 REVIEW
A. Application of Pamela Fitch (Algonquin College) was not considered for phase 2 review because:
1. Project plan/timeline was not provided/described on the proposal.
2. Poor Budget Justification: The details of expenses were not provided.
3. Ineligible expense amount: Dissemination cost exceeds 10% of the requested fund.
3.3.2 RESULTS OF PHASE 2 REVIEW
Phase 1 review filtered 1 application and 3 applications were considered for Phase 2 review which consisted of an in-depth
review by two subject matter experts. Individuals who were invited and accepted to participate as Phase 2 reviewers for each
submission are presented in the table below. Reviewers were matched based on methodological and/or content expertise.
The summary of reviews are provided below.
Table 4. Reviewers of 2018/2019 MTRF competition.
APPLICANT
EXTERNAL REVIEWERS – CONTACTED
EXTERNAL REVIEWERS - ACCEPTED
Martin Descarreaux
Annelie Gutke
Paul Bruno
(Université du Québec à TroisAnnelies Pool-Goudzwaard
Amanda Baskwill
Rivières)
Denis Gagnon
Donald R Murphy
Duane C Button
Francisco Alburquerque-Sendin
Genevieve A Dumas
Genevieve A Dumas
Kobra Falah Hassani
Monika Fagevik Olsen
Richard Preuss
Maryam Faiz
Aaron C Ericsson
Natalina Salmaso
(University of Toronto)
Andreas Meisel
Venugopal Reddy Venna
Ania Kania Richmond
Anita Kozyrskyj
MTRF PROGRESS REPORT – FEB 2019
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Trisha Scribbans
(University of Manitoba)

Craig L Franklin
Hemi Malkki
Joerg Graf
Karen P Scott
Nathalie Gaudreault
Paul Forsythe
Saskia van Hemert
Tore Midtvedt
Brian Abelson
Lauren Beaupre
Duane C Button

Lucie Pelland (review not received)
Clark R. Dickerson
Amanda Baskwill

A. Application of Martin Descarreaux from Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières
Reviewer Paul Bruno:
He gave the score of 3.5 out 4 to the proposal and considered the proposal as “Definitely Fundable-Excellent”. He believes
the rationale for the study is clearly articulated in the proposal. According to the reviewer, the study will provide evidence on
the effect of massage therapy on clinical outcomes in a specific clinical population (pregnant women with lumbopelvic pain),
and has the potential to stimulate further research into establishing associations between changes in clinical and physiological
outcomes. Reviewer 1 has no major concerns regarding the suitability or feasibility of the study. And, the only minor concerns
relate to: the lack of evidence provided regarding previous recruitment efforts with the population of interest, and the
request of $2000 for “Participants’ initial recruitment”.
Reviewer Amanda Baskwill:
She considered the proposal “Not fundable-Poor Quality” and gave a the score of 1 out of 4. She believes the rationale for
this study is not compelling. According to the reviewer, there is a body of literature regarding pregnancy and low back pain
and the current design, does not add to the existing body of literature. She believes there is not enough information provided
as to why the protocol proposed in the study will be used and The research studies referenced for the protocol are not
current. Also, according to the reviewer, some items in the budget table are not well-justified.
B. Application of Maryam Faiz from University of Toronto
Reviewer Natalina Salmaso:
She gave the score of 3.8 out 4 to the proposal and considered the proposal as “Definitely Fundable-Excellent”. According to
the reviewer, the proposed research is well-designed and presents an extremely novel and interesting hypothesis. She
believes this type of question (i.e. the link between gut microbiota, anxiety and massage-assisted recovery from neural injury)
has never been addressed and therefore presents exciting new avenues of research. According to her, the proposed studies
are well-thought out and the study design is rigorous. Reviewer believes if the proposed hypothesis prove correct, the results
would add substantial support to promote massages therapy in clinical recovery from neural injury such as stroke.
Reviewer Venugopal Reddy Venna:
He considered the proposal “Fundable - Adequate” and gave the score of 2.5 out of 4. Although he believes the proposed
experiments are not well-developed due to the lack of preliminary data from microbiome analysis, he states the rationale for
each objective of the project is provided and analysis to be done are explained as well. According to the reviewer, the
understanding how massages can influence microbiome and recovery after stroke is probably innovative and highly
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significant. He believes the proposal is a novel area of research and could have offer potential important aspect of the
microbiome in massage therapy and may be fruitful, this could benefit the policies and regulatory goals of massage therapy.
C. Application of Trisha Scribbans from University of Manitoba
Reviewer Clark R. Dickerson:
He gave the score of 4 out 4 to the proposal and considered the proposal as “Definitely Fundable-Excellent”. He believes the
proposed study is a straightforward and timely study that will enhance the evidence for massage therapy for FCR/UCS via
MFR application. The proposed work is scientifically sound and innovative. The research team is capable and appropriate and
the project will return valuable and pertinent information at a very reasonable cost. Reviewer’s only small concern is the
numbers of participants but has no concerns regarding the scientific process applied.
Reviewer Amanda Baskwill:
In her opinion, proposal is rated as “Borderline fundable-Weak” with the score of 2 out of 4. Although the reviewer identified
some key areas of proposal that require additional description (process of randomization, massage therapy protocol, and
timeline), she believes the idea of the project is suitable for funding. It fits with the priorities of the MTRF and will provide
information that is useful in the regulation and practice of massage therapy. She believes once aforementioned items are
addressed, this project would have the potential to be funded.
3.3.3 Decision on Funding Results:
The Executive Committee of CMTO approved the MTRF recommendations to provide funding to Maryam Faiz (University of
Toronto). In addition, the Executive Committee of CMTO conditionally approved to fund Trisha Scribbans (University of
Manitoba) if the applicant successfully addresses the conditions/requirements outlined by reviewer Amanda Baskwill.
Decision letters have been sent to the applicants.
SECTION 4. NEXT STEPS
1. Trisha Scribbans should submit the rebuttal and ethics approval letter by March 15, 2019 and April 15, 2019, respectively.
Upon receiving these documents, Centennial College will inform CMTO whether or not the conditions outlined by the
reviewer have been addressed by the rebuttal.
2. MTRF program manager will contact CMTO to discuss about the details of 2019/2020 funding competition including funding
amount, research priorities, timelines, contract, etc.
On behalf of Centennial College, we hope this progress report provides clear overview of the activities that have taken place
between July 2018 and February 2019 (inclusive). Any additional information that you may need or required will be provided
upon request.
Kind regards – Pouria Tavakkoli Avval
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BRIEFING NOTE - FOR INFORMATION
To:

Council

Date: April 29, 2019
From: C. Flitton, Registrar & CEO
Re:

Final Research Project Reports

Background:
As per CMTO’s agreement with ARIES (WIMTACH- Wearable, Interactive and
Mobile Technology Access Centre in Health), provided here are two Final Research
Project Reports for two completed projects which were funded by the MTRF.
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Partnership of

Project Topic:
Flunking or Flying Colours: A Canadian MT Education Environmental Scan

Principal Applicant:
Amanda Baskwill

Institute:
Humber College

Prepared By:
Bryn Sumpton

Date:
September 15, 2018
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Current Date:

December 10, 2018

Project Title:

Flunking or Flying Colours: A Canadian MT Education
Environmental Scan

Amount of Grant:

27,558.49

Year Grant Awarded:

2017

Indicate Extensions Granted:

Requested extension until December 10 2018

□ Not applicable
Project Completion Date:

Sept. 15, 2018; Revised to December 10, 2018

Institution:

Grant: CMTO (MTRF administered by Centennial College)

Applicants and Collaborators:

Amanda Baskwill, Bryn Sumpton, Janet Maher, Lynda
Atack, Stacey Shipwright

Abstract
Background: Massage therapists have been a part of Canadian’s healthcare since 1919.
Over the past 100 years, the profession has gone through great change resulting in adjustments
to pre-service education as well. The most recent change was the implementation of massage
therapy (MT) education program accreditation of. In light of the likely disruption as a result of
programs becoming accredited, a scan of the current state of MT education was undertaken. The
results of this environmental scan are most useful when applied to the context of MT in Canada.
However, stakeholders in other countries may also find them interesting and valuable when
considering challenges facing their own education programs.
Methods: An approach described by Hodges et al. was used to frame this study. This
approach included interviewing stakeholders regarding the current state of MT education and
analyzing their comments for common themes.
Results: Sixty-four individuals, from nine provinces and one territory, were invited to
participate. Twenty-one individuals participated. Four themes were constructed based on the
participants’ comments about challenges facing MT Education: variation, isolation, stagnation,
and accreditation.
Page 2 of 22
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Conclusions: An environmental scan was undertaken to create a point of comparison for
the future state of MT education. Participants described three challenges they faced: variation,
isolation and stagnation, which they hope would be remedied by recently implemented program
accreditation. The themes that described the challenges faced by stakeholders mirror those of
the profession. By describing the challenges experienced by stakeholders, we will be able to
monitor the impact of accreditation on the environment of Canadian MT education.
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1. Introduction
Massage therapists have been a part of Canadian’s healthcare since 1919. Over the past 100
years, the profession has gone through great change resulting in adjustments to pre-service
education as well. The most recent change was the implementation of massage therapy (MT)
education program accreditation of. In light of the likely disruption as a result of programs
becoming accredited, a scan of the current state of MT education was undertaken. The results
of this environmental scan are most useful when applied to the context of MT in Canada.
However, stakeholders in other countries may also find them interesting and valuable when
considering challenges facing their own education programs.
To be most useful, it is important to describe the context of MT regulation, practice and
education.

In Canada, four provincial governments regulate massage therapists: British

Columbia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland & Labrador, and Ontario (1-4). There are efforts to
regulate in many unregulated provinces and territories, and each is at a different stage of the
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regulatory process. In Alberta and Manitoba, they are in the process of developing a transitional
regulatory council (5, 6). Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan are proposing regulation (7, 8). Other
provinces and territories, such as the Northwest Territories, are engaging in general efforts to
seek regulation (9). The diverse regulatory landscape results in differing roles and responsibilities
for massage therapists depending on the jurisdiction in which they live and work. This also means
that there may be parallel differences in education, although little has been studied or published.
Canadian MT education programs encompass a broad spectrum of program types,
lengths, and sizes, depending on the type of institution, province, and individual program. In
2013, it was estimated that there were 85 education institutions with many of them offering
multiple MT programs (10). These programs ranged from six months to three years and were
offered by privately-operated or publicly-funded colleges at a diploma level. Programs are
approved by their respective provincial ministries.
In regulated provinces, curricular requirements are influenced by the respective
regulatory colleges through entry-to-practice competencies and exams. In 2013, the regulated
provinces transitioned to the Inter-jurisdictional Practice Competencies and Performance
Indicators, as a unified set of entry-to-practice knowledge, skills, and attitudes (11). This
document was developed by a collaboration of the then three Canadian MT regulators and
became the basis for entry-to-practice examination content and has undergone a revision (12).
In unregulated provinces, voluntary-membership associations provide guidance regarding
educational requirements with some setting requirements similar to those of regulated provinces
or conducting their own entry-to-practice exams.
Until recently, there has been no form of programmatic accreditation for MT programs in
Canada, other than in the province of British Columbia (BC). Within BC, the College of Massage
Therapists of British Columbia accredited programs until 2014. Program in other provinces were
either unaccredited or accredited by American organizations, such as the Commission on
Massage Therapy Accreditation (COMTA). After many years of discussion within the profession,
a national effort involving the regulatory colleges, provincial association and other stakeholders
resulted in an agreement to accredit MT programs through a third-party organization. In 2013,
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the Canadian Massage Therapy Council for Accreditation (CMTCA) was created. The CMTCA has
released draft accreditation standards and began accrediting Canadian MT colleges in February
2018.
The variety of institutions, regulatory situations, programs lengths and sizes suggest that
national standardization will lead to different challenges. Accreditation is thought to benefit the
profession of massage therapy by standardizing education quality, increasing practitioner
mobility, and increasing access to resources for education institutions (10). Research by Menard
(13) in the U.S. suggests positive outcomes of programmatic accreditation for MT programs
including better value for students and decreased disciplinary actions against graduates.
This environmental scan was undertaken to create a point of comparison for the future state
of MT education. By describing the challenges experienced by stakeholders, we will be able to
monitor the impact of accreditation on the environment of Canadian MT education.

2. Materials and Methods
An approach described by Hodges et al. (14) in their seminal work on medical education was
used to frame this study. This approach included interviewing stakeholders regarding the current
state of MT education and analyzing their comments for common themes.
Participants
Purposive maximum variation sampling was used in which participants were selected so
as to obtain a range of perspectives. A matrix was created to ensure representation across
variables, including publicly-funded and privately-operated institutions, regulated and
unregulated jurisdictions, instructors and administrators, and different regions of Canadian.
Potential informants were identified through a literature review and an internet search.
Individuals were asked to identify other potential participants at the conclusion of the interview.
Data collection
Interviews of approximately 45 minutes were conducted using a process described by
Lincoln & Guba (15). An interview guide, based on issues and themes identified from the
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literature review and input from the research team, was used. The interviews were taped and
transcribed.
Analysis
The transcripts were coded using each participant statement as a unit of analysis. We
began by reviewing the overall data and developing a categorization scheme. Each transcript was
read in its entirety and coded for correspondence to the identified categories, while allowing for
the emergence of new categories as data were analyzed in depth. One researcher coded all
transcripts and members of the research team also coded one third of the transcripts
independently. The results were compared to enhance the credibility and transferability of study
findings. Once coding was completed, data reconstruction was used to develop themes.
Ethical Review and Consent
Ethical approval was provided by Humber College’s Research Ethics Board. Participants
provided informed consent prior to participation.
Trustworthiness
To enhance credibility, multiple researchers participated in the analysis of the interview
transcripts (LA, BS, SS). The initial analysis was done independently. Researchers then compared
their results and reviewed any areas of disagreement. The research team engaged in peer
debriefing on a monthly basis, which allowed for consensus decision making throughout the
process. Transferability of the results is supported by the rich descriptions provided.

3. Results
Sixty-four key informants, from ten provinces were invited to participate in the study.
Twenty-one massage therapy practitioners participated, all of whom had additional roles. Two
were also part of a regulatory body, four were employed by or volunteers for their professional
association, two were administrators in publicly-funded colleges, four were administrators at
privately-operated colleges, three were instructors at publicly-funded colleges, and six were
instructors at privately-operated colleges. Six provinces (British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba,
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Ontario, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island) were represented in the study. Sampling
continued until our matrix was populated and data saturation was achieved. Three themes
were constructed based on the participants’ comments about challenges facing MT Education.
They were: variation, isolation, and stagnation.
Sixty-four individuals, from nine provinces and one territory, were invited to participate.
Twenty-one individuals participated. Two were part of a regulatory body, four were employed
by or volunteered for their professional association, two were administrators in publicly-funded
colleges, four were administrators at privately-operated colleges, three were instructors at
publicly-funded colleges, and six were instructors at privately-operated colleges. Six provinces
(British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island) were
represented in the study. Four themes were constructed based on the participants’ comments
about challenges facing MT Education. They were variation, isolation, stagnation, and
accreditation.
Variation
The theme of variation is described as the impact of differences in content and quality
of the education provided in MT colleges. At times, this theme seemed inseparable from
participants’ experiences of variation within the profession. They described variation in the
profession as a challenge for educators, as it made it difficult for them to know what should be
included in the curriculum. Participants also described that variation in education creates
variation in graduates and subsequently practitioners. “I think some of the issue is [lack of]
consistency in the curriculum from college to college and from province to province. That [lack
of] consistency in the education then reflects in the consistency of the product – which is the
student or the future massage therapist.” This cycle of increasing variation was of great
concern.
Participants were asked to describe their overall perceptions of the current state of MT
education. Many used words and phrases such as “in flux”, “scattered”, “at a crossroads”, “all
over the map”, and “too chaotic”. Some said that massage therapists in Canada are widely
considered some of the best in the world, due, in part, to their education. With that said, there
was unanimous agreement that MT education is currently undergoing significant change and
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lacked standardization. The variation described included differences in privately-operated
versus publicly-funded education programs, and differences between provinces; and it spanned
the length of program, and preparation of instructors.
Variation between privately-operated and publicly-funded MT colleges. The wide
variation in content and quality in MT programs was felt to stem, at least in part, from
differences in privately-operated and publicly-funded education programs. Some shared that
MT education originated in privately-operated colleges and has only recently been offered in
publicly-funded colleges. Several participants, from both sectors, suggested that the privatelyoperated college sector was holding back MT education. Participants felt that too much
education was taking place in privatively-operated colleges. And while some ‘legacy’ privatelyoperated colleges have solid reputations, some of the more recently established privatelyoperated colleges do not. Participants felt that the privately-operated colleges that want to
offer a strong program, also needed to operate a viable business and saw them as financially
driven.
The challenge of how to get smaller, private, finance-driven institutions committed to
excellence was expressed. Competition for students was identified as an important issue in
Ontario, which was described as having too many colleges, all vying for the same students. One
participant noted, “[Privately-operated colleges] set the instructors as competitors instead of
[collaborators]. [In massager therapy], we see competition and a lack of sharing of resources.”
Privately-operated colleges were also seen as not providing education in the humanities or
civics, which is part of the public education curriculum and considered by participants to be
essential in helping students to think creatively and critically.
Limitations in the publicly-funded college system were also identified. Participants felt
that there was a lot of unpaid work being done by part-time instructors. They shared that
these instructors are not paid for lesson preparation and other out of class work. Participants
felt this led to faculty turnover resulting in quality variation. Further, being part of a publicallyfunded college meant that programs were constrained by those institutions’ policies and
procedures and were, therefore, less nimble in responding to change.
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Some participants felt that “streamlining the number of institutions providing MT in a
province might be helpful.” They described that some provinces had a “multitude” of programs
and felt that diluted the quality of MT education. By limiting the number of colleges, they felt
that would allow for the remaining programs to hire the best instructors to ensure the
curriculum delivered was of the highest quality.
Variation between provinces. The regulatory status of the province was perceived to
result in considerable variation in required program standards across the country. One
participant commented, “There are four provinces that have the interjurisdictional
competencies that bind us, then, it’s a bit of a wild west out there.” Variation in programs and
standards was also reported to pose a problem regarding job mobility. When massage
therapists move to a new province, expectations of practice held by the practitioner may differ
from their clients’. “We know what a physiotherapist or a chiropractor does from province to
province, but what a massage therapist does, and how they are licensed or regulated or what
they practice, or even the definition of massage therapy is different across the country.”
Participants shared that both massage therapists and the public have mixed perceptions. For
some, massage therapists were healthcare professionals, for others they were service
providers. MT was viewed by some as a profession with deep commitment to clients, while for
others it was seen as quick certificate to a job. Participants suggested that this confusion and
variation in perception is holding the profession back.
Variation in length of program. Participants felt that in the past, program quality was
measured by program hours. They felt that the move to align curriculum with national
competencies was a good one, however, program hours should not be dismissed. Neither
competencies nor hours alone were a guarantee of quality education. Some participants
reported that privately-operated colleges offered relatively short programs. “I’m very
concerned when I see schools that are offering a massage therapy certificate and the ability to
pass an entry-to-practice exam with a 6-month or an 18-month course.” Current students also
want shorter programs, therefore, some colleges, wishing to be competitive, are under
pressure to deliver the curriculum in a compressed amount of time.
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Participants differed on whether the educational requirement at entry-to-practice
should be a diploma or baccalaureate degree. Some felt that a baccalaureate degree was
needed to develop the breadth of knowledge required for professional practice. Others felt
that a MT degree should be offered, but not required for entry to practice, and that it was more
important to improve existing programs before taking that step. “We need a degree program
in MT, but more urgently [we] need to have a level playing field across the country.”
Participants were encouraged that universities were increasingly recognizing MT courses and
awarding credit towards a degree. This includes increased articulation agreements between
colleges and universities. A pathway to higher education was seen as a desirable next step for
graduates.
Variation in instructor training. Another challenge, reported by the majority of
participants, was the considerable variation in MT instructor training. Currently, there is no
national standardized training or credentialing process for MT instructors. Instructors were
described as “practitioner-teacher hybrids”. “You need to be an educator and have all of those
tools and training and have the professional knowledge and tools. I think in our field, [we]
often have a lot of therapists, and they mean well, but sometimes their teaching tools aren’t
quite as well versed as their therapeutic knowledge.” Many have a strong background in MT
practice with excellent therapeutic knowledge, however, they do not understand adult
education principles to support excellence in teaching.
Participants suggested that there was a dearth of experienced, qualified instructors,
which was emphasized by the rapid and continuous growth in MT colleges. Variation in
instructor qualifications was also attributed to the differences in the privately-operated and
publicly-funded education systems; the public system was viewed as setting higher standards
for teaching and supporting instructor education. With one revenue stream, “private schools
just don’t have the same resources or perhaps just don’t have the same sort of process that a
community college would have for credentialing instructors.” Variation in instructors means
that the quality of classroom instruction and instructional design may be affected.
Isolation
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The theme of isolation is described as the feeling of the participant of being separated,
or disconnected, from the regulator, accreditor, or colleagues due, at least in part, to a lack of
communication or networking opportunities. This theme was thought to impact the ability of
MT education to progress and innovate. Participants generally felt that sharing of resources
and collaboration would be beneficial for programs, instructors, and ultimately, the student
experience.
Feeling of being disconnected from the regulator. While appreciating the importance of
regulation, and recognizing that regulators are driving the change that is building the
profession, several participants who identified as instructors noted that MT regulators did not
seem to appreciate the complexity of the education process. They felt that the regulators
“operated behind closed doors” and often announced decisions affecting curriculum with little
warning. Regulatory participants noted that some instructors and administrators became
defensive when asked about a practice or audited to determine if standards were being
followed.
Participants also noted the challenge of dealing with multiple regulators. One noted:
We are regulated by the private training institute branch of the Ministry of
Advanced Education in [one province]. They have regulations, and then the
[regulatory body] is still the regulator in [the province], so they have
requirements, and then the CMTCA is now our accrediting body. Dealing with all
these regulatory bodies is quite costly, and sometimes the requirements that
one has doesn’t match what another … requires.
The various ministries associated with MT education were seen as not working in
harmony with the regulators. Lastly, a participant suggested that “there is a deep lack of trust
between educators and regulators” and a sense that communication is only in one direction.
Feeling of isolation from colleagues. Many smaller colleges have a relatively small pool
of instructors. These instructors have little opportunity to share teaching strategies and
resources. For example, previous instructors may not pass on what they have created when the
course is taught by a new instructor. “[When] I stepped into one of the courses that [I taught]
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last year, I had nothing”. This lack of sharing of resources also means that each college is
occupied with developing the learning resources and evaluation methods. Instructors reported
the need to communicate and network with others to share strategies for preparing and
succeeding with accreditation. National accreditation was seen as an opportunity for
instructors and administrators to share practices and resources. Accreditation is discussed in
detail below.
Stagnation
The theme of stagnation is described as a lack of activity, growth, or development
within MT education. It was suggested that stagnation related to resources, content, and
learning strategies. Participants often related limitations to change or improvement to
bureaucratic momentum or red tape, a culture of resistance to change, and resource
differences between programs and colleges of different sizes.
Outdated resources. An area of stagnation noted by participants was related to learning
resources. One participant shared that “… there is a textbook on the [College of Massage
Therapists of Ontario’s] list that is older than I am and I am 45!” It was suggested that the
reason old texts are used in education programs is because these texts appear on the
regulatory body’s list of resources used to inform the content of the entry-to-practice exams.
Instructors feel obligated to use these texts, and consequently feel like they are teaching to the
exam. In these instances, students are taught the information that may appear on an entry-topractice exam at the expense of learning current evidence-informed content. A separate, but
related, issue was that the selection of MT-specific textbooks is limited. Participants reported
that instructors and developers used physiotherapy and occupation therapy texts when MTspecific resources were not available or lacked credibility. While physiotherapy and
occupational therapy textbooks are useful, they were described as including information that
was outside the scope of practice of massage therapists.
Lack of research for practice. A lack of commitment by programs to evidence-informed
practice was identified as a challenge for MT education. Many participants noted that massage
therapists should be held to similar standards as other health practitioners who are committed
to evidence-informed practice. However, they felt that there was a research literacy gap in MT
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curriculum in general. Some of this was attributed to the lack of research literacy of instructors.
“We see a certain amount of unease with research and research translation and current best
practices in manual therapy”. Participants were adamant that MT research is critical to support
practice and to advance the profession. Further, some routine practices and techniques have
recently been questioned as a result of recent research indicating that the curriculum is not
evidence-informed in some areas. This gap has left instructors and practitioners feeling that
they do not have a solid foundation in some areas.
Participants indicated that, in addition to the research literacy gap in the curriculum,
there is a shortage of large scale, rigorous MT research to guide practice. Much of MT research
is done by researchers outside the MT profession who view the study through a different lens.
“When you start looking at crossover research, like physiotherapy, it is a very different lens that
gets looked through”. This gap in research literacy and capacity was seen as a barrier to the
development and implementation of evidence-informed curriculum.
Stagnation of teaching and learning strategies. Some participants reported that current
students preferred to use technology in the classroom, which was seen as a challenge for
professors not familiar or comfortable with emerging educational technology. The integration
of technology was something to be managed by instructors, who might be unskilled in how to
adapt learning strategies due to the lack of education-specific preparation described above.
Participants felt that instructors need professional development as to strategies that would
effectively engage current learners, such as online learning and simulation. Participants
suggested some programs are still using older teaching methods that emphasize rote
memorization instead of teaching students to access resources as needed and to apply critical
thinking.
Accreditation
Participants talked about accreditation, both as a solution for some of the challenges
previously mentioned, and a potential challenge in itself. The accreditation process, while
viewed as a major undertaking, was described as “important and necessary”. It was thought to
be able to address the main challenge reported by participants - the wide variation in curricula
in programs across the country. “I think accreditation is going to help us make that
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conversation and the language we use more similar across the country.” The majority of
participants felt very positive about this initiative and were optimistic that accreditation would
drive the standardization of MT education across the country.
Participants were hopeful that accreditation would help to align content and teaching
practices. One noted, “It will enable us to look inwards again from a different way than we ever
had before.” Viewing curriculum, teaching, and evaluation methods through a critical lens in
preparation for accreditation was expected to improve quality in those domains.
Accreditation was expected to improve strong programs and potentially remove weaker
programs. “I think accreditation [will have] a side benefit of maybe weeding out some folks
who, once they really have to demonstrate that they are meeting certain requirements and
standards, will not bother.” Accreditation, while potentially bringing benefits, will increase
program costs. Costs may include the accreditation annual fee, the site visit fee, increases in
staffing, and augmentation of student resources. Some participants suggested that some
provinces and colleges are balking at regulation and accreditation for cost reasons, as
considerable changes will have to be made regarding staffing, class sizes and student and
instructor resources.

4. Discussion
Massage therapy education, like the profession, is at a crossroads. The genesis for this
study was the impending implementation of national accreditation, which was clearly top of
mind for these participants. The challenges facing MT education described by the participants
mirrored challenges facing the profession of MT in general, so much so that, at times, it was
difficult to separate the two.
The variation in MT education echoed the variation seen in the profession. Massage
therapy is regulated in four provinces in Canada. While each of these provinces has a
regulatory body to oversee the protection of the public and the standards of practice, each
body operates under its provincial legislation which introduces variation at the foundation of
the profession (1-4). With a slightly different scope of practice in these regulated provinces, the
resulting education programs naturally include slight differences. The variation that begins with
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scope of practice extends into standards of practice, which govern how massage therapists
operate their practice and engage with patients. Whatever variation in practice that exists
within regulated provinces is increased in provinces that are not regulated. Without regulation,
there is nothing preventing the use of the term massage therapist. Similarly, there is also no
educational requirement resulting in the opportunity for programs to determine the program
details
As variation in MT education reflects variation in the profession, participants shared
ideas regarding the many layers of isolation felt in their classrooms, programs, and institutions
that mirrored the solitude of professional practice. Massage therapists often perform their
work one-on-one with their patients with limited professional supervision or interaction with
other therapists. Often, they practice in small clinics as contractors with few opportunities for
professional exchange and limited venues for collective sharing. Massage therapists, through
self-selection of profession and habitual practice, can develop a comfort with silence,
communicating through their hands in their work and independent problem solving, which
contributes to their sense of individualism and isolation (16). When these aspects of MT culture
are extrapolated to the educational realm, they may affect massage therapists’ relationships
with each other, colleagues, other healthcare providers, and their professional institutions.
Isolation from colleagues can also result from precarious employment situations and
perceived competition among instructors and between institutions. MT instructors are often
part-time contractors with limited job security. This can lead to protectionist behaviours
regarding curriculum content, teaching techniques, and course content. When this is extended
to MT institutions, they may think it is advantageous to keep program content private limiting
opportunities for exchange. Participants mentioned a recent educators’ conference in Ontario
as an example of a rare opportunity for exchange of ideas and training. Outside of Ontario, the
limited number of institutions and their distribution across a country as large as Canada, may
increase the challenge of holding and attending events that foster these types of broad
exchange.
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Isolation of educators from regulators may result from differences in perceived role,
mirroring the dynamic between regulators and the profession, or for power dynamics related to
authority. Regulators’ primary role is that of providing parameters to the profession to protect
the public interest and this extends to setting requirements for entry-to-practice education; the
regulation of education is a secondary responsibility. This is further reflected in the role of other
provincial education ministries in regulating MT institutions. As such, regulatory actions, such as
providing clinical or ethical guidance, are primarily aimed at practitioners, leaving MT educators
to interpret and apply these to their programs. The requirements of one regulatory layer may
not match or be easily related to another. In addition, as the regulator may find itself in an
adversarial situation with members of the profession, due to new requirements of practice or
disciplinary actions, educators’ views of their actions regarding education requirements may be
coloured by their experiences as members of the profession. As with any authority that is
responsible for specific requirements of others, regulators can be viewed as dictatorial,
disconnected from the “reality on the ground” and unidirectional in their communication.
Most massage therapists work is individualistic with relatively little direct supervision or
oversight by others; perhaps in part due to their usual employment status as contractors.
Generally, they act independently in their clinical decision making, treatment planning, and
other clinical activities. Treatment usually occurs one-on-one with their patients without
observation by others. This level of independence may make the profession uneasy with
external review and feedback. When this is extended to the education realm, instructors may
be more prone to independent development of curriculum, course content, and content
delivery. They may also be less familiar with supervisory rolls, the incorporation of feedback
from others, and sharing with colleagues. Systemically, this may have been reflected in
participants’ sense of isolation from each other and other colleges. Individual approaches to
program development more easily align with practitioner experiences and culture.
When discussing a sense of regulatory isolation, participants also suggested regulatory
practice guidance, as found in curriculum and examination documents, did not reflect current
research evidence. The incorporation of new learning in the sciences related to MT requires
dialogue between researchers, clinicians, and educators. This is often fostered via networking
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opportunities and social functions facilitated by conferences, seminars, and other profession
focused events that allow for the exchange of ideas between instructors, institutions, and
across geographic boundaries. Knowledge translation and integration of new learning into
practice and its education is likely limited.
Massage therapy, like many health professions, faces barriers to the continued
production of high-quality research applicable to practice including limited funding, few
research-focused academic positions, and the profession’s research culture (17). Research is
often fostered within academic institutions and scholarly work at the masters and doctoral
level. As entry-to-practice education in MT is a diploma, there may be limited opportunities for
practitioners to transition to higher levels of learning resulting in the production of research. In
addition, for those that do continue, there are no MT programs above the diploma level,
leading to degrees in other fields and research generated that may not focus on the profession.
The foundation then for the knowledge translation into the texts and curricula development
tools used by educators is inherently limited by the research available. Other studies on the
profession suggest that there are limitations in research literacy, awareness of current
evidence, and research utilization in practice (18, 19). These limitations likely extend to
instructors; particularly those who have not completed graduate or post-graduate education.
Institutionally, support for research and its integration into instruction, is provided
through internal research funding, the provision of support staff, access to Research Ethics
Boards, applied research centres, and other infrastructure. Smaller institutions are unlikely to
be able to provide these along with the staff hours needed to generate and incorporate
research evidence. As MT instruction is often provided by smaller privately-operated colleges,
opportunity to generate and incorporate research evidence may also be limited. Given the
limitations for each college, the isolation described regarding protectionist practices regarding
sharing between instructors and colleges could contribute to stagnation.
When compared to medicine, participants here shared many similar concerns about
stagnation in curriculum content, design, and educational methods (14). Echoed here are
concerns with the incorporation of evidence and the suggestion of the need for increased basic
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sciences content. While variations in resources were often ascribed to areas of specialization in
medicine, these differences were associated here with college size and pressures related to
profitability and competition. Also shared between scans was a participant sense of
generational gap in expectations regarding technology. This suggests that solutions found in
medicine education regarding content delivery may also serve some of the needs described by
participants here.
At its core, accreditation of education programs is introduced to improve quality and
standards. Participants described variation, isolation and stagnation as the main challenges
facing MT education. They also described accreditation as a potential solution for these
challenges. Quality can be set in an accreditation process as a minimum standard that must be
achieved, or as a standard of excellence meant to stretch the educational program (13).
Accreditation programs have the responsibility to ensure that the educational program offers
quality in the student experience, programming according to a given standard, and adequate
evaluation of that programming to ensure graduates are career-ready (20).
As the accreditation of MT programs in Canada has just begun, there is great opportunity for
future research to explore the impact and quality of the accreditation process. This study
sought to create a baseline description of the current challenges facing MT education. Once
accreditation has been in place for several years, it would be worthwhile to revisit the study to
see whether accreditation has had the intended impact and whether there were unforeseen
benefits or additional challenges. Future research should consider multiple perspectives,
perhaps adding the voice of the student and their view of challenges affecting their education.

5. Conclusion
An environmental scan was undertaken to create a point of comparison for the future state of
MT education. Participants described three challenges they faced: variation, isolation and
stagnation, which they hope would be remedied by recently implemented program
accreditation. The themes that described the challenges faced by stakeholders mirror those of
the profession. By describing the challenges experienced by stakeholders, we will be able to
monitor the impact of accreditation on the environment of Canadian MT education.
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Abstract
Background. It is generally believed by healthcare practitioners that the quality of the
therapeutic relationship developed with patients impacts the success of the treatment. The
interaction between therapist and patient during care is complex, and both parties bring their
unique perceptions to the relationship. The patient’s comfort with intimacy may be an
important factor in determining the success of a developing therapeutic relationship. Knowing
this, healthcare professionals who provide intimate care should consider patients’ perceptions.
Massage therapists are one such professional group who provide intimate care.
Methods. Descriptive phenomenology was used to describe the experience of ending care
for patients of massage therapy. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews and
analyzed using Colaizzi’s methods.
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Results. Seven participants described their experience of ending massage therapy care as
awkward and uncomfortable. They felt responsible for managing potential conflict. The
discomfort was so intense that participants rarely communicated to their massage therapist
that something was wrong and they would not be returning. Future research should continue
to explore the phenomenon of ending care. From this study, it is clear that communicating
concerns during massage therapy treatment was difficult for these participants. It was easier to
leave when they felt uncomfortable, rather than exacerbate the discomfort with confrontation.
Much remains to be explored in this area.
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1. Introduction
Background
It is generally believed by healthcare practitioners that the quality of the therapeutic
relationship developed with patients impacts the success of the treatment (Bachelor, 2013;
Eubanks-Carter, Muran, & Safran, 2010; Horvath, 2000). The interaction between therapist and
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patient during care is complex, and both parties bring their unique perceptions to the
relationship (Bachelor, 2013; Fitzpatrick, Iwakabe, & Stalikas, 2005). When these perceptions
are divergent, they may create ruptures (Eubanks-Carter et al., 2010), that is issues, or
moments of tension, within a therapeutic relationship.
A rupture is a breakdown in the relationship and can be caused when there is perceived lack
of collaboration or stress on the emotional bond (Eubanks-Carter et al., 2010). When
unresolved issues arise during care, patients may respond by ending their care, or seeking
treatment from another practitioner (Fitzpatrick et al., 2005). If practitioners are able to repair
the rupture, it may contribute to a renewal within the therapeutic relationship (Eubanks-Carter
et al., 2010). The patient’s comfort with intimacy may be an important factor in determining
the success of a developing therapeutic relationship (Fitzpatrick et al., 2005). Knowing this,
healthcare professionals who provide intimate care (Chur-Hansen, 2002) should consider
patients’ perceptions.
Massage therapists are one such professional group who provide intimate care. Massage
therapy treatment commonly occurs one-on-one, in a private treatment area, where the
patient is asked to remove clothing and lie on a massage table covered by a sheet and blanket.
The treatment primarily consists of hands-on manual techniques, where the skilled application
of touch is used to address primarily musculoskeletal complaints (Government of Ontario,
1991a). This environment inherently renders the patient vulnerable (Fitch, 2014), making the
establishment of comfort and trust paramount to the successful development of a therapeutic
relationship.
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During informal discussions with massage therapists, and through the researchers’ own
professional experience, it was noted that there are times when patients decide independently,
and without notice, to end the care they are receiving. Similarly, massage therapists hear from
patients that they have previously received treatment from another massage therapist with
whom they were dissatisfied. This dissatisfaction led to them eventually leaving that therapist’s
practice and seeking out care from someone else.
There are no studies investigating the discontinuation of massage therapy care. There are
two studies from the complementary and alternative medicine literature that offer some
description of why patients discontinue care. A study by Kim et al. (2013), investigated factors
associated with discontinuation of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) in Korean
cancer patients. They found that financial burden, lack of effectiveness, harmful events, and
physician opinion were some of the reasons for discontinuation of CAM in this population. A
second study investigated the use of CAM two years after treatment for prostate cancer
(Porter, Kolva, Ahl, & Diefenbach, 2008). The results suggest that CAM use was less common
two years after treatment than it had been following diagnosis. Participants cited ineffective
treatment, harm, physician advice to discontinue, and unsuitability as reasons for ending CAM
therapies.
The dearth of literature about massage therapy patients’ experiences of ending care
suggests that patients may not have a forum through which to share these experiences.
Through this study, we sought to describe the experience of patients who have chosen to end
massage therapy care. For the purpose of this study, ending massage therapy care was defined
as the point at which the patient terminated the therapeutic relationship with his or her
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massage therapist. While some of the reasons may be the same as listed above, a description
of patients’ experiences will help to inform massage therapists’ clinical decision-making in
practice. In addition, this study provided an opportunity for the voices of patients to be heard,
especially those who have previously remained silent.
Research Question
The research question was, “What are patients’ lived experiences of ending massage therapy
care in Ontario?” As there is nothing at this time published on ending massage therapy care,
from either the practitioner or the patient’s perspective, this study is a foundation for future
research into massage therapy practice.

2. Materials and Methods
Descriptive phenomenology was used. Data were collected through semi-structured
interviews and analyzed using Colaizzi’s methods.
Context
Massage therapy has been regulated in Ontario since 1991 under the Regulated Health
Professions Act (Government of Ontario, 1991b). Under this regulation, the College of Massage
Therapists of Ontario is tasked with protecting the public interest. As a part of the standards
and policies that regulate massage therapists, they have also published a code of ethics which
guides the ethical behaviour of practitioners (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario, 1999).
Within the Code of Ethics, massage therapists are responsible for listening and respecting
patients’ values, encouraging and being responsive to patients’ choices, and ensuring patients
are an integral part of the decision-making process. Communication, setting professional
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boundaries, and obtaining consent are other expectations the regulatory body has of its
registrants (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario, 2017).
It is important to note that massage therapy is not covered under the provincial healthcare
insurance model. As such, patients pay out-of-pocket or using extended healthcare insurance
to cover treatments. This can create some tension between the need of therapists to provide
care that is within the best interests of their patients and the ability of their patients to pay for
ongoing care. In addition, it means that some patients are less tolerant to pay and return for
care that does not meet their expectations. These factors make understanding patients’
perceptions of care, and the relationship of satisfaction to retention of patients, of interest to
massage therapists.
Sampling and Recruitment
Participants who had received massage therapy from a registered massage therapist in
Ontario, with the intention of returning for continued care, were invited to participate.
Individuals who had ended massage therapy care, with at least one registered massage
therapist were interviewed. Snowball sampling was used and participants were asked to share
the researchers’ contact information with people they knew who had also experienced the
phenomenon of interest (Palinkas et al., 2015). Participants were recruited through study
information provided to healthcare clinics in Toronto, Mississauga, Sudbury, and Newmarket,
and through word of mouth.
Data Collection
Data were collected through 45-minute semi-structured interviews. Participants selected a
mutually agreeable time and place for the interview to be conducted. Telephone interviews
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were offered where face-to-face was not feasible. The researcher who conducted the
interviews (SM) kept a research journal, in which to record statements from participants, as
well as the thoughts of the researcher during and after the interviews. These memos were
considered during data analysis.
Data Analysis
Data analysis followed Colaizzi’s method (Abu Shosha, 2012; Saunders, 2014; Wojnar &
Swanson, 2007), which uses a seven-step process: 1) develop a sense of the whole interview by
reading and re-reading the transcript; 2) extract of significant statements keeping them in the
participant’s own words; 3) restate the significant statements and formulate meaning; 4)
cluster formulated meanings into themes; 5) create an exhaustive description of the
phenomenon of interest; 6) distil the exhaustive description into a fundamental structure of the
phenomenon; and, 7) share findings with the participants for feedback and member checking.
Establishing Trustworthiness
Establishing trustworthiness is a process and as such, we have considered issues of
trustworthiness during the development of the study. Part of establishing credibility was to
engage in reflexivity. We cannot remove who we are from the research process so instead we
must recognize, to the best of our ability, what we bring to the research. By acknowledging the
knowledge, attitudes and beliefs we bring to this study, we can try to set these aside in order to
discover the phenomenon from the perspective of the participant (Wall, Glenn, Mitchinson, &
Poole, 2004). Reflexive journals in which we recorded thoughts, ideas, and beliefs about the
phenomenon of interest helped us examine this.
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To enhance the trustworthiness of the data, we have described the research process, and
the resulting description, so that it may be useful to other groups, such as other healthcare
providers. Describing the context of the study will help readers determine whether the results
should be considered within their own geographical or socio-political context.

3. Results
Seven interviews were conducted. All participants were women and had experienced ending
massage therapy care at least once. Most had returned to receive care from another massage
therapist. The participants described the experience of ending massage therapy care as awkward
and uncomfortable. So much so, they rarely communicated to the massage therapist that
something was wrong and they would not be returning.
Feelings of Being Uncomfortable
Participants described feeling uncomfortable in treatment, either physically or emotionally.
Physical discomfort occurred when the pressure applied by the massage therapist was too much
or too deep. “[One massage therapist] was way too rough. I told him I wanted it rough, but it
wasn't enjoyable. I told him not too rough, just a little bit less torture.” They described
experiences where the massage therapist did not ask about or check in on their comfort. “She
never asked, but I think she could tell because I would stiffen up when she would press in a certain
spot.” Several participants shared that they felt they were not listened to. “Frequently the
massage therapist would ask, ‘how's the pressure?’ That's a good thing. But, then I would say,
‘too much for me’, and then they’d say, ‘oh, I'm sorry’. Then they'd lighten it up, but they'd kind
of default back into the really deep pressure. …Either they were forgetting what I was saying or
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deciding what they were saying was better”. Communication about pressure was felt to be easier
in established relationships. “Once you get that relationship with your therapist, it becomes
easier [to communicate] because they know what you like versus what you don’t like.”
One additional physical discomfort that participants described was having areas of their body
treated to which they did not provide consent. “[The massage therapist] wasn't discussing which
parts of the body she would be working on. I came for [treatment of] feet and leg issues. Then
she would start massaging my shoulders… [The massage therapist] hadn't given me the
opportunity to say ‘no, don't work on that area’. They didn't mention that that would be involved
at all”.
Emotional discomfort was described as occurring when the massage therapist asked questions
that were too personal or talked too much about themselves. Several participants shared
occasions when their massage therapist asked questions that seemed overly personal and not
germane to the treatment. They described wanting to lead the conversation. “If I don’t want to
talk [my massage therapist] gets the hint and then we don’t talk. But, if I want to talk then it’s
fine.” They did not want the massage therapist to share too much personal information about
themselves. “[I don’t like] when the massage therapist kept talking about her personal life a lot
and asking about my personal life. …I don't really want to know about their personal life and I
don't really want to tell them about my personal life”.
There was a feeling that emotional discomfort could be tolerated for longer than physical
discomfort.
I think for me, physical discomfort …is worse than just being awkward… if it's just
personal awkwardness, it's easier to have hope that it was just a one-time thing
or [the massage therapist will] get the hint and stop talking. …In terms of physical
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discomfort, or doing something I hadn't discussed or consented [to]… I don't even
want to allow for [it to happen] once.
There was more of an allowance given for social awkwardness, but little tolerance for
physical boundary violations or lack of adherence to requests for changes in pressure.
Managing Potential Conflict
When it came to sharing their feelings of discomfort, many didn’t.
I think it's easiest for most people just not to come back. It's very hard to criticize
someone, especially someone you've just met. ... [There is also] a bit of a power
differential since they're the health professional who is treating you and supposedly
knows all these things. Most people want to be polite and [not coming back] seems
to be the most polite thing to do.
It was also common not to express feelings of discomfort during the treatment because it was
awkward. Several participants described wanting to avoid confrontation. “Since I don't really
like confrontation, it's just easiest for me not to book another appointment. I just consider the
lesson learned and I won’t go back there. Maybe the next one will be better”. Participants
expressed feeling awkward commenting on the therapist’s conduct, as they were not sure how
it would be received. “I'm sure they don't take it that way, but it feels like by [commenting], by
making suggestions to their treatment style, that it could be perceived as a judgement”. As a
result, most did not provide feedback on their experience.
Some shared that when they had taken the risk to share their experience it worked out well,
but that the outcome was not consistent. “I find it quite difficult to [give feedback] to an RMT.
I've been working on that lately and I will let them know.

Sometimes people respond

exceptionally well. They really listen. They check in again to make sure it's ok. And, sometimes
the RMT doesn't. They have a treatment style and they stick with it”. There was a feeling that it
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was hard to find a good massage therapist. Participants who found someone who would listen
to them would continue to see them. “When I've worked with RMTs who respond to what I'm
saying, it fosters the relationship and I tend to go back and see them. If I am dealing with someone
[who doesn’t] listen, then it tends to end the relationship”.

4. Discussion
This study revealed that participants ended care with a specific therapist as a result of the
therapist not adjusting to verbal or non-verbal communications. More specifically, it was
identified that participants discontinued care when they felt that the massage therapist had
dismissed their communication about physical discomfort, or that the massage therapist did not
sufficiently respond to their use of silence to achieve quiet. However, this did not dissuade the
participants from using massage therapy. They simply sought out other therapists.
Silence was used to end care. This was done by not communicating any information regarding
their decision to seek another therapist and by not scheduling future appointments with their
original therapist.

Patients did this in order to avoid the potential awkwardness and

uncomfortableness that they thought would arise from providing negative feedback. It has been
noted in other studies that patients feel uncomfortable providing direct criticism and would
prefer others to infer what was hindering care (Henkelman & Paulson, 2006; Marcinowicz,
Grebowski, & Chlabicz, 2009; Staniszewska & Henderson, 2004).
Dismissal of Communication about Physical Discomfort
The most common reason participants ended treatment with a given practitioner was that
they experienced a dismissal of their communication about the physical discomfort. Participants
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indicated that they communicated their discomfort only to have the therapist continue, justify,
or return to the pressure that prompted them to verbalise their discomfort. Due to the
therapist’s non-responsiveness, patients concluded that their feedback was irrelevant. As a
result, they refrained from restating their concerns.
Participants also indicated that communication of discomfort to the therapist could be
interpreted by the massage therapist as a judgment of their abilities. The patients did not want
to engage in these types of communications during the treatment due to the possible risk of
damaging the therapeutic relationship. This sentiment was shared by participants in a study
conducted by Ojwang, Matu, and Ogutu (2010) that found patients utilised silence to ensure that
they would not be perceived as challenging the health professional. Patients did not wish to
disrupt the treatment, and used silence as a method to curtail potential strain on the therapeutic
relationship.
Given that massage therapy is considered part of the private healthcare system in Ontario,
patients have greater agency to select their provider than in the public system. Patients that
utilise the private healthcare system often have the ability to choose from which therapist they
want to receive treatment. This freedom also permits patients to end treatment plans easily by
not scheduling future appointments. Regardless of these options, patients used silence similarly
to patients in the publicly funded system. They use ‘significant silence’ which is the intentional
withholding of verbal communication to manage their concerns (Knapp, Enninger, & KnappPotthoff, 1988).

Their silence is a purposeful response by the patient to convey their

disagreement with how they are treated, and assist in avoiding confrontation (Ojwang et al.,
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2010). Participants preferred discontinuing care in this manner because it assisted in the
avoidance of possible conflict (Ojwang et al., 2010).
The Impact of the Power Differential
Patients voiced that they did not communicate certain questions, concerns or experiences to
the massage therapist due to their lack of knowledge of massage therapy. This acknowledgement
of therapist’s specialised knowledge contributes to an imbalance of power in the therapeutic
relationship. Power differentials are inherent in therapeutic relationships due to the patient
seeking assistance from a professional and that the flow of information is one-sided (Austin,
Bergum, Nuttgens, & Peternelj-Taylor, 2006). Patients are required to share information about
themselves and answer questions posed by the therapists, placing the therapist in powerful
position and the patient in a vulnerable position (Austin et al., 2006). This disparity of power is
felt by massage therapy patients despite the philosophical orientation of the profession to be
patient-centered (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario, 1999). Recognising the greater
context of massage therapy is helpful to understanding this aspect of the therapeutic
relationship.
Massage therapy is a healthcare profession, and as such is part of the Ontario healthcare
system, which is comprised of a public and a private. Individuals who practice massage therapy
are governed in similar ways as the other 25 health professions. For that reason, it is necessary
to know the historical and current underpinnings of the paternalistic model of care which has an
“inhibitory effect on giving negative evaluation” (Marcinowicz et al., 2009). Patients are socialised
to behave in a particular ways when engaging with healthcare professionals, and the same is true
for patients of massage therapists. Patients and massage therapists alike have had experiences
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within the public system which has a tendency of performing in a paternalistic style (Marcinowicz
et al., 2009). These existing patterns are the social framework that determines the ways in which
the respective individuals conduct themselves in healthcare interactions. These habits are often
transferred to the massage therapy interaction by either patient or therapist.
Even though patients are regarded as having less power than the therapist, they are not
cemented in this social position. Patients are empowered through their choices during and after
their therapeutic encounter. Patients viewed their discontinuation of care with a particular
therapist as a sufficient response. They enact their agency by not rescheduling future
appointments with the massage therapist who was perceived to have violated their boundaries.
Also, participants acknowledged that they had chosen to remain silent in order to navigate what
was occurring and accredited their discomfort to their own personal preferences. However,
through this research we reveal that ending care is not unique to one patient, rather we have
learned that the reasons for ending care and the process by which it is done appears to be a
shared phenomenon for users of massage therapy.
Lack of Responsiveness to Silence
Silence was a strategy used not only for leaving the care of a practitioner, but also for
withdrawing from conversations occurring during treatment. Several participants recalled that
they tried not responding to indicate to the therapist that they wanted to the conversation to
end. This was done by letting their turn pass in the conversation and they trusted that the lack of
response would signal their desire to end the conversation. In some cases, the void of verbal
communication did not stop the conversation, and this led to the rupture of the therapeutic
alliance.
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Patients viewed this experience differently than the dismissal of physical discomfort. Patients
were more tolerant of this type of transgression. The participants attributed this lack of
discernment to an oversight or to the possibility that the therapist was having an ‘off’ day. They
sympathised with therapist for not being perceptive to the non-verbal communication and did
not terminate care solely based on that one incidence. However, when the patient experienced
a habitual lack of attention to non-verbal communication to achieve quiet or change the subject,
they did discontinue care.
Challenges and Limitations
The recruitment of participants was a surprizing challenge for this study. As time passed and
recruitment had stagnated, an amendment was made to widen our recruitment pool from the
Greater Toronto Area to all of Ontario. This modification did produce participants. However, we
were unable to reach the a priori sample size of 10 to 12. One reason that could help explain this
occurrence is that patients are not comfortable sharing their negative views (Staniszewska &
Henderson, 2004). Marcinowicz et al. (2009) attribute the suppression of negative feedback to
the social positioning of patients and the importance they place on their health.
An additional challenge was experienced by the researcher (SM) during the interviews. When
participants were asked to describe an ideal massage therapist, it was easy for them to respond.
But, when they were asked to share the experience that provoked discontinuation of care, some
responded carefully. As a result, the researcher felt uneasy probing about some topics, such as
intrusive questioning, due to the complexity of the experience and the uncertainty of the depth
of the perceived boundary violation. Therefore, it was difficult to get participants to share
greater details about an experience that they used silence to resolve.
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Additionally, this study uncovered that the data collection methods selected for this project
were not effective in enlisting the number of participants desired. As previously stated, negative
expressions by patients are more difficult for patients to verbalize than positive assessments.
Patients use silence as a conflict management strategy and asking individuals to express, in a
formal way, something they have made speechless was challenging.
Future Research
The findings from this study are important as they highlight the existing power differential
experienced in therapeutic relationships that occur within the healthcare system. Patients are
compelled to remain silent within the therapeutic encounter due to knowledge inequities and
the perceived disregard of their communication. Massage therapy does differ from other
healthcare and more research is required to understand these preliminary findings.
Further research into methods that could assist in capturing or encouraging the patient’s
expression of negative feedback is needed. Understanding the impact of cultural beliefs about
voicing negative views would be helpful in designing studies to encourage and promote sharing
of negative experiences. Identifying novel ways of gaining access to patient’s negative
assessments of care are required. Cultivating methods that promote the sharing of discomfort
and dissatisfaction by patients can assist in changes that will alter care in positive ways by
bridging the communication gap generated by power imbalance and silence.
Research into what is discouraging patients from continuing care is important if stakeholders
are to address them. These findings are significant for all researchers attempting to solicit
negative assessments of healthcare providers from patients. Also, examining cultural beliefs of
negative discourse and how it can impact the practice of massage therapy and other health
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professions would assist in understanding how to best elicite patient feedback without
reproducing the social awkwardness.
Nevertheless, this study provides an opportunity for massage therapists and stakeholders to
reflect on the communication practices occurring within their profession. Specifically, the
communications that occur about discomfort during treatment and lack of response from a
patient during treatment. Massage therapists can recognise that voicing negative feedback is a
challenge for their patients and that it places them in a vulnerable position and that discomfort
whether it is physical or social is undesirable. Therefore, acknowledgment and careful
consideration by the therapist is required when a patient verbalises it. The knowledge produced
by this study can assist therapists to begin to understand the silence occurring in their massage
rooms and perhaps assist them in contemplating strategies to cultivate responses that will
strengthen the therapeutic alliance. They can engage in creating environments that may alter
what is considered negative feedback by framing it as assistance in providing quality care that is
customized to the patient. Furthermore, they may attempt to balance the power in the
therapeutic relationship by: acknowledging what the patient contributes to the therapeutic
relationship, framing them as experts and the sole person capable of conveying their experience,
and reinforcing that sharing their unique insight is a valuable part of the therapy. Furthermore,
empathising with the discomfort that arises from providing negative feedback, but highlighting
the positive aspect of sharing such information might bring comfort to the patient. Reframing
feedback as a constructive and required communication could encourage patients to participate
in care while reducing patients ending treatment plans prematurely.
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5. Conclusion
Seven participants described the experience of ending massage therapy care as awkward
and uncomfortable. They shared they felt responsible for managing potential conflict and that
this discomfort was so intense that participants rarely communicated to their massage
therapist that something was wrong and they would not be returning. Future research should
continue to explore the phenomenon of ending care. From this study, it is clear that
communicating concerns during massage therapy treatment was difficult for these participants.
It was easier to leave when they felt uncomfortable, rather than exacerbate the discomfort
with confrontation. Much remains to be explored in this area.
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